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The progression of preterm infant gut microbiome development is intricately linked with the
development of the infant, such that disruptions to the microbial system can manifest as
neonatal necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) in the infant. One of the proposed aetiologies of NEC is
that disease onset occurs when microbiome development is challenged by an external
perturbation, such as antibiotic treatment. The research conducted in this thesis was motivated
by the overarching hypothesis that infant health occurs when homeostatic microbial
relationships have been established. Conversely, when microbiome development is disrupted,
the preterm infant is susceptible to diseases such as NEC. Therefore, the driving hypothesis of
this thesis was that external factors, such as antibiotic therapy or formula milk, impair
microbial interactions such that the preterm gut microbiome no longer sustains healthy
infant development, leading to NEC onset. This hypothesis was tested using fecal microbiota
from two preterm infants with different antibiotic exposures while in hospital. Propagation of
these preterm fecal microbiota in an in vitro continuous culture system allowed for
compositional, metabonomic, culture-based annotation of the ecosystems. Longitudinal analysis
of each community revealed differences in each community’s functional capacity. The Infant 1
community, which was antibiotic-naïve, was able to restore that same steady-state by 1-2
weeks after antibiotic treatment ended. In contrast, the Infant 2 community (had prior exposure

to antibiotics) was not able to re-gain the same compositional state after antibiotic treatment, nor
was it able to carry out similar secondary metabolisms. The differences in the two community’s
resilience to in vitro antibiotic treatment was attributed to the microbial-microbial relationships in
the in vitro communities. This work demonstrated that parenteral antibiotic therapy has the
potential to disrupt microbe-microbe relationships such that the microbiome is hindered in its
ability to function as a cohesive ecosystem. This work, which includes several other studies
focused on examining the metabolic capacity of the early gut microbiome, provides groundwork
that potentiates development of therapy alternatives that target endogenous microbial
relationships to steer the preterm gut ecosystem towards a state of health.
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1 Literature Review
1.1

Introduction

The human gut microbiome is a complex system of bacteria, archaea, yeasts, protists, and
viruses that interact with the human host locally, in the gastrointestinal system, and systemically
throughout the body1–3. The majority of the bacteria in this microbiome resides within the colon,
making the human distal intestines one of the densest (~1011 bacteria/g wet stool4) and most
diverse (nearly 2000 species identified by annotation population wide metagenomes5)
ecosystems known. This dynamic ecosystem develops over time, from infancy to adulthood.
The development of the human gut microbiome occurs over a relatively short period of time,
taking about 1-3 years for an infant to acquire and establish a gut microbiome like that of an
adult. The processes involved in developing the early microbiome, such as colonization† and
succession‡, is a short and tenuous period as both the developing infant and the gut microbial
ecosystem converge onto a homeostatic relationship sustainable to all parties. Success in
establishing these symbiotic relationships early in development influences, and eventually
results in a relatively stable gut microbiome. On the other hand, events that disrupt the
formation of host-microbe relationships can result in disease onset. This is particularly relevant
for the preterm infant (<37 weeks gestational age, GA). Physiological prematurity is a major
challenge for early development for both infant and microbiome. The extensive interaction

†

The establishment of a site of microbial reproduction or organisms without necessarily resulting
in tissue invasion or damage. Definition from Prescott’s Microbiology, 8 th Edition.
‡ Temporal acquisition of microbiota at a specific cite or tissue. Definition derived from Koenig et
al. 201126.

1

between microbes and host means that research on the early gut microbiome must be a
research priority in order to advance the primary care provided to preterm infants6.

1.2

Investigating Microbial Composition with 16S rRNA Gene Sequencing

Marker genes have been employed in phylogenetic analysis of microbial consortia in
environmental ecology for decades, and the 16S ribosomal RNA gene (rRNA) has been
targeted for this purpose since 19857. rRNA is attractive for phylogenetic analysis because it
contains hypervariable regions segmented by sequences that are highly conserved in bacteria.
As such, the conserved regions can be targeted by one primer set, while the intervening
variable regions encode evolutionarily-directed changes that map along a phylogenetic tree8,9.
The combination of conserved and variable regions means that this gene is an attractive marker
gene for relative abundance characterization of microbial ecosystems, such as the human gut
microbiome10.
1.2.1

Taxonomic Limitations of 16S rRNA Gene

Because 16S rRNA gene sequences are used as the backbone of phylogenetic and taxonomic
classification of bacteria, it is important to understand the limitations of using the gene in
microbiome research. The early and ubiquitous adoption of the 16S rRNA gene to reconstruct
evolutionary relationships between bacterial taxa have made it an indispensable tool for
taxonomic classification in microbiology11. The threshold for sequence similarity of a 16S rRNA
gene required for species classification compared to a known type strain is frequently debated,
and currently ranges from 97% to 100%12. Part of the reason for this debate is the technical
resolving power of sequencing and analytical techniques. Certainly, the quality and efficiency of
DNA sequencing has vastly improved since 1994, when the threshold of 97% similarity for
species classification was first proposed13. Therefore, the lower threshold of 97% was
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necessary to resolve lower taxonomic classifications with noisier data. However, improvements
in sequencing techniques and processing tools have resulted in higher fidelity sequences, thus
permitting stricter classification thresholds. As such, the stringency for species-level
classification has often been proposed to be increased to as high as 99% or 100%
similarity12,14,15. As bioinformatic tools have improved, amplicon sequences can be resolved in
silico down to single-nucleotide differences. The combination of high-fidelity sequencing
technology with sophisticated bioinformatic algorithms has invited temptation to draw
conclusions about intra-species variation. However, biological limitations inherent to any chosen
marker gene, particularly with the 16S rRNA gene, still constrain the depth of information
attainable by marker gene analysis. This holds particularly true for the 16S rRNA gene because
the variable regions of the gene used for phylogenetic and taxonomic mapping is relatively
short, and provides intra-genus resolution, but not intra-species resolution. Therefore, there is a
need to caution against overly stringent sequence clustering and classification techniques.

1.3

Preterm Infant Gut Microbiome

The early gut microbiome develops over time, increasing in cell density and microbial diversity
as a result of several influential factors. This process of succession and colonization is rapid and
dynamic such that by one year of age, the infant gut microbiome already has the ecological
composition and function resembling that of an adult. Currently the initial instance of
colonization of the infant gut by microbes is debated, with the hypothesis that the “womb is
sterile” recently challenged by the hypothesis that placental microbes colonize the fetus prior to
birth16. Regardless, there are several factors that contribute to the development of the neonatal
gut, including maternal and infant genetics, gestational age, mode of birth, medical intervention,
and diet. At birth, the neonatal intestines contain low levels oxygen17; while oxygen levels in the
preterm gut have not been measured, it can be hypothesized to be between 0.01-1 mmHg,
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which is the oxygen content of zones supporting facultative anaerobes in niche oxygen
gradients within the adult colon lumen in animal models18. Low levels of oxygen are permissive
for the growth of facultative anaerobes such as Enterobacter, Enterococcus, Staphylococcus,
and Streptococcus, which are among the first genera to be established within the gut. As the
residual oxygen is preferentially consumed by these species, resulting in the gut environment
becoming increasingly anaerobic, species of obligate anaerobic genera, such as
Bifidobacterium, Bacteroides and Clostridium begin to proliferate and persist19. While these
genera are routinely identified as the early gut microbiome, the compositional progression of the
gut microbiome is quite variable as a result of physiological and environmental influences20.
A preterm infant, defined as <37 weeks gestational age (GA), faces numerous conditions
that challenge the processes involved during early gut microbiome development. All of these
factors coincide to shape the preterm gut microbiome in a way that is distinct from term
infants21. Microbes associated with the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) are often found in
the microbiome of very low birth-weight (VLBW) infants (<1500 g), likely due to their extended
hospitalization period22. As such, common early colonizers of preterm infants are predominantly
members of the family Enterobacteriaceae, such as Escherichia, Enterobacter, Enterococcus,
and Klebsiella. Other factors, such as mode of birth, immune system development, antibiotic
treatment and neonatal disease further influence the preterm gut microbiome and are discussed
in detail below.
The ability to form a homeostatic microbial consortium is important for fostering healthy
development, and arguably, formation of this equilibrium is even more important than the
taxonomic composition in establishing preterm health. One means of measuring homeostasis is
by assessing the relationship between microbial diversity and infant growth. Longitudinal
analysis of the microbiome composition of 83 VLBW infants showed that despite large inter4

individual variations in gut microbial composition, all infants harboured increasingly diverse
microbiota over time. Furthermore, during instances where the diversity of the microbiome
changed the most during their hospitalization, the infant also exhibited improved growth as
measured by length. While this may seem counterintuitive, infants with volatile microbial
community composition during hospitalization were the most physiologically immature and had
to “catch up” with increasingly greater weight gains before host-microbe homeostasis was
achieved. On the other hand, infants with more consistent diversity during their hospitalization
(i.e. a more stable microbiota) experienced minimal increases in weight and body length23. The
importance of compositional stability was also emphasized by a study by Ho et al., in which
preterm gut microbiomes from 45 VLBW infants converged to similar compositional profiles over
time, as measured by the relative abundance of Gammaproteobacteria24.
Gut microbial homeostasis may also be interpreted by the functional metabolic repertoire
of the microbial community, rather than the community membership. That is, development of the
microbiome may be driven by microbial traits, rather than phylogenetic membership. Under this
function-based dogma, metabolisms that promote commensal microbial interactions are more
likely to persist within the ecosystem25. Examining colonization of the early gut microbiome in
terms of functional guilds provides further insight into the drivers of early microbiome
development in the colon of preterm infants. Fermentation of lactose and human milk
oligosaccharides (HMOs) into lactate is the predominating metabolism in the early stages of
microbiome development26. Examples of lactate producers include Bifidobacterium,
Bacteroides, Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, and Enterococcus27,28. In turn, lactate production
supports the growth of lactate-utilizing bacteria such as Cutibacterium, and Veillonella, which
tend to be later colonizers of the infant gut27,29. Measurement of the infant fecal metabonome
confirmed this trophic relationship, demonstrating an abundance of lactate, and proportions of
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short chain fatty acids (SCFA) (acetate > propionate > butyrate) consistent with lactate
utilization26,30,31. The syntrophic relationship between lactate producing bacteria and lactate
fermenting bacteria is a deeply conserved trait of the early gut microbiome.

1.4

Neonatal Necrotizing Enterocolitis

Neonatal necrotising enterocolitis (NEC) is a bowel disease that is a leading cause of mortality
in preterm infants. The condition presents as intestinal inflammation that results in abdominal
distention, metabolic acidosis, sepsis, and multi-organ system failure32. Incidence of NEC
ranges from 2-7% in developed countries for infants that are < 32 weeks’ gestational age, and
increases to 5-22% in very low birth weight infants (<1000 g)33. While advancements in neonatal
care have decreased the incidence of NEC in the last decade33,34, the mortality rates of NEC
have remained at 20-30%. Since a cure has yet to be developed, treatment for NEC focuses on
managing the gastrointestinal symptoms, and involves aggressive therapies, such as use of an
intensive regimen of broad-spectrum antibiotics, as well as surgical intervention to remove
necrotic intestinal tissue35. Further understanding of the etiology and risk factors contributing to
NEC onset, in conjunction with developing effective preventative and remedial strategies, is
urged by neonatal health care practitioners and researchers.
1.4.1

Risk Factors and Pathogenesis of NEC

Several factors that increase the risk of NEC onset have been identified, with the three major
risks being prematurity, insufficient development of the gut microbiome, and feeding of formula
milk36. Of all the risk factors, prematurity correlates the strongest with NEC onset37. NEC is
specifically only observed in preterm infants, and incidence of NEC development increases with
prematurity. The physiological challenges faced by preterm infants are conducive to NEC
pathogenesis. The gastrointestinal system matures in last few weeks of gestation, therefore,
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unpredictable intestinal motility (ranging from 28-96 h38), a weak intestinal barrier, and an
underdeveloped gastrointestinal immune system leave the premature infant vulnerable to
inflammation and NEC39,40.
Intestinal peristalsis is the constriction and relaxation of intestinal muscles in a wave-like
manner to move luminal contents in one direction. The reflex develops in the last month of
gestation, so some preterm infants may not have fully developed peristalsis. As a result, they
have irregular and long gut transit times41. Mechanical movement of chyme§ via peristalsis
reduces stress on the intestinal barrier because it limits opportunities for antigens to interact
with the enterocytes. Therefore, persistent inflammation and perforation of the intestinal barrier
occur when gut motility is limited39.
Intestinal enterocytes form a physical barrier between the gut lumen and the circulatory
system by means of establishing tight junctions that interlock neighbouring intestinal epithelial
cells. Multiple families of transmembrane proteins form tight junctions, and when the integrity of
these protein interactions is weakened, the intestinal barrier becomes hyperpermeable. This
“leaky gut” is a hallmark of the early stages of NEC pathogenesis; bacterial translocation across
the intestinal barrier triggers immune responses, and inappropriate absorption of toxic gases,
such as nitric oxide heightens inflammation and further disrupts tight junction formation40,42.
Intestinal prematurity impacts development of the intestinal immune system, in part,
because the infant is deficient in the mucous layer lining the intestinal walls. The mucous layer
is essential for transporting immunoglobulin A (IgA), a major effector in the mucosal immune
system, into the gut lumen. Together, IgA and the mucous layer have a significant role in

§

Luminal contents
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microbial colonization of the gut40. IgA selectively binds to bacteria to modulate both the
commensal and pathogenic bacteria, while the mucous layer serves as both food substrate and
target for adhesion for gut bacteria43,44. In turn, colonizing the gut with commensal bacteria
stimulates multiple physiological systems that facilitate microbe-host homeostasis45. This
includes promoting epithelial function that fortify the intestinal barrier46 and exercising the innate
and adaptive immune system47,48. The interdependent relationship between gut microbiome and
immunity development is crucial such that a disruption of either, as is likely in premature infants,
easily leads to the pathogenesis of NEC39.
1.4.2

Antibiotics and NEC

Preterm infants are routinely administered broad-spectrum antibiotics from the first day of life as
a prophylactic measure to prevent infection. In addition to disruptions to microbiome
development, antibiotic therapy is a major risk factor for NEC development. Duration of
antibiotic therapy is directly associated with increased risk of developing NEC, such that the risk
increases with each additional day of treatment. Alexander et al. conducted a case-controlled
retrospective analysis consisting of almost 400 infants, with 2:1 control-case distribution. They
found that antibiotic exposure for more than 10 days resulted in a three-fold increased risk of
developing NEC compared to non-treated infants49. This was supported by a similar study
conducted form the Canadian Neonatal Network focused on very preterm infants (<29 weeks’
gestation), which found that antibiotic exposure for more than 5 days doubled the likelihood of
developing NEC50. One contributing factor to this direct relationship between antibiotic exposure
and risk of NEC onset is the developing gut microbiome. Indeed, the colonization process in
antibiotic-treated preterm infants appears to be interrupted, the process of succession of
anaerobic bacteria is disrupted. Instead, the microbiome in antibiotic-treated neonates tends to
be largely predominated by very few species. This decreased diversity drastically skewed
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ecological evenness50–53. For example, Greenwood et al. observed that antibiotic therapy in
preterm infants immediately increased the relative abundance of Enterobacter, followed by
Staphylococcus, Escherichia and Enterococcus. Furthermore, the predominance of
Enterobacter persisted for more than 3 weeks after cessation of treatment. In comparison, agecontrolled infants who were not exposed to antibiotics harboured a microbiome consisting of
Staphylococcus, Enterococcus, and Enterobacter in the first week of life, but by the third week
of life, the microbiome was more diverse, and included obligate anaerobes such as Veillonella
and Clostridium spp.54. Blooms in Enterococcus following antibiotic treatment are a
characteristic response observed in preterm infants and adults alike55,56. Decreased microbial
diversity is associated with disrupted microbial homeostasis, leaving infants more susceptible to
NEC52,57,58. The fact that decreased microbial diversity in response to antibiotic therapy at this
early age persists suggests that antibiotic treatment may be negatively impacting gut
developmental mechanisms driven by “healthy” gut microbiota. Given the important role of the
gut microbiome in neonatal development, the mechanistic relationship between antibiotics, NEC
and the developing gut microbiome warrants in-depth exploration and characterization.
1.4.3

NEC and the Early Gut Microbiome

The relationship between the developing gut microbiome and neonatal NEC is complex and has
garnered much attention. Links between deviant microbial composition in the first few weeks of
life and development of NEC have been repeatedly reported59–63. Pathogenesis of NEC has
been associated with several microbes such as Klebsiella spp., Clostridium perfringens, Clos.
butyricum, Escherichia coli, Enterobacter spp., and Staphylococcus spp64–66. However, the
multi-factorial nature of NEC onset means that it is unlikely that NEC is predominantly a specific
pathogen-driven disease67. Rather, it is hypothesized that the NEC manifests when the
colonization and development of the infant microbiome is hindered. Evidence for this route of
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pathogenesis is supported by compositional differences in the microbiome of infants prior to the
onset of NEC, compared to control, healthy infants. Several studies have observed an overabundance of Clostridium sensu stricto spp. prior to the development of early-onset NEC, while
late-onset NEC was preceded by increased levels of Escherichia spp. and other
Gammaproteobacteria have also been observed as early indicators of NEC onse53,61,63,68. Early
microbial indicators of NEC not only provide insight into the disease pathogenesis, but they also
serve as biomarkers that can be targeted to predict NEC onset62.
1.4.4

Host and Microbial Metabonome during NEC

The total collection of metabolites detected within a biological system, such as the human colon,
is referred to as the metabonome**. The serum, urinary or fecal metabonome of a preterm infant
represents the net metabolic output of each respective physiological system in the neonatal. For
example, the fecal metabonome is a census of metabolic activity of enterocytes, the early gut
microbiota, and their interactions with each other. Therefore, metabonomes provide the closest
measurement of the developing neonate at a given point in time, which can be interrogated to
understand the mechanistic drives of the observed phenotype. Wilcock et al. examined the
serum metabonome of preterm infants with NEC (n=5, <28 weeks GA) and without NEC (n=7,
<29 weeks GA) and found 16 metabolites differed between disease and non-disease states.
Ten of those metabolites were amino acids, and seven of the 16 metabolites were linked with
upregulation of IL-1β, which is a cytokine that stimulates inflammation and is elevated during
NEC. These seven metabolites were glycine, serine, decanoic acid, methionine, phenylalanine,
ornithine and lysine69. Even though direct contribution of these metabolites to inflammation and

** A variant of the term “metabolome,” which refers to the total metabolites observed from a single
strain or tissue. Definitions of “metabolome” and “metabonome” set by Marchesi and Ravel334.
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NEC has yet to be evaluated, short chain fatty acids are a class of metabolites that have been
shown to cause injury to intestinal mucosal integrity. Direct administration of acetate, butyrate or
propionate to the intestinal lumen of neonatal animal models have induced intestinal injury and
other symptoms of NEC. SCFAs are observed in elevated levels in cases of NEC, likely due to
bacterial metabolism of carbohydrates combined with slow transit of substrates through the
intestines. Interestingly, SCFAs are also considered as markers of health in adult microbial
metabonomes [ref]. Therefore, using SCFAs as biomarkers (for either health or disease) must
be context- and concentration-dependent.
Furthermore, efforts have been made to identify metabolites that can be used as
biomarkers for diagnosis, prior to NEC onset. Stewart et al. analyzed fecal metabonomes of 35
preterm infants (with NEC, n=7, 23-30 weeks GA; without NEC, n=28, 24-30 weeks GA) over
time, measuring the fecal metabonome before and after NEC onset. They found (after adjusting
for false discovery rates) that five metabolites associated with C21-steroid hormone
biosynthesis, linoleate metabolism, leukotriene metabolism and prostaglandin formation were all
elevated prior to NEC onset, but were consistently low in control cases60. Similarly, Morrow et
al. integrated measurements fecal microbiome with urinary metabonomes of preterm infants (<
29 weeks) with NEC (n=11) and without NEC (n=21). The authors observed some microbial and
metabolic features that were unique to samples prior to NEC onset. They found that alanine was
correlated directly with relative abundance of Firmicutes and inversely with Proteobacteria and
the genus Propionibacterium. They also found that ratio of alanine to histidine was a successful
indicator of NEC, where higher ratios of urinary alanine to histidine in the first 4-9 days were
observed in NEC cases, as compared to healthy controls62. Other candidate biomarkers include
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) found in stool, as they are often end products of microbial
fermentation. Analysis of a small cohort of NEC patients (n < 10) compared to age-matched
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healthy control infants showed that most infant stool contain ethanol, acetone, and 2,3butanediole, but the total amount of VOCs in non-NEC infants tended to increase with age,
while NEC infants saw minimal change in VOC production. Notably, while ethyl ester forms of
propionate and butyrate were markedly decreased or absent in NEC infants. The authors
proposed that VOCs were promising candidate biomarkers as they can be assessed from the
headspace of stool samples, and changes in VOC profiles were observed prior to NEC onset70–
72

. While there has yet to be a consensus on a set of metabolite biomarkers for NEC, the

accumulating data of metabolic and microbial deviations prior to NEC onset suggest that there
may be a window of opportunity to intervene with prophylactic treatment.
1.4.5

Feeding Strategies and NEC

The multitude of benefits provided by breast milk are not fully substituted by any alternatives
developed thus far. Unfortunately, maternal breast milk is not always available for preterm
infants, as the signals for breast milk expression is driven by a drop in progesterone levels by
30-48 h after term delivery73. Because of the unavoidable challenges to initiate breastfeeding in
preterm infants, alternative options must be used. Maternal breast milk alternatives include
donor breast milk, fortified donor milk, formula milk, or a combination of any of those diets. Each
of these diets have their benefits and pitfalls for the overall development of the preterm infant,
but the risk developing NEC under each of these feeding strategies is generally consistent in
that exclusively formula fed infants are at the greatest risk of developing NEC than all other
diets. Donor breast milk is often recommended as the next best alternative for mother’s own
breast milk because it contains many of the bioactive molecules found in breast milk. However,
the pasteurization process inactivates heat-labile factors, such as the breast milk microbiota,
and immune-active compounds like immunoglobulin A (IgA) and lactoferrin74,75. For these
reasons, infants fed with donor breast milk or fortified donor milk (fortified with nutrient
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supplementation) tend to have mixed results. Meta-analyses comparing donor milk with formula
milk found that donor milk or fortified donor milk reduced the risk of NEC by 7% but did not
provide significant advantages based on growth measurements, such as weight, length and
head circumference76,77. Fortification of mother’s breast milk has been suggested for VLBW
infants because they potentially have higher requirements for specific nutrients, such as protein,
calcium, and phosphate. However, there is currently insufficient evidence to show infant
outcome is altered with fortified maternal breast milk. However, the Working Group on Human
Milk Fortification from European Milk Bank Association, with the recommendation that in order
to optimize preterm infants, the type of breast milk fortification must be evaluated on an
individualized basis78.

1.5

Breast Milk Composition and Benefits

Maternal breast milk is the first choice of diet for all neonates because it is a complex mixture of
nutrients and bioactive molecules that satisfies the sustenance and immune activity required by
the developing infant. The three most abundant compounds in human breast milk are lipids,
lactose, and human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs). Lipids are the main source of energy in
breast milk and are emulsified within the biofluid as fat globules and help solubilize lipid-soluble
vitamins and fatty acids79. Lipid content of breast milk is important for growth,
neurodevelopment and mitigating risk of allergy, but their effect on infant metabolism and
mechanisms of interaction is not well understood80. Lactose and HMOs are major sources of
dietary carbohydrates for the neonate. Lactose (~56-69 g/L) is primarily metabolised by the
infant, with minimal amounts reaching the neonatal distal gut81. On the other hand, HMOs are
indigestible by the infant, and reach the infant distal gut largely unchanged, where they are
metabolized by certain infant gut microbiota, before being absorbed by the infant, where they
serve multiple biofunctions. Another important fraction of breast milk is the protein content,
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which is diverse in function and structure. Proteins such as casein and whey are digested by in
the infant to acquire amino acids and nitrogen necessary for growth and development. Other
proteins are enzymes that perform proteolytic activity that aid in fragmenting nutritional proteins.
Immuno-active proteins are another major important type of proteins found in breast milk. Some
have a direct role in the immune system, like secretary IgA, and cytokines, which provides the
neonate with some immune defense mechanisms as their own innate and adaptive immunity
develops82,83. Proteins like lactoferrin and α-lactalbumin indirectly impacts the immune system
by modulating the early gut microbiome. They are major proteins in breast milk and confer antimicrobial activity and participate in selecting for commensal gut bacteria84,85. The plethora of
benefits of breast milk for the development to the newborn infant is complex, and thus not easily
mimicked or replaced. However, as the biofunctions of breast milk are divulged, more effective
strategies for treating vulnerable neonatal patients can be developed.
1.5.1

Human Milk Oligosaccharides

HMOs are broadly categorized into three classes: core oligosaccharides, made of glucose,
galactose and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc); fucosyl-oligosaccharides, which contain at least
one fucose addition to the core oligosaccharides; and sialyl-oligosaccharides, which contain at
least one unit of sialic acid added to either core or fucosyl-oligosaccharides (Figure 1)86.
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Figure 1. Structure of human milk oligosaccharides. (A) The HMO core consists up of up 15 repeating
units of either N-acetyllactosamine or lacto-N-biose, connected to a lactose residue at the reducing
terminal. Five monosaccharides can modify this core structure to produce a wider diversity of
oligosaccharides. (B) Three examples of HMOs are depicted: 2’fucosyllactose (2’FL), 3’sialylactose (3’SL)
and lacto-N-tetraose (LNT). Adapted from Bode et al., 201487.
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Meta-analyses comparing HMO content in preterm milk with term milk has shown that the total
amount of HMO in preterm milk is comparable to that of term milk, except for within the first few
days of lactation, when preterm milk has slightly higher total HMO content88. However, relative
abundance of HMO content is strongly influenced by the maternal genotype of the Secretor
(Se+/-) and Lewis (Le+/-) blood group genes89. These two genes encode for two
glycotransferases, α-1,2-fucosyltransferase (FUT2) and α-1,3/4 fucosyltransferase (FUT3),
respectively. Their specialized roles in enzymatic elongation of HMO chains results in four
genotype groups (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Distribution of HMO content in breast milk is dictated by maternal Lewis blood group
genes to yield four HMO phenotype groups. Secretor gene (Se) and Lewis gene (Le) encode for α1-2fucosyltransferase, FUT2 and α1-3/4-fucosyltransferase, FUT3, respectively. FUT2 is responsible for
attaching a fucose residue to a terminal galactose by an α1-2 linkage. Adapted from Bode et al., 201487.
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Women who are secretor and Lewis-positive (Se+/Le+), ~70% of women in Caucasian
populations, produce fucosyl-oligosaccharides with any of the three fucose-galactose
conformations (α-1,2, α-1,3, and α-1,4 linkages). Non-secretor and Lewis-positive (Se-/Le+),
~20% of women, lack α-1,2 fucosyl-oligosaccharides as they lack functional FUT2. Secretor and
Lewis-negative women (Se+/Le-), 5-10% of women, do not form α-1,4 linkages as FUT3 is not
expressed. Lastly, non-secretor and Lewis-negative (Se-/Le-) women, only observed in ~1% of
Caucasian women, only have α-1,3 fucosyl-oligosaccharides because of the absence of both
FUT2 and FUT3. These varying propensities to fucosylate oligosaccharides result in HMO
distributions phenotypic to each group (Table 1). The total amount of HMOs in non-secretors
was less than in their secretor counterparts (Se+/Le+ > Se+/Le- ≈ Se-/Le+ > Se-/Le-). When
produced, fucosyl-oligosaccharides are the most abundant HMOs, mainly 2’fucosyllactose
(2’FL) and 3’fucosyllactose (3’FL) in Lewis-positive individuals, and lacto-N-fucopentaose II
(LNFP II) and lacto-N-fucopentaose II (LNFP III) in Lewis-negative individuals. On the other
hand, the predominant core oligosaccharides (lacto-N-tetraose (LNT) and lacto-N-neotetraose
(LNnT)) and sialyl-oligosaccharides (disialyllacto-N-tetraose (DSLNT), followed closely by
3’sialyllactose (3’SL) and 6’sialyllatose (6’SL)) were consistent across all HMO groups (Figure
2)90–93.
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Table 1. Biosynthesis of HMOs is dependent on the genotype of the mother. Two genes, Secretor
(Se) and Lewis (Le) determine four blood groups (Se+/Le+, Se+/Le–, Se–/Le+, Se–Le–), which dictate the
HMO structure composition of breast milk. Table adapted from Table 1 of Wejryd et al. 201894

Type

Core oligosaccharide

Fucosyl-oligosaccharide

Sialyl-oligosaccharide

HMO
Lacto-N-neotetraose
Lacto-N-tetraose
Lacto-N-hexaose
Lacto-N-neohexaose
Lacto-difucotetraose
3’-fucosyllactose
Lacto-N-fucopentaose III
Lacto-N-fucopentaose II
2’-fucosyllactose
Lacto-N-fucopentaose I
Lacto-N-difucohexaose I
3’-sialyllactose
6’-sialyllactose
Disialyl-lacto-N-tetraose
Sialyl-lacto-N-netratraose c
Sialyl-lacto-N-tetraose a
Sialyl-lacto-N-tetraose b
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LNnT
LNT
LNH
LNnH
LDFT
3’FL
LNFP III
LNFP II
2’FL
LNFP I
LNDFH I
3-SL
6-SL
DSLNT
LSTc
LSTa
LSTb

Secreted by
All
All
All
All
Se+
All
All
Le+
Se+
Se+
Se+/Le+
All
All
All
All
All
All

1.5.2

HMO Metabolism and Distribution

HMO are found in breast milk, blood, urine and stool during pregnancy and lactation88. While
there is variability in HMO composition between women, the HMO profiles are strongly
correlated within breast-feeding mother-infant pairs. Comparisons of HMOs in milk, urine and
feces of infant-mother dyads have shown similar HMO profiles in the paired infant urine and
fecal samples as found in the mother’s milk89,95. Once ingested by the infant, there are several
physiological pathways through which HMOs are distributed throughout the infant’s body. HMOs
are generally considered to be resistant to acid and enzymatic digestion that takes place in the
upper gastrointestinal tract96. As such, these compounds reach both the small and large
intestine essentially intact. From there, HMOs enter the blood stream through absorption and
can remain in the circulation for up to 36 h before being filtered and excreted via the renal
system89,97. Researchers determined that the HMOs that are excreted into urine remain
unmodified by means of studies that involved administering 13C-labelled galactose to breast
feeding mothers. This allowed for cognate maternal HMO biosynthesis to produce isotopically
tractable HMOs. As such, production, absorption and metabolism of HMOs were evaluated in
mother-infant dyads. It was found that infant urine contained lactose and lactose derivatives as
well as larger, complex HMOs such as 2‘FL, 3‘FL, as well as LNT and its fucosylated and
sialylated derivatives, which were also detected in corresponding breastmilk 89,98. HMOs in the
lumen of the infant small intestine proceed to the colon, where they are metabolized by the
infant gut microbiome, and excreted in stool95.
Neutral and acidic oligosaccharides, mainly LNT and its fucosylated and sialylated
forms, were found to be absorbed and excreted from the body in their native conformations,
indicating that they did not undergo metabolic modifications following ingestion 89,98,99. However,
HMOs differed in their propensity to be absorbed and excreted because the relative composition
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of HMOs in infants’ urine and feces was markedly different from the corresponding breastmilk
consumed. For example, 6’SL and LNFP II were observed by Underwood et al. to be relatively
more abundant in feces than urine, indicating that they were not absorbed into the blood stream.
On the other hand, 3’FL, 3’SL, lacto-N-fucopentaose I (LNFP I) and similar structures were
observed in greater abundance in urine than feces, indicating that they were absorbed from the
gut and circulated in the bloodstream, before being excreted in urine. There were also signs of
microbial catabolism of HMOs, as there were some HMOs, albeit observed at less than 1% of
total HMOs, that were observed in urine and stool, but not in breast milk. Nevertheless,
microbial catabolism of HMOs has been observed to greater extents in vitro, by Bifidobacterium
and Bacteroides spp.100,101. While the mechanisms for absorption and excretion of HMOs across
the gut blood barrier and through the renal system are not fully understood, it is likely that there
are multiple pathways along which HMOs are transported. Ex vivo studies of LNT and 6’SL
transport across Caco-2 cells showed that neutral oligosaccharides such as LNT directionally
(apical to basal) crossed the in vitro monolayer of cells via active transportation102. In neonatal
rat models, sialyl-oligosaccharides, 3’SL, and low molecular weight fucosyl-oligosaccharides,
such as 2’FL, were preferentially absorbed in the small intestine, while the core oligosaccharide,
LNFP I, remained in the intestinal lumen until reaching the colon, where HMO contents change
dramatically. Similarly, urine and serum HMO content in these neonatal rats were almost
exclusively sialylated oligosaccharides. These differences in transport mechanisms are yet
another indicator that HMOs are diverse and very specialized in their bioactive roles. At the
same time, model-based differences must be acknowledged in HMO studies focused on
absorption and excretion mechanisms, as they can be host-specific.
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1.5.3

Biofunctions of HMOs
The multi-systemic reach of HMOs in the infant supports the generally-accepted

knowledge of the benefits of breast milk. Indeed, HMOs have been shown to have bioactivity in
multiple physiological contexts, serving various biological functions. One such function is the
influence of HMOs on gut maturation, through direct interaction with enterocytes to affect
epithelial barrier functioning, cell proliferation and apoptosis103,104. Interestingly, supplementing
infants with prebiotic oligosaccharides, such as galactooligosaccharides and
fructooligosaccharides, reduces whole gut transit time and increases stool viscocity105, both of
which are indicators of maturation106. HMOs are known to be actively transported across gut
epithelial cells following direct exposure in vitro102. In both in vitro and in vivo models, HMOs
inhibited the growth of intestinal epithelial cells in a dose-dependent manner. At the same time,
growth inhibition was inversely related to cell differentiation, indicating that HMOs facilitate gut
maturation, inducing cells to differentiate rather than proliferate104,107. Transcriptomic analysis of
in vitro epithelial cells exposed to HMOs indicated that these complex sugars modulate
expression of genes involved in cell cycle regulation. Furthermore, HMOs induce growth factors
that are integral for re-epithelialization, or “wound healing.” For example, it was found that when
in vitro epithelial cells suffer an abrasion, HMOs promoted wound closing through signalling
epidermal growth factor to initiate the cascade of signals required for re-epithelization103.
HMOs are known to possess antimicrobial activity, protecting the infant from pathogenic
bacteria through mechanisms such as interference with pathogen adherence to intestinal cells,
a critical first step in infection for most enteric pathogens108. HMOs share structural homology
with epithelial cell surface glycans in the intestinal and urinary tract, and thus provide protection
from pathogenic bacteria by serving as decoy receptors for adherence108,109. Such interactions
have so far been examined for gastrointestinal pathogens, such as Streptococcus
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pneumoniae110, enteropathogenic E. coli, Listeria monocytogenes108, Vibrio cholerae and
Salmonella fyris108,111,112, where free HMOs were found to bind the bacteria and inhibit their
adhesion to human erythrocytes in vitro, and also were found to impede bacterial growth.
Specifically, 2’fucosyllactose (2’FL), 3’fucosyllactose (3’FL), and 3’sialyllactose (3’SL) are
inhibitory for adhesion of these pathogens to host epithelial cells108,111. Direct binding of HMOs
to cell surfaces of strains of commensal (i.e. non pathogenic) gut bacterial species has not been
widely studied.
Additionally, HMOs can serve as immune modulators. This action may be indirect, via
interactions with the gut microbiome113, or direct, by interacting with immune cells locally or
systemically (once HMOs are absorbed into the bloodstream114). Direct modulation of the
immune system by HMOs occurs via different types of lectins (membrane proteins that bind to
glycans, with varying degrees of specificity to carbohydrate moieties) expressed on immune cell
surfaces. Galectins, a type of lectin that bind to N-acetyllactosamine or lactose-containing
carbohydrates, are expressed on surface of T cells, intestinal epithelial cells, and antigen
presenting cells. As such, HMO-galectin binding affects interaction between the lectinpresenting cell and their ligands115. Another mechanism by which HMOs modulate the immune
system is via selectins and integrins; cell adhesion proteins that interact with leukocytes during
inflammation. Sialylated HMOs bind to selectins and integrins, which prevent leukocytes from
adhering to sights of inflammation. Since excess leukocytes can cause tissue damage,
mediating the activation monocytes, lymphocytes and neutrophils at a site of inflammation
ultimately promotes wound healing116.
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1.5.4

HMOs and NEC

The composition of HMOs in an individual’s breast milk is influenced by the maternal Secretor
(Se+/-) and Lewis (Le+/-) blood group genes and the stage in lactation period, but not gestational
age89,93. In fact, the mother’s genotype can be predicted based on the diversity and composition
of the HMOs. For example, secretors (Se+) were found to produce more 2’FL and LDFT, both
fucosylated structures, as compared to non-secretors117. This is of importance because lowdiversity of HMOs has been associated with NEC in extremely low birth weight (ELBW) infants
(<1000 g), despite only feeding on breast milk94. Rather, the diversity of HMO content in terms
of types of HMOs was correlated with NEC onset, such that low diversity, particularly low
abundance of sialylated HMOs, was associated with increased risk of NEC94,118. As such,
examining the maternal secretor status and HMO composition could contribute to assessing the
risk of developing NEC. Several studies have been conducted to explore the potential for
specific HMOs to attenuate or prevent NEC progression. 2’FL and sialylated oligosaccharides
have been targeted as potential prebiotic therapeutics. 2’FL has been added to breast milk and
formula milk and experimentally fed to neonatal mice with induced NEC. This resulted in a
reduction in the severity of the disease compared to control mice given no 2’FL
supplementation, as measured by reduced intestinal mucosal injury, preservation of weight, and
increased mesenteric perfusion (improved blood-flow to the intestines). The treatment also
affected the immune system as indicated by reduced expression of proinflammatory genes for
interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-1β, and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), all of which are associated with
NEC119,120. Another HMO targeted for its therapeutic potential is disialyllacto-N-tetraose
(DSLNT), which was previously identified as a biomarker of healthy development that was
missing in the diet of preterm infants that developed NEC118. Inclusion of DSLNT in the diet of
neonatal rats reduced the severity of NEC upon induction of the disease. Furthermore, when
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DSLNT was used as the sole HMO addition in formula milk, it provided similar protective
functions. The sialic acid residues of DSLNT are integral to its bioactivity, as removal of both
sialic acid moieties abolished protective effects of the HMO121.
1.5.5

HMOs Modulate the Gut Microbiota
The relationship between HMOs and the early gut microbiome are diverse, where

interactions facilitate myriad functions that benefit both the infant and the bacteria. As previously
discussed, the anti-microbial effects of HMOs modulate the gut colonization process, whereby
adhesion of pathogenic bacteria to enterocytes is inhibited. Infants feeding from secretor
mothers receive an abundant amount of fucosylated HMOs and tend to have lower levels of
Proteobacteria and higher levels of Firmicutes. This is congruous with in vitro observations of
the inhibitory effects of 2’FL on Proteobacteria such as Escherichia coli and other
Enterobaceriaceae111,122. On the other hand, early colonizers such as Bifidobacteria and
Bacteroides utilize HMOs as substrates for growth. Metagenomic analysis of fecal bacteria from
the first month of life revealed that in most species of Bifidobacterium, fucosyl-lactose utilization
enabled by an ABC transporter system specialized in transporting multiple sugar molecules,
was often accompanied by a fucosidase gene and a substrate-binding protein123. Mechanistic
characterization of HMO-microbe interactions provides a starting point for using HMOs to
modulate the developing microbiome. Treatment and prevention of NEC is one application in
which HMOs can be strategically administered to manipulate the gut environment. Given that
shifts in microbiota composition towards predominance of Proteobacteria is common before the
onset of NEC, this suggests that there is a window of opportunity in which the microbiome can
be altered to reduce the risk of NEC. Indeed, formula milk that has been supplemented with
2’FL or DSLNT has been shown to attenuate signs of NEC and reduce the relative abundance
of Enterobacteriaceae120,124,125.
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The most widely studied HMO-microbe interaction is HMO catabolism by
Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides, These two genera are both early colonizersof the infant gut
and exhibit complementary substrate preferences. Bacteroides harbour a wide array of
saccharolytic capabilities, particularly for host-derived glycans, such as mucin and HMOs101. On
the other hand, Bifidobactrium specialize in adhering, cleaving and transporting HMOs and
derivative products to be used as their primary food source126. The capacity for HMO
metabolism vary across species, and even differ between strains of the same species127,128. In
fact, predominance of HMO-utilizing bifidobacteria in the infant gut has been associated with
health28,129,130. As aggressive utilizers of HMOs, species such as Bifidobacterium longum subsp.
infantis can quickly outcompete diarrheal pathogens by limiting their access to microecological
niches131,132. Exploiting HMO metabolism Bacteroides and Bifidobacterium to modulate the
infant gut microbiome is one means of preventing pathogen colonization and regulating
inflammatory immune responses113,133.
1.5.6

HMOs in Infant Formula Milk

Even though human milk is the consensus recommendation for preterm infants’ diet, the specific
nutritional requirements reported by major expert groups like the World Health Organization,
Life Science Research Office of American Society for Nutritional Sciences and, and the
European Society of Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (ESPGHAN)
Committee on Nutrition do not specifically recommend any specific carbohydrates such as
oligosaccharides. The gap between generally accepted practice and establishing formal
guideline recommendations for dietary HMO is understandable given that there are ethical and
cost-benefit barriers to performing the large-scale randomized control studies necessary to
define the relationship between HMOs and health134. This emphasizes the importance of
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furthering foundational understandings the bioactivity of HMOs and their interactions with the
host and the gut microbiome.
Exploiting the HMO utilization machinery intrinsic to the early gut microbiome by means of
HMO supplementation in formula milk is an attractive approach to treating infants at risk of
developing gut infections. The first oligosaccharides used to supplement infant formulae were
fructooligosaccharides (FOS) and galactooligosaccharides (GOS)135, which are simple, plantderived carbohydrates. Several studies conducted in animal models showed that GOS/FOSsupplemented formula tended to increase gut permeability and bacterial translocation.
Additionally, the effects of GOS/FOS supplemented formula in term and preterm human infants
have been inconclusive when bacterial translocation as well as overall health metrics such as
weight gain and head circumference were considered136. GOS/FOS supplementation in the diet
of preterm infants also did not appreciably alter the microbiome composition in a manner that
could be linked to improved health outcomes137,138. However, as biosynthesis of HMOs becomes
increasingly sophisticated and cost effective139,140, research has become focused on adding
major components of the HMO repertoire such as 2’FL, 3’FL, 3’SL and DSLNT to formula milk.
Early results of testing these HMO-containing formulae as feed for neonatal mice have shown
both attenuation of disease severity or prevention of NEC onset all together119,120.

1.6
1.6.1

Project Overview
Global Hypothesis

The overarching theme of this thesis is the use of a multi-omic approach to characterize the
preterm gut microbiome, independent of host factors. From this perspective, the presented body
of work aims to assess the longitudinal response of the preterm gut microbiome to perturbations
using an inherently controllable in vitro environment. The work is driven by the hypothesis that
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external factors, such as antibiotic therapy and formula milk, impair microbial
interactions such that the early gut microbiome no longer sustains healthy infant
development, leading to NEC onset. This was tested by determining the microbial
relationships formed once representative preterm infant microbiomes reached compositional
and metabolic stability and activity, and how these changed under perturbational stress.
1.6.2

Bioinformatic Workflow for 16S rRNA gene Analysis

The first objective was to develop a bioinformatic workflow for analysing high throughput
sequencing data that also emphasizes the biological limitations and applications of the dataset.
To this end, Chapter 2 (p. 32) presents an R package, called seqpipeR, that was created to
encompass all the bioinformatic tools necessary for processing, clustering, classifying and
analyzing 16S rRNA gene sequences obtained using a high throughput sequencing platform (in
this case, Illumina MiSeq). Here, seqpipeR is presented as an analysis workflow, and
exemplifies its performance using an experimental dataset consisting of six in vitro microbial
communities derived from adult stool (as a more compositionally complex and readily available
alternative to preterm infant stool). SeqpipeR was the workhorse for profiling microbial
composition throughout the rest of this thesis. The chapter is styled as a manuscript that has
been prepared for submission as a software article for the journal Microbiome.
1.6.3

Antibiotic Detection in Preterm Infant Stool

The study presented in Chapter 3 (p. 92) focuses on measuring the amount of antimicrobial
activity in stool collected from preterm infants for the purposes of determining how much, if any,
parentally administered antibiotics reach the preterm infant colon. This was driven by the
hypothesis that antibiotics administered intravenously enter the infant distal gut and are
measurable by means of an antimicrobial activity assay. A microbiological assay was
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developed to measure anti-microbial activity of fecal water, the supernatant fraction of a fecal
slurry, against a test strain of E. coli that was sensitive to the antibiotic of interest. This antibiotic
detection assay was applied in a pilot study in which stool for 13 preterm infants were collected
for the duration of their hospitalization in the NICU. All infants were treated with an antibiotic
therapy consisting of ampicillin and gentamicin, which were delivered according to the dosing
regimen informed by guidelines established by the NICU and the health care practitioners.
1.6.4

Evaluation of Community Resilience to In vitro Antibiotic Treatment

The next objective was to develop an in vitro model for culturing the preterm infant fecal
microbiota and evaluating microbial responses to antibiotic perturbation, and this is presented in
Chapter 4 (p. 114). The driving hypothesis of this objective is parenteral antibiotic therapy
disrupts the preterm gut microbiome such that it is less resilient to perturbation. To test
this hypothesis, a system designed to support the adult gut microbiome in vitro was adapted for
the early gut microbiota by accounting for the physiological and environmental factors that are
unique to the preterm infant distal gut. This chapter describes technical aspects of model
development, such as derivation of media composition, as well as an evaluation of the
performance of the model. Model performance was assessed using microbiological methods,
such as isolation of fecal bacterial strains; assessing microbial composition using 16S rRNA
gene profiling, as well as determining microbial ecosystem activity, using NMR-based
metabonomics. The developed model was integral to establishing the methodologies essential
for testing the hypothesis of microbial stability in response to antibiotic therapy. The in vitro fecal
communities were subsequently evaluated for their resilience to antibiotic perturbation. The
experiment consisted of propagating fecal communities for 3 weeks under continuous culture to
obtain equilibrium, and then administering antibiotics to mimic clinical dosing regimens.
Antibiotic was administered for 6 days, delivered directly to the bioreactor vessels using dosing
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informed by the level of antibiotics observed in preterm infant stool (presented in Chapter 3, p.
92). The communities were monitored for three weeks following treatment, measuring
compositional and metabolic changes over time to assess community stability.
1.6.5

HMOs as a Substrate for Microbes Derived from Preterm Infant Stool

In Chapter 5 (p.170), the metabolic capabilities of preterm infant microbiota were explored, to
assess the potential impacts of using HMOs as prebiotics in formula milk. The hypothesis
proposed here is that HMO-microbe interactions are prevalent within the early gut
microbiome and have diverse effects on the microbes’ growth and metabolism. HMOs
purified from pooled breast milk, and those synthesized by chemoenzymatic methods, were
used as supplements for microbes isolated from preterm infant stool. The effects of HMO
supplementations were compared to lactose supplementation (the latter being relevant to an
exclusive diet of formula milk). Changes in microbial metabolism under different in vitro
conditions in response to various carbohydrate supplementations provide insight to how preterm
infant formula could be improved or engineered to promote healthy gut development.
1.6.6

Contribution to Early Gut Microbiome Research

This body of work presents a new in vitro platform for in-depth study of the preterm gut
microbiome. Through this model, longitudinal response of the early gut microbiota was
evaluated independent of host factors. While environmental factors must not be discounted,
characterizing microbe-microbe relationships within the microbial ecosystem provides valuable
insight into the mechanistic drivers of observations made in more complex scenarios, such as in
neonatal animal models or retrospective studies of infant cohorts. Applications of this model
include development of prebiotic therapeutics for modulating neonatal gut microbiota,
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characterizing and manipulating specific microbial metabolic functions, and propagation of
neonatal gut microbiota to high biomass levels, permitting downstream microbiological studies.
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2 Employing ASV Denoising Balances Bioinformatic and Biological
Resolution Using the seqpipeR Workflow
2.1

Chapter Objective

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate a pipeline developed for 16S rRNA analysis as a
recommended workflow to guide microbiome researchers from raw data, through to data
analysis. The pipeline integrates the currently available tools for processing, classifying and
analyzing gene marker sequencing data, and is presented here as an R package,
called seqpipeR. The utility of the pipeline is demonstrated using a study that investigated
integration of two human gut-derived microbial ecosystems in an in vitro model. Furthermore,
the robustness of seqpipeR in analyzing the fecal microbiome was validated by comparing the
package to other currently available workflows.
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2.3

Abstract

16S rRNA gene marker analysis is a foundational tool in microbiome research because it is a
relatively cost-effective type of high-throughput sequencing that provides insight into the relative
abundance profile of microbial communities. The prevalence of its application coupled with rapid
advancements in bioinformatic tools to analyze the sequencing data has made 16S rRNA gene
profiling a powerful method for characterizing microbial consortia and gaining insight into
microbial ecological interactions. With the development of increasingly sophisticated algorithms,
it has become even more important to acknowledge the biological context of using a gene, such
as the 16S rRNA gene, for relative abundance profiling. Even though more information than
ever before can be mined from an already data-rich methodology, an over-emphasis on the
potential of bioinformatic analysis risks biasing sequencing results, i.e. resulting in bioinformatic
artifacts, rather than isolating real biological effects. As such, there is a need for a bioinformatic
tool that balances both bioinformatic rigour and biological relevance. Here, a workflow for 16S
rRNA gene analysis, called seqpipeR, is presented as one such tool. In addition to providing all
functionalities necessary to guide researchers from raw reads to data analysis, seqpipeR also
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includes a novel ad hoc sequence cluster denoising step that aggregates biologically redundant
sequences. This has the effect of improving resolution of sequence classification and reducing
the noise level during sequence analysis to parse out nuanced group-wise differences. To
demonstrate the workflow, a dataset of six in vitro microbial communities was analyzed in
parallel using either seqpipeR or a workflow recommended by Bioconductor that applies several
different bioinformatic tools. These six communities consisted of two fecal communities, F1 and
F2, and two defined communities derived from those fecal communities: D1 and D2,
respectively. The pairs of fecal and defined communities were subsequently combined to form
two new microbial communities, F1+F2 and D1+D2, respectively. The defined communities
provided a means of validating the performance of seqpipeR, while the fecal counterparts
exercised the robustness of the bioinformatic tools employed in seqpipeR. Finally, the combined
microbial communities, both fecal and defined, facilitated characterization of ecological
dominance and/or integration, which are relevant to microbiome research. Upon combining two
microbial communities, it was observed that one community, F1/D1 tended to dominate over the
other in terms of both composition and metabolic interactions. Interactions that already existed
in both parent communities were more likely to persist in the combined community. In the
ecosystems examined here, these interactions were identified to include only a handful of
species that belong to the genera Bacteroides, Parabacteroides, Alistipes, Blautia,
Ruminococcus, and Clostridum. Overall, this study presented bioinformatic workflow that
integrated microbiological and bioinformatic methodologies to analyze high-throughput 16S
rRNA gene sequences in such a way that improves on the accuracy of sequencing clustering
and classifications as compared to currently established workflow.
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2.4
2.4.1

Introduction
Current State of 16S rRNA Gene Marker Analysis in Microbiome Research

Because 16S rRNA gene sequences are now widely utilized in microbiome research, the
technical and bioinformatic means of generating, curating and analyzing this data has become
essential. Comparisons of sampling methodologies141, DNA extraction142, and sequencing
platforms143 have been previously reviewed, and lie outside the scope of this study. However, it
is of note that these factors also have various influences on downstream steps, such as
sequence quality control and representation biases. Once the sequences are generated, there
are many tasks that must take place to bring scientists from raw reads to result interpretations.
Bioinformatic tools to execute each of those tasks are continually developed, validated and
recommended. As such, proposed bioinformatic protocols have been presented in the form of
bioinformatic pipelines that integrate independently-developed tools that specifically enable
researchers without formal bioinformatic training to process their data.
Currently, there are three pipelines that are widely adopted for processing sequence
data, which curate raw sequences into a library, ready for normalization: Mothur144, QIIME145
and DADA2146. Despite differences in methodology and implementation, these pipelines perform
quality control of raw sequences, simplify amplicon sequences into clusters of sequences, apply
taxonomic classification of sequence clusters, and provide varying means of visualizing and
analyzing the data. These three open-source pipelines are popular within the microbiome
research field because the features offered are comprehensive (Table 2), with extensive
documentation and community support in the form of performance validations, citations, and
forums147–149. More importantly, the performances of each of these programs has been shown to
produce comparable results in microbiome studies; however, nuanced differences in
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assumptions used in the different algorithms impart differences in the final sequence clusters,
which have potential implications in the final interpretation of the sequencing results.
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Table 2. A comparison of features offered by currently available pipelines for processing and
curating marker gene sequences. Adapted from Nilakanta et al.150.

Features
Documentation
Installation

Updating
Interface
Sequencing
platforms
Accepted file
formats
Preparing
sequences

Approaches to
analyze files

Analysis output

DADA2
✓

✓

QIIME2
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Illumina

✓

✓

✓

454 Pyroseq

✓

✓

Fasta

✓

✓

✓

Quality score

✓

✓

✓

User defined barcodes or primers
User defined metadata
Alignment
Summary function
Trims barcodes and primers from
sequences
Removes short reads
Identifies and remove chimeras
Removes contaminants

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

OUT/ASV binning/clustering

✓

✓

✓

Phylotype binning
Phylogenetic tree
Alpha diversity
Beta diversity
Ecological indices
Unifrac
Visualization

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Available guides
Shortcut option (instant download)
Native version: Mac OSX
Native version: Windows
Native version: Linux
Re-download entire program
Re-download updated sections
Command line
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Mothur
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

2.4.2

Taxonomic Limitations of 16S rRNA Gene

The same evolutionary principles that allow the exploitation of the 16S rRNA gene as a
universal phylogenetic marker also have the potential to obscure true taxonomic relationships.
The resolving power of the 16S rRNA gene is challenged as two organisms approach
phylogenetic relatedness. Therefore, using 16S rRNA gene sequences to distinguish bacterial
species can be difficult, especially in phylogenetically “dense” areas on the tree of life.
Separation of species at the strain level using 16S rRNA sequences is even more challenging
because such sequences may be identical, and not reflective of differences that would be
readily apparent via genome comparisons151,152. These biologically rooted limitations of using
16S rRNA gene sequences to infer taxonomic relatedness indicate that when using this marker
in microbiome compositional studies, a balance must be struck between using bioinformatic
methods to maximize biological resolution of sequences while operating within the biological
limitation of the marker gene selected.
Accurate estimation of diversity is a major objective for any gene marker analysis
tool10,153. There have been many approaches to combat overestimation of diversity. A common,
though debatably valid, approach is adjusting the threshold of sequence similarity required to
assign taxonomy during the classification step. The empirical threshold of 97% identity13 is often
criticized for being too lenient, classifying ASVs as the same organism, when they may be
distinct12,154. As such, increasing the threshold to 98.5-100% sets more stringent requirements
that ensure classifications are accurate14,15. However, this method is not ideal, as it causes most
sequences to remain unclassified, particularly at the lower taxonomic levels of genus and
species, ultimately reducing the resolution of taxonomic identification of the community overall
as a trade-off for greater confidence in confirmed classifications. Maximizing the precision at
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which sequences are analyzed allows for better resolution of “real” sequences from a group of
amplicons and adhering to microbiological principles prevents overestimating the biological
resolution of the data.
2.4.3

Currently Available Workflows and Associated Challenges

The marker gene analysis pipelines mentioned thus far make up the backbone of most
bioinformatic workflows proposed by many groups. Typically, these workflows integrate one of
Mothur, QIIME or DADA2 with other publicly available bioinformatic tools, or propose a novel
tool as a recommended and customized method for executing marker gene analysis within a
specific field of research. A summary of commonly used full-stack (inclusive of all aspects of
marker gene analysis) workflows is shown in Table 2. Choice of workflow is typically influenced
by several factors: 1) the user’s comfort level with executing command-line and bioinformatic
programs; 2) the program’s functional capabilities (i.e. sequence clustering, classification and
analysis); and 3) the program’s compatibility with other existing bioinformatic tools150. As such,
in addition to an effective and accurate methodology, analysis pipelines must address practical
issues surrounding their usability and versatility. These two properties typically come at the
expense of the other, so a full-stack platform that is balanced in performance, implementation
and execution is difficult to attain, yet sorely needed. The workflow presented here aims to
provide a means to accurately analyze marker gene sequencing data for microbiome research,
while addressing some of the barriers regarding implementation and application.
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Table 3. Summary of bioinformatic tools integrated in currently available workflows. The technologies employed by each workflow are
listed for each function. While most pipelines offer a selection of technologies or have additional features, the ones listed here are based on the
recommendations presented in each workflow’s respective tutorial manuals. Functions that were written by the authors of the workflow are
denoted as “custom.”
Task

Function

Mothur144 QIIME2155

Analysis
platform

Command
line

Quality filter

Processing
Cluster
sequences

Remove
chimeras
Filter by
cutoff
Denoise
clusters
Reference
database(s)
Classification
Alignment
method

Data
Normalization

Transformatio
n
Cell count
normalization

R

Demux,
cutadapt
Deblur,
DADA2

Demultiplex

Trim
adaptor/prime
r
Trim
sequences
Dereplication

Python

DADA2146

Web-based
Nephele Mothur
QIIME2

Custom

QIIME2
(cutadap
t)
Trimmo
matic
FLASH2

Custom
(pairwise
VSEARCH
alignment;
, Shotgut
distance
UniFrac
matrix,
phylotype)
UCHIME,
VSEARCH
VSEARCH

̶

custom

SeqpipeR
R

DADA2

FASTQC

Custom

custom

Microbiome Bioconductor15
8
Helper157
(Phyloseq159)
Python
R

Nephele156

Mothur

QIIME2

DADA2

DADA2

DADA2

̶

custom
̶

custom

SILVA

RDP, SILVA,
GTDB

Trained RDP,
SILVA, and
GTDB; NCBI

QIIME2

DADA2

DECIPTHER
(IDTAXA)

phyloseq,
custom

ALDeX2,
custom

̶

no

QIIME2 or
DADA2

custom
̶

custom

RDP,
Trained
GreenGenes
GreenGen GreenGen
, SILVA,
es, SILVA es, and
trained
SILVA
SILVA
Custom
RDP
Custom
(naïve
classifier
(naïve
Bayesian
(naïve
Bayesian classifier),
Bayesian
classifier) DECIPHER
classifier)
(IDTAXA)

Mothur,
QIIME or
DADA2
̶

̶
HOMD,
SILVA,
GreenGenes

Mothur

Pairwise
alignement;
naïve
bayesian
classifier,

̶

Custom

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶
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DADA2

̶

Copy number
correction
̶

̶

̶

Data storage .biom, .txt .biom, .txt
Subset/Aggre
gate data (by
Data
taxa or
management
sample)
Data export
Technology
α-Diversity
Multivariate
analyses
Cluster
analysis
Statistical
analysis
Phylogenetic
tree
Differential
Data Analysis abundance
Cluster
and
Visualization correlation
Predictive
metagenomic
analysis
Predict
sample
metadata
values
Bar graph
Heat map
Cooccurrence
network

Custom

Custom

.biom, .txt, .biom, .txt,
figures
figures

̶

̶

Phyloseq
(S4 object)
phyloseq

Custom

.biom, .csv

.biom, .txt, plotly, figures, log

Custom

̶

no

phyloseq (S4
object),

SQLite
database

phyloseq

SQLite,
custom

sqlite
.biom, STAMP,
database, .txt,
.csv, .biom, .txt
.txt
.csv, .biom,
log, figures
QIIME2
Bioconductor, R
R
̶
iNEXT
✓

Custom
✓

Custom
✓

R, Phyloseq
✓

Plotly
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
̶

✓
̶

✓
̶

✓

✓
̶

̶

̶

̶

ALDEx2

✓

✓
̶

̶

✓

✓
̶

̶

✓
̶

̶

✓
̶

propr

✓

✓
̶

̶

̶

̶

propr

̶

̶

̶

̶

piphillin

✓

̶

✓
̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶
✓

̶

̶

✓
̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

✓
✓

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

✓
̶
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2.5
2.5.1

Implementation
Design of seqpipeR

SeqpipeR is an R package that presents a bioinformatic workflow that processes, classifies,
visualizes and analyzes 16S rRNA gene sequences. The purpose for developing this pipeline
was to help diminish barriers to bioinformatic analysis by microbiome scientists regardless of
their programming experience, while recommending a high-performance workflow customized
for microbiome research. To this end, seqpipeR employed DADA2 along with a suite of other
tools, both existing and newly developed, to process and classify 16S rRNA gene sequences. At
the same time, database management practices were leveraged to access sequencing and
sample data. Finally, seqpipeR includes a suite of analysis and data visualization functions to
allow straightforward result interrogation.
Towards bridging accessibility gaps, seqpipeR can be run via one of three methods,
depending on the user’s experience in programming. The first is standard for all R packages,
where all available features are implemented as individual functions. These functions were also
incorporated into a semi-automated recommended workflow, where tasks are organized into
wrapper functions. These wrapper functions require minimal parameters at the outset and
prompt the user to enter set parameters as the workflow progresses. Lastly, the processing and
classification steps were incorporated into a Shiny app, intended as an interactive alternative for
employing seqpipeR. At the time of writing, and to the best of our knowledge, seqpipeR was the
only workflow that facilitates marker gene analysis in its entirety, from processing to analysis.
For maximal usability, all features were provided in the form of R functions, compartmentalized
pipeline wrappers, as well as a graphical user interface for processing, classifying, and
managing sequences and associated taxonomy and sample metadata.
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2.5.2

The seqpipeR Workflow

SeqpipeR integrates various bioinformatic tools for analysis of marker genes in microbiome
studies. These tools are presented in a recommended workflow that excels in 1) performance
(i.e. sequences are representative of the biological sample) 2) data management (i.e. the
dataset is easy to access and to subset) and 3) usability (i.e. the workflow is easily implemented
and used, regardless of bioinformatic background). An overview of the seqpipeR workflow is
shown in Figure 3. The workflow is broadly segmented into four parts: sequence processing,
amplicon sequence variants (ASV) classification, ASV denoising, and analysis.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the seqpipeR workflow. The workflow recommended in seqpipeR is divided
into four stages: processing, classification, ASV denoising, and analysis. Bioinformatic tools
integral to a given process is noted in parentheses.
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2.5.2.1 Processing
Sequence processing tasks are executed using DADA2 to perform all steps necessary for
curating raw reads into trimmed, quality controlled, and filtered sequences. The DADA2
algorithm for divisive clustering based on exact sequence variants is used to cluster sequences
into ASV that are ready for taxonomic classification. Given the widespread application of
DADA2 at the time of this study, details of the ASV clustering algorithm are not outlined here.
Rather, readers are directed to Callahan et al.’s paper validating DADA2146, and its comparison
to other ASV clustering methods160.
2.5.2.2 Classification
Subsequently, IDTAXA161, from the package DECIPHER162, is applied. IDTAXA assigns
taxonomic classification at every level, except for species. The IDTAXA classification algorithm
is compatible with six publicly available databases: SILVA SSU r132163,164, RDP v16165, GTDB
r86166, Warcup v2167, and Constax v1168. The IDTAXA classification algorithm was applied to a
reference database to generate taxon definitions used to classify sample sequences.
Subsequently, the “learned” taxon definitions were re-applied to the reference database to
validate the taxonomic classifications and correct or highlight any misclassified database
entries. These “trained” databases were fully described and evaluated by Murali et al.161 for their
performance in taxonomic classification. Fortunately, already-trained versions of five publicly
available reference databases are downloadable from the DECIPHER IDTAXA Classifier web
application161. As such, users can directly cross-reference their sequences with reference
databases, without having to train and learn taxonomic definitions themselves. The seqpipeR
workflow integrates this classification method with the ASVs generated by DADA2.
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2.5.2.3 ASV Denoising
The limitations of employing the 16S rRNA gene for resolving species-level classification have
long been acknowledged12. While there are circumstances where the 16S rRNA gene is
appropriate for species-level taxonomic classification, these must be determined at the
discretion of the researcher. For this reason, seqpipeR offers a second, optional step, which
eliminates biologically redundant ASVs by using a second classification step; the results of
which are used to inform ASV clustering. The rationale for using taxon classification to inform
ASV clustering lies in the limitations of the 16S rRNA gene to resolve bacteria at the strain level.
Therefore, any ASVs that result in redundant species are likely an artifact of technical variation
(e.g. errors introduced during PCR amplification, or because of the sequencer platform used),
rather than true, biologically distinct strains of the same species. The ASV denoising step relies
on the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 16S rRNA gene database,
RefSeq169,170, to classify ASV sequences. This reference database was chosen because it is
frequently updated and curated by NCBI, and is readily queried with their BLAST web tool170,171.
A schematic of the ASV denoising process is shown in Figure 4. The ASV sequences generated
during the previously described processing steps were queried against the NCBI 16S rRNA
gene reference database using their web tool, BLASTn. The BLAST results were downloaded as
a .json file and imported into the workflow to compare and reconcile the results from the two
classification steps. Any ASVs that were classified by NCBI to the same species, or group of
species, based on the percent identity were aggregated in a semi-automated manner such that
the sequence counts were added together, and the most abundant ASV being merged was kept
as the representative sequence.
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Figure 4. Ad hoc semi-automatic classification using NCBI, and ASV denoising employed in
seqpipeR. Using NCBI’s BLASTn web app, ASV sequences from the pipeline are queried against the
public database. The BLAST results are downloaded as a .json file and used as an input in the
seq2species() function, which evaluates taxonomic classifications and compared them to assignments by
IDTAXA to inform species-level classification. Instances where the two databases disagree at the genus
level require manual input by the user.
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2.5.3

Post-Processing – ASV filtering and sample filtering

All ASVs, taxonomic classifications and read counts were stored in a data table in a relational
database file (see Data Management section) in preparation for analysis. The dataset was
retrieved from the database, filtered and aggregated, using db_retrieve( ) in seqpipeR. All ASVs
and corresponding read counts were aggregated to the level at which the analysis was being
conducted. For example, when analyzing at the ASV or at the species level, no count
aggregation occurred because it was already performed in the ASV-denoising step. When
analyzing at the genus level, all subgroups within a given genus were aggregated, and the ASV
number and sequence of the most abundant taxon in that subgroup was used as the
representative sequence for that genus. Next, any samples to be included in the analysis were
selected, so that only relevant samples were included in subsequent analyses. Lastly, an ASV
filtration step was automatically applied, where ASVs that did not surpass a set cut-off threshold
were excluded. This filtration step can be performed using one of two methods: by read count or
by percent. The cut-off threshold can also be calculated by one of two methods: in terms of the
entire dataset or calculated on a per-sample basis. Together, these two parameters, combined
with the threshold parameter to set the cut-off value, offered four methods of filtering ASVs
(Table 4). The default filtering method retained all ASVs that had a mean sequence abundance
that exceeded 0.1% of total sequences in the entire dataset.
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Table 4. ASV filtering can be performed in one of four ways, depending on filter type and filter
methods set. Examples are calculated using the default values set for each threshold value (shown in
parentheses) for each condition. Default filter type and method are denoted by *.

Filter type
Percent* (0.1%)

Count (10 reads)

Total*

ASVs are retained if mean
sequence abundance across all
samples exceeds 0.1% of total
sequences in the dataset

ASVs are retained if total
sequence abundance across all
samples exceeds 10 read
counts

Sample

ASVs are retained if sequence
abundance exceeds 0.1% of
sample total, in at least one
sample.

ASVs are retained if sequence
abundance in a sample exceeds
10 read counts in at least one
sample

Filter
method
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2.5.4

Data Transformation and Analysis

The last post-processing step that is applied to the count data is a data transformation step.
This step is necessary to address a limitation of high-throughput sequencing technology in
which the number of sequences reported by the sequencers are fixed and represent a random
sampling of the pool of DNA molecules in the biological sample rather than an exact count of
the number of sequences found in the original biological sample. The finite sequencing capacity
in every run means that the sequence counts generated in this manner are considered to be
compositional data which describes proportional relationships, such as relative abundance, but
doesn’t not provide quantitative measurements, such as counting the number of sequences
associated with a given bacterial taxon172. Therefore, to overcome this limitation, amplicon
sequence data was converted from “number of reads” into proportional abundances by applying
a log-ratio transformation to the read counts. Specifically, centered log-ratio (CLR)
transformation of the read counts was applied in any statistical test evaluating a change in
features (i.e. in ASVs or community members). As such, CLR transformation was incorporated
into this workflow because applying compositional data analysis to microbiome studies has
been well supported and is regarded as a requisite step in analyzing high-throughput
sequencing data173,174.
Finally, a suite of data analysis functions is provided to execute analyses that are
commonly applied in microbiome research. Each function is wrapped in mini-pipelines and
focused on one type of analysis. These include: data visualization and exploration, α-diversity,
β-diversity, ASV-ASV relationships, and predictive metagenomic profiling. A list of analyses
applied in these pipelines, and their associated bioinformatic tools/R packages are provided in
Table 3 and Table S1. Users are referred to additional documentation
[www.github.com/seqpipeR] for details on the tools’ methodologies. The dataset used in
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seqpipeR can also be exported in commonly-used file formats to ensure compatibility with other
data analysis tools158,159,175.
2.5.5

Data Management

One of the unique features of seqpipeR is the implementation of a relational database
management system to store the sequencing and corresponding metadata. SQLite is a minimal
relational database system that does not require a client-server infrastructure. This means that
the dataset is stored in one database file (.db) that can be saved, moved, shared, and backed
up as one would with any document, but with the difference that the data can be queried and
managed with the efficiency of a database, in terms of speed and ease of access. Relational
database management systems such as SQLite are adept at managing large datasets that span
multiple data tables, such as high-throughput sequencing data and its associated sample
metadata and sequence metadata. SeqpipeR utilizes SQLite to provide an effective and
established means of accessing amplicon sequencing data, which are typically cumbersome
and pipeline-specific. The size of amplicon sequence datasets was another consideration in
using SQLite. Datasets generated by marker gene analysis tend to be relatively small in
comparison to other sequencing-based techniques used in microbiome research. Therefore, the
scalability limitations of SQLite were evaluated to be an appropriate trade-off for bypassing
client-server maintenance and management. Another trade-off of using a relational database to
store sequencing data is that querying using command-line requires knowledge of the
SQL/SQLite programming language. However, there are publicly available graphical interfaces
for using SLQite databases that facilitate database access. DB Browser for SQLite
(https://sqlitebrowser.org/) is a recommended tool for this purpose. It is a well-established, open
source, cross-platform, user-friendly program that allows database browsing, as well as
exporting information into spreadsheets. Additionally, direct access to the database from R is
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provided as a feature in seqpipeR, db_retrieve( ), where the dataset can be organized by
sample, sample metadata, ASV or taxonomy level. When using db_retrieve( ) to extract count
information at a given taxonomy, seqpipeR automatically aggregates sequence counts to the
taxonomy level specified.
With the understanding that database management is not the de facto data storage
methodology used in marker gene analysis, seqpipeR stores a dataset, in its entirety, as one
data table. As such, ASV number, sequence, taxonomy, sample identification and read counts
are all stored in one table. In this way, any necessary aggregation of data, such as accessing
sequence counts at various levels of classification, is always performed at the last possible
stage, so that the user can be confident that it is sourced from the original dataset. Even though
one of the advantages of relational databases is the ability to partition large datasets into
multiple, smaller data tables, ease of data accessibility over efficiency of data access was
prioritized. Major revisions to the data table, such as updating taxonomy during classification, or
denoising ASV, are saved as new tables, so the pipeline does not need to be re-run to access
intermittent versions of data. Storing sample metadata is the only independent table that must
be related to the sequencing data table, however, the seqpipeR database access feature,
db_retrieve( ) and the shiny app, seqpipeRunner( ) both facilitate this process.
2.5.6

Case Study Design

A case study was used to both validate the processing approach and showcase the analysis
suite used in seqpipeR. For this case study, fecal samples were collected from two healthy
human donors, and their fecal microbiota cultured in separate bioreactors, which served as in
vitro models simulating the human colon (herein referred to as F1 and F2, respectively)176. After
allowing the microbial communities enough time to equilibrate in their new environment, material
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from both bioreactors were harvested, which were then added in equal amounts as inocula for a
new, third bioreactor to create a ‘combined’ microbial community (F1+F2).
The experiment was then repeated, but instead of using the fecal samples directly as an
inoculum, defined microbial communities were used that were derived as subsets of the parent
fecal communities. To do this, rigorous isolation techniques were first applied to the fecal
samples and the resulting isolated strains were carefully cryopreserved and curated using
techniques that have been previously reported177. Once isolate libraries were assembled for
each fecal sample, these were individually cultured and biomass from each isolate was added
as inoculum to the corresponding bioreactor (herein referred to as D1 and D2). Following
equilibration, the resulting defined ecosystems were added together into a new bioreactor, as
above (D1+D2). These defined microbial communities allowed us to interrogate the accuracy of
our processing pipeline in delineating species-like groups from 16S rRNA gene sequencing,
since for the defined community member isolates we had already obtained almost full-length
16S rRNA gene sequence reads (through Sanger sequencing as a component of their
identification). We reasoned that we could extrapolate our findings to the more biologically
relevant and complex fecal microbial ecosystems, which were cultured in vitro under the same
conditions.
Finally, adding the two microbial communities together in a new bioreactor for each
experiment allowed us to answer a simple but useful ecological question: did the combined
microbial community have a structure more like one of the two donors, indicating dominance of
one of the ecosystems over the other? Or was a new community structure observed, indicative
of complete integration of the two communities? These research questions are applicable to the
practice of fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT), a therapeutic strategy for treating
gastrointestinal disorders178, where stool from a healthy donor is applied to a patient in the hope
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of mitigating disease brought about by derangements of the gut microbiota. It is not yet
completely understood, for example, to what extent the donor community may integrate itself
into the patient fecal community, and thus we reasoned that our experimental approach may
provide some clues as to how this might occur.
2.5.7

Bioreactor Operation and defined microbial communities

A Multifors bioreactor system (Infors AG, Bottmingen/Basel, Switzerland) was operated as an in
vitro model of the distal human gut with a working volume of 400 mL as
described previously176,177. Briefly, bioreactors were run under the following conditions to mimic
the physiological conditions found within the human colon: 1) 37°C, 2) pH 7.0, 3) retention time
of 24 h (400 mL of feed added per vessel per day at a constant rate while maintaining volume),
and 4) anaerobic conditions through sparging of N2 gas. The bioreactor medium formulation was
as stated in McDonald et al.176. The process of preparing the material for inoculation (i.e.,
homogenization in saline) for fecal samples is also described in McDonald et al.176 and the
process for preparing defined microbial communities for inoculation is described in Yen et
al.177. Bioreactors were maintained for 38 days for fecal ecosystems and 9 days for defined
microbial communities; these are the previously calculated times for a complex, fecal-derived
ecosystem and a less complex defined community to obtain equilibrium (otherwise known as
‘steady state’) within the system. All bioreactors were sampled daily for subsequent marker
gene sequencing analysis (samples were immediately cryopreserved at -80°C). Combined
communities (F1+F2 and D1+D2) were created by combining equal amounts of the contents of
bioreactors containing the respective parent communities (133 mL for fecal ecosystems and 50
mL for defined microbial communities) and adding them to sterile medium to make a working
volume of 400 mL in a separate bioreactor. One day of batch culture was allowed prior to
turning on the medium feed, and then the bioreactors were run for two weeks, at which the final
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sampling for marker gene sequencing analysis was conducted. The composition of the defined
microbial communities is provided in Table S2.
2.5.8

DNA Extraction and Sequencing

Cryopreserved chemostat samples were used for extraction of genomic DNA (gDNA) using
the QIAamp DNA stool mini kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA), with modifications to
manufacturer’s specifications. Briefly, 1 mL of chemostat sample was centrifuged at 14 000 rpm
(28 260 x g), 4ºC, 15 min. The resulting pellet was resuspended in a suspension buffer supplied
by the kit (100 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA [pH 8.0]) and mixed with 0.2 g of zirconia beads
(Biospec Products Inc., Bartlesville, OK, USA) and subjected to bead beating (3000 rpm, 4 min,
Digital Disruptor Genie3000, Scientific Industries Inc., New York City, NY, USA). Subsequently,
samples were heated to 95°C for 15 min, then subjected to water bath sonication (5 min
continuous interval, Sonicator Ultrasonic Processor XL2020, Mandel Scientific, Guelph ON,
Canada). Samples were then centrifuged (28 260 x g, 1 min) and resulting supernatant
transferred to a clean tube and proceeded with DNA extraction following manufacturer’s
instructions. Final DNA was eluted in 30 µL of warm elution buffer. Concentration and quality of
eluted DNA was confirmed by a Qubit fluorometer (Qubit 1, Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) and
NanoDrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop ND-1000, NanoDrop Technologies, LLC, Wilmington,
DE, USA), respectively, and stored in -20°C until transport. 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene
was sequenced by Mr. DNA Molecular Research LP (www.mrdnalab.com, Shallowater, TX,
USA). Briefly, PCR primers 515/806 (GTGYCAGCMGCCGCGGTTA and
GGACTACNVGGGTWTCTAAT, respectively), with the barcode on the forward primer, were
used to amplify the V4 region of 16S rRNA gene by PCR (30 cycles, 94ºC for 3 min, 30-35
cycles of 94ºC for 30 s, 53ºC for 40 s and 72 ºC for 1 min, with final elongation step at 72ºC for
5 min), using HotStarTaq Plus Master Mix Kit (Qiagen, USA). Amplicons were visualized on an
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agarose gel (2% w/v) to verify presence and relative intensity of PCR products. PCR
amplification was conducted in 10 technical replicates, the products of which were pooled
together in equal proportion based on molecular weight and DNA concentrations. Pooled
amplicons were purified using calibrated Ampure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, USA) and used
to prepare an Illumina Nextera DNA library (Illumina, USA on MiSeq following the
manufacturer’s guidelines.
2.5.9

16S rRNA gene sequence analysis

The effectiveness of the workflow presented in here was demonstrated via parallel analysis of
the three defined communities, D1, D2, and D1+D2 using the seqpipeR method, as well as a
workflow that is commonly employed. The workflow against which seqpipeR was compared
employed several bioinformatic tools, and loosely followed the protocol recommended by
Bioconductor158, a repository for R packages designed for bioanalysis. From here on in, this
workflow is referred to as the “Bioconductor method”, and was used for comparison against
seqpipeR because both methods are based in the same platform, R. Both workflows employed
similar bioinformatic tools to ensure sequence quality control, discern ASV clusters, and classify
and analyze amplicon sequences in marker gene analysis. The main difference between the
two workflows was that seqpipeR implemented a novel ASV quality control step, applied ad hoc
to established ASV clustering and classification methods, referred to as ASV denoising.
Therefore, analysis of defined communities was presented in terms of with and without ASV
denoising. All analyses performed on the defined communities were also applied to the three
fecal communities, F1, F2 and F1+F2. The fecal communities showcase the seqpipeR workflow
on an in vitro fecal microbiome dataset, which was a more representative dataset of most
microbiome studies than the defined communities.
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Sequence counts were center-log transformed prior to all statistical analysis using the
aldex.clr( ) from the ALDEx2 package (version 1.16)179,180. α-Diversity metrics (Shannon,
Simpson, and richness) were calculated using iNEXT package. Diversity metrics were estimated
based on sequence count, and associated sample-based. Coverage-based rarefaction curves
were estimated at a 95% confidence interval.
All group-wise comparisons were made using the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test (p
≤ 0.05), followed with Tukey’s HSD ad hoc test (p ≤ 0.05) with p-values adjusted by the
Benjamani-Hochberg method. Relative abundance of each ASV was evaluated for across
pairwise comparisons of communities using Welch’s t-test with p-values adjusted by BenjamaniHochberg method. Meta-analysis of pairwise comparison of communities was conducted by
assessing the number of ASVs exhibiting significant differences across communities (p ≤ 0.05).
Predictive metagenomics profiling (PMP) was executed using the piphillin package181.
The metagenomic content of a community was predicted by mining publicly available genomic
databases, such as KEGG, for genomes of organisms found in the dataset. Subsequently,
orthologous genes were adjusted by gene copy number and relative species abundance
(inferred by relative sequence abundance) and constructed a profile of KEGG orthology (KO)
abundance for each community. The diversity and richness of genetic content of each
community was evaluated by α-diversity metrics, Shannon, Simpson and richness. While
metabolic pathways represented by the PMP were highlighted on the KEGG global pathway
map using the iPath webtool for pathway visualization (https://pathways.embl.de/)182.
The proportionality metric, ρ, for measuring ASV-ASV relationships was calculated for all
three defined communities. Strong proportionality was evaluated at ±0.6, as per
recommendations for 16S rRNA gene compositional data183,184. Each ASV pair was also
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evaluated for its ability to discriminate two communities. The discrimination score of an ASV pair
was calculated from the p-value of Kruskal-Wallis test for between-group comparisons
(Equation 3). A high discrimination score is defined as ≥5.99 (the discrimination score of two
ASVs, each with p-value of 0.05) of the data set. ASV discrimination scores were calculated for
D1 vs D1+D2, D2 vs D1+D2 and D1 vs. D2. ASV pair discrimination scores were crossreferenced with corresponding proportionality metrics to determine which ASVs were strongly
associated with each other, and were important in distinguishing two communities, or were
characteristic of both communities. Subsequently, inspection of these ASV-ASV relationships in
each community alone provided indication on the impact that those ASV pairs had on
community assembly.
2.5.10 Running seqpipeR
SeqpipeR is an open source, publicly available R package that can be downloaded and installed
from the GitHub page: [www.github.com/seqpipeR], where corresponding documentation and
vignettes are also found. There are three methods of implementing the features included in
seqpipeR. First, functions can be executed individually, in the manner of R programming. A
summary of features available in seqpipeR is listed in Table 3. Secondly, all package functions
are also available through wrapper functions, which executed the workflow in four stages
(processing, classification, ASV denoising, analysis) in a semi-automated fashion. The goal of
featuring analyses as wrapped functions was to provide a recommended workflow for
performing data analysis. This serves as an extended tutorial for those who are new to
microbiome analysis as the pipelines walk users through the analysis process, prompting for
parameters as needed.
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The last method of implementing seqpipeR is through the Shiny app included with the
package, which is executed using seqpipeRunner( ). The processing, classification and data
selection/aggregation pipelines have been presented as a graphical user interface, so that each
task can be performed using ‘point-and-click’ interactions. Analysis pipelines were not included
in the seqpipeR app itself because there are several, well-designed and effective microbiome
data analysis tools currently available, and in order to allow seqpipeR to integrate seamlessly
with these, all sequences and their corresponding metadata are managed in such a way that
data tables can either be directly imported into downstream programs or be accessed and
manipulated with minimal technical requirements, according to user preferences.
Biological relevance was prioritized when designing the user interface of the semiautomated pipelines and the workflow app, seqpipeRunner, which is included in the R package.
Most parameters are accessible to the user, and where possible, presented in terms of their
biological relevance, rather than their bioinformatic or algorithmic applications. All defaults are
fully documented in the package documentation and are described within the interface pipelines
as well. A log file is generated and updated throughout the workflow to track all changes made
to the dataset and corresponding analyses executed.

2.6

Results

Three defined microbial communities were used to assess the performance of seqpipeR in
accurately inferring biologically relevant ASV clusters and resolving biological differences (or
similarities) of microbial communities. The results produced by the seqpipeR workflow were
compared against those produced from a Bioconductor workflow that has been commonly
employed in microbiome studies. The reference workflow implements several bioinformatic tools
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available in the Bioconductor tool box, documented as a recommended protocol by Callahan et
al.158 and referred to throughout as the “Bioconductor method.”
2.6.1

ASV Denoising

The defined communities, D1 and D2 provided a means of validating the ASV clustering and
classification methods employed in both seqpipeR and the Bioconductor workflow. In both
workflows, the number of ASVs generated exceeded the number of species in the defined
communities, although seqpipeR returned fewer number of ASVs in total (Table 5, Table 6).
Since only one representative of each community member species was included in each of the
defined communities, it was apparent that ~20% of ASVs in the defined communities were
redundant and must have been generated as an artifact of the ASV clustering and classification
method applied. As such, the number of biologically relevant groups in the dataset was
overestimated, which ultimately resulted in redundant classification of several taxa. For
example, five ASVs were assigned to the genus Faecalibacterium, when only one strain of one
species of that genus was included in D2 defined communities. Therefore, sequence counts that
should belong to only one ASV were dispersed across 5 ASVs. Without prior knowledge of the
community membership, a tempting interpretation of ASV redundancy at a given taxonomy level
would be that there were several subgroups within the Faecalibacterium sp. classification.
However, given that strain level resolution is a biological limitation of the16S rRNA gene and the
fact that only one strain of each species was included in the defined communities, redundant
ASVs should not be assumed to be representative of subgroups of strains.
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Table 5. Summary of ASV classification in defined communities using seqpipeR and the
Bioconductor workflow. Both methods overestimate the number of ASVs that accurately reflect the taxa
of each community, but ASV denoising reduces the total number ASV clusters by aggregating biologically
redundant sequences. This was demonstrated by the similar number of unique taxa to which the ASV are
classified at both the species and genus level. Furthermore, seqpipeR reduced the number of unclassified
ASVs, showing improved classification resolution. Percent of total ASVs shown in parentheses. aThe
number of unique community members from both D1 and D2.
Community
Membership
Total genera
Total species
ASV
Classification
Unique genera
Unique species
Unclassified
ASVs
Redundant
ASVs
Total ASVs

D1

D2

D1+D2

38
63

36
57

57
100a

Bioconductor

seqpipeR

Bioconductor

seqpipeR

Bioconductor

seqpipeR

41
75

30
43

41
52

34
46

42
56

37
48

41 (35%)

23 (34%)

46 (37%)

27 (37%)

52 (39%)

25 (35%)

24 (21%)

0 (0%)

27 (22%)

0 (0%)

28 (20%)

0 (0%)

116

66

125

73

136

72

62

Table 6. Summary of ASV classification in fecal communities using seqpipeR and the
Bioconductor workflow. Both methods overestimate the number of ASVs that accurately reflect the taxa
of each community, but ASV denoising reduces the total number ASV clusters by aggregating biologically
redundant sequences. This was demonstrated by the similar number of unique taxa to which the ASV are
classified at both the species and genus level. Furthermore, seqpipeR reduced the number of unclassified
ASVs, showing improved classification resolution. Percent of total ASVs shown in parentheses.

Community
ASV
Classification
Unique genera
Unique species
Unclassified
ASVs
Redundant
ASVs
Total ASVs

F1

F2

43
55

seqpipe
R
40
48

69 (45%)

F1+F2

36
50

seqpipe
R
34
46

43 (47%)

46 (37%)

31 (20%)

0 (0%)

155

91

Bioconductor

47
62

seqpipe
R
52
56

30 (39%)

101 (58%)

46 (44%)

27 (22%)

0 (0%)

12 (7%)

0 (0%)

123

76

175

105

Bioconductor

63

Bioconductor

The classification assignments obtained from seqpipeR accurately represented the
microbial communities. In total, seqpipeR recovered 63% and 68% of D1 and D2 respectively
(Table 7), indicating that the ASV denoising step was indeed aggregating biologically redundant
ASVs, and did not inappropriately combine biologically distinct ASVs. Furthermore, cross
referencing taxonomic classifications with the NCBI database also provided additional genuslevel and species-level information that was not provided by the Bioconductor workflow158. For
example, without the ad hoc species classification employed by seqpipeR, 21 ASVs remained
only classified to the families Enterobacteriaceae (4 ASVs) and Lachnospiraceae (17 ASVs).
Given that these two families are extremely large, each containing 101 and 137 genera,
respectively166, the biological implications of those classifications are too broad to be meaningful
in most situations. Once cross-referenced with the NCBI 16S rRNA database and denoised,
those Enterobacteriaceae ASVs were narrowed down to a group of 17 closely-related genera
including several that are relevant to the human gut microbiome: Citrobacter, Enterobacter,
Klebsiella, Salmonella, Escherichia and Shigella. Similarly, the Lachnospiraceae ASVs identified
by the Bioconductor workflow were subsequently aggregated into nine ASVs by seqpipeR, and
classified at the genus level to either Clostridium, Faecalicatena, Hungatella, or Kineothrix, or
they remained at the unclassified family level. Overall, this highlighted a need for re-evaluating
the ASV clustering methodology such that diversity is not artificially inflated.
2.6.2

α-Diversity

“Over-splitting” of ASVs is an inevitable side effect of sequence clustering methods based on
exact sequence variants. The redundant ASVs, as classified by NCBI, revealed that sequences
corresponding to one species end up being distributed over several ASVs. We demonstrate the
use of a secondary classification step to inform ASV clustering by examining the richness of the
defined communities before and after ASV denoising. Given that only one strain of each species
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was present in each defined community, ASV denoising should maintain the same taxonomic
resolution, while decreasing species richness. As seen Figure 5A and Figure 5B, the species
richness in all three defined communities were similar, regardless of whether ASVs were
denoised. This was expected when comparing D1 to D2 as the two communities had a similar
number of species. Given that the same between-community relationships amongst the defined
communities were observed in both workflows, this indicated that ASV denoising did not
impinge on community representation in terms of species richness. Furthermore, the mixed
community D1+D2 had similar species richness to D1 and D2. This was an indication that some
species were not retained at measurable levels once the two communities were mixed, because
if all species were integrated, D1+D2 would have 98 unique species, resulting in a much higher
richness measurement.
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Figure 5 Evaluation of taxonomic and genomic richness of microbial communities. Results from (A)
the seqpipeR method (with ASV denoising) and (B) the Bioconductor method (without ASV denoising).
(A) and (B) shows the taxonomic richness (i.e., ASVs). (C) and (D) show the genomic richness from
completion of predictive metagenomic profiling.
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2.6.3

Exploratory Analysis

The implications of ASV denoising were apparent when examining the community abundance
by multivariate analysis (Figure 6). The species richness of D1+D2 indicated that the mixed
defined community did not reflect complete integration of the two parent communities. This was
confirmed by PCoA, where D1+D2 more closely resembled D1. The degree to which D1+D2
resembled D1 is affected by ASV denoising. Without ASV denoising, the two communities were
indistinguishable, while with ASV denoising, the communities were similar, yet remained
distinct.
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Figure 6. Principle coordinate analysis (PCoA) of six microbial communities as measured by 16S
rRNA gene sequences that had been curated (A) with and (B) without ASV denoising. The two
communities that clustered differently across the two workflow methods are coloured in blue and pink.
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2.6.4

β-Diversity

The two workflows produced different results when CLR-transformed relative abundance of
each ASV were assessed for statistical difference across pairs of communities. While ASVs
that differed by large magnitudes were detected by both methods, SeqpipeR detected
significance in some taxa that were not identified by the Bioconductor workflow method. For
example, a comparison of D2 with D1+D2 using both methods highlighted 16 ASVs with
significantly different relative abundances. However, seqpipeR identified two additional ASVs,
Blautia producta and an unclassified Bacillus sp., as significantly different. On the other hand,
the Bioconductor workflow did not identify any ASVs as significantly different between D1 and
D1+D2, while seqpipeR identified one: Flavonifractor plautii.
The β-diversity relationships discerned by the two workflows supported the PCoA
performed earlier (Figure 6) which assessed community diversity as a multivariate model. D1
and D1+D2 were distinct from one another with ASV denoising. An explanation for the
differences in resolving power is that aggregating the sequence count for a given ASV
effectively increased its weight contribution to the overall model. Therefore, when the
aggregated ASVs were truly redundant, their impact on the community relationships were
“diluted” without ASV denoising. As such, redundant ASVs have the effect of inflating αdiversity, while worsening the signal-to-noise ratio of β-diversity. Therefore, aggregating
biologically redundant ASVs ultimately improved community resolution because this method
provided a more accurate representation of the community structure.
2.6.5

Predicted Metagenomic Repertoire Supports ASV Denoising

Given that metagenomic prediction was based on an alignment of amplicon sequences against
genomic databases, the classifications used for PMP analysis were independent of the ASV
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classification methods employed in the rest of analysis. As such, the metagenomic content of
the defined communities should be consistent, regardless of the ASV clustering method
employed. In other words, the inferred metagenomic content of a given species remains the
same, regardless of the number of ASVs across which read counts are dispersed. As shown in
Figure 5C, the richness of KO is similar regardless of whether ASV denoising was applied. The
magnitude of genetic richness assessed by both workflow methods were similar and both were
able to capture differences between the defined and fecal communities. However, fewer
instances of statistical significance were observed when ASV denoising was applied. In the
same way ASV redundancy introduced biases to α-diversity of community membership, ASV
redundancy also has the potential to inflate richness of genetic content in a given community.
Subtle base pair differences may call to different genomes, giving rise to different genetic
capabilities, however, this can only be verified by obtaining whole genome sequences of
members of the defined communities and comparing the genomes matched by both workflow
methods. Overall, comparing the richness of genomic content in the communities supported the
hypothesis that biologically redundant ASVs were technical artifacts, rather than true strain-level
observations because the total genetic content inferred for each community was independent of
ASV clustering methods. As such, ASV-denoising provides a more accurate representation of
the experimental microbiome
2.6.6

ASV-ASV relationships

Characterizing the relative abundance of community members provided an overview of the
microbiome as an ecological system but examining pairwise relationships of community
members provided insight into mechanistic explanations as to why those changes occur.
Proportionality, a metric analogous to correlation, examined the ratio of a pair of ASVs across all
the samples. When two taxa were strongly associated with one another, their ratio to one
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another was consistent across all samples, regardless of the directionality of their correlation. In
other words, biologically associated ASVs were strongly proportional with one another, and thus
could be measured as such using the proportionality metric, rho (ρ)183,185. ASV pairs that were
strongly associated in both the single community and the mixed community conditions provided
insight into how the donor communities interacted when combined.
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Figure 7. PCA of three defined communities, D1, D2, and D1+D2, modelled under different subsets
of ASVs showed that ASV denoising resolves nuanced community-wide differences (A-C), while
without ASV-denoising (D-F), relevant ASV-ASV relationships are obscured. (A) and (D) The three
defined communities modeled with all ASVs. (B) and (E) The three communities modelled with only ASVs
that were involved in strongly proportional (ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6) ASV pairs and did not distinguish (Z < 5.9)
D1 from D1+D2. (C) and (F) The three communities modeled with only ASVs that were involved in
strongly proportional (ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6) ASV pairs and did not distinguish (Z < 5.9) D2 form D1+D2. The
number of unique ASVs included in each model is denoted in red on each panel.

The relationship between D1 vs D1+D2 and D2 vs. D1+D2 were respectively described
by the ability of biologically associated ASV pairs to distinguish the parent community from the
mixed community. Low discrimination scores of strongly proportional ASVs, indicated that those
ASV relationships were preserved in both the parent community and the mixed defined
community. Conversely, high discrimination scores of strongly proportional ASVs indicated that
those ASV-ASV relationships were not retained when the two parent communities were mixed
together. Figure 7B demonstrated the effects of the non-discriminant ASV-pairs by describing
the relationship between D1, D2, and D1+D2 with only the ASVs that were strongly proportional
and participated in ASV-ASV relationships that were maintained in both D1 and D1+D2
communities. On the other hand, Figure 7C was mapped by the ASV-ASV relationships that
were non-discriminant of D2 vs. D1+D2. These new models were then compared with the
original PCA model that included all ASVs observed in the three communities (Figure 7A).
Changes in the variation explained by the first two principal components reflected the
influence that ASVs included in the model had on the community relationships. For example, in
comparing Figure 7A and Figure 7B, the variation explained by the first principal component
along the x-axis increased from 47% to 65%, while the variation explained by the second
principal component along the y-axis remained similar (~15%). This indicated that the mixed
defined community shifted more towards D1 and became more divergent from D2. Keeping in
mind that the only ASVs included in Figure 7B were those that had participated in interactions
that had been conserved from the parent communities to the mixed community, changes in the
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reduced PCA model (Figure 7B and Figure 7C) as compared to the full model (Figure 7A)
reflected contributions of those ASVs to inter-community relationships. In contrast, the model in
Figure 7C, which only included ASVs that poorly discriminated D2 from D1+D2, presented a
shift of D1+D2 towards D2. The changes in community relationships depending on which sets of
ASVs were included in the PCA model indicated that the discrimination score and proportionality
metric reliably identify ASV relationships that were maintained in two communities. For example,
mapping D1, D2 and D1+D2 with only the ASVs that exhibited strong relationships in D1 vs.
D1+D2 and were also poor discriminators (i.e. common features) of the two communities
ultimately produced a model in which D1 and D1+D2 resembled on another. On the other hand,
mapping the three defined communities with highly associative, yet low discriminatory ASVs for
D2 vs. D1+D2 produced a model in which those two communities bore more resemblance to
one another than they would have done if all ASVs were included. Interestingly, the responses
of D1+D2 in Figure 7B and Figure 7C were asymmetrical, meaning that the relationships
displayed in Figure 7B had greater influence, as indicated by the greater percent of variation
explained along the x-axis. This suggested that the ASVs that were important in maintaining D1
vs D1+D2 resemblance were more dominant than those that were important in maintaining D2
vs. D1+D2 resemblance. These changes to community relationships because of strongly
proportional ASV pairs validated that the proportionality metric and discrimination score were
effective criteria for finding ASV-ASV relationships that were maintained in the D1 community
alone, and the D1+D2 mixed community.
Detection of ASV-ASV relationships that ultimately have nuanced, but biologically
important effects was not possible using the Bioconductor methods for analysis, which do not
employ taxonomy-driven ASV-denoising. Figure 9, panels D-F represent data that were
modeled using the same criteria as those used for Figure 9 panels A-C, such that Figure 9D
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was modelled with all ASVs, Figure 9E only included ASVs that preserved their ASV-ASV
relationships in both D1 and D1+D2, and Figure 9F only included ASVs that were preserved in
D2 and D1+D2. Minimal changes were observed when comparing Figure 9 D, E, and F, which
regardless of which ASV-ASV relationships were included in the model. This demonstrated that
without ASV-denoising, the ASV and count data was still able to resolve the three communities
but was not able to accurately detect inter-community relationships. This demonstrated that
technical inflation of ASVs ultimately obscured nuanced biological differences because
sequence counts that correspond to a single community member were spread out over multiple
ASVs. As a result, any biologically significant relationships were diluted, as the redundant ASVs
no longer carried the weight necessary to elucidate real biological differences.

2.7

Case Study: Integration or Dominance of Defined and Fecal Communities

Defined communities (D1, D2 and D1+D2) were used to validate the accuracy of the seqpipeR
workflow. To demonstrate the robustness of seqpipeR, similar analyses were performed on the
more complex fecal communities from which the defined communities were derived, F1, F2, and
F1+F2. Combining F1 and F2 was a form of perturbation that challenged species interactions
formed within each respective community. As such, the species’ response to the community
combination were assessed by examining the species abundance profiles and species
interactions within each parent community as compared to the state of those features in the
combined community condition. The workflow presented here provided a means of assessing
community structures before and after exposure to another fecal community. If strains exhibit
community loyalty, this could result in one community prevailing over the other. In other words, if
much of the observed characteristics of the combined community were consistent with those of
only one of the parent communities, it would be indicative of one parent community dominating
over the other. On the other hand, if microbial interactions were flexible, the communities would
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be adept at forming new interactions relatively quickly, thus favouring community integration.
Accurate resolution of biologically relevant ASV clusters was fundamental in assessing
nuanced, yet ecologically impactful observations.
2.7.1

Community Membership

Family-wise analysis of the fecal communities F1, F2, and F1+F2 revealed that most of the
communities were members of Bacteroidaceae and Lachnospiraceae. A summary of the ASVs
and corresponding classifications that were discerned by seqpipeR were shown in Table 6. The
origins of most of the ASVs in F1 (73%) and F2 (79%) were traceable by cross-referencing the
community membership of all six communities included in this study. For example, ~55% of
ASVs in F1 and F2 members of their respective defined communities (and by extension, a true
member of the fecal community), or were only observed in the fecal community, indicating that
they were not isolated when D1 and D2 were being curated. The percentage of non-isolated
members of the parent fecal communities ranged from 12-23% of the total ASVs, as the
comprehensiveness of isolating bacteria from stool is influenced by many factors, including
quality of the sample, isolation media used, and microbiological technique. Up to 25% of the
ASVs were considered as cross-contaminants from other samples on the same sequencing run.
Cross-well contamination is a well-acknowledged source of erroneous read assignments186,187,
though the effect is mitigated using bioinformatic methods as reported rates are usually less
than 1%188. Another 3-5% of the ASVs were identified as miscalled species, indicating that the
sequence classification method was not able to assign the correct species taxonomy to that
sequence. Similarly, 3-7% of ASVs were miscalled as “unclassified” because they were
correctly classified to the genus level, but the species-level classification was not resolved,
despite a priori knowledge of community membership. Finally, the remaining ASVs were
assigned as either as “unclassified” or as “source unknown”. These classifications were
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determined when seqpipeR was not able to confidently classify the sequence beyond the genus
or family level, respectively, likely because they were novel fecal strains isolated from the
respective donors used for this experiment. Given the a priori knowledge accompanying the six
communities, all ASVs were traced to their potential origins, and in turn, highlighted the
strengths and limitations of 16S rRNA profiling. For example, the similarity threshold of 97%
used for classification has historically been criticized for being too lenient154. However, given
appropriate emphasis of biological limitations of the 16S rRNA gene, in this work the 97%
threshold held true, and accurately identified the members of the defined communities once
redundant ASVs were aggregated.
As for “over-splitting” of ASVs observed in the defined communities, such bioinformatic
artifacts were even more pronounced in fecal communities. For example, without ASV
denoising, 17 of 62 ASVs classified to the family Lachnospiraceae remained unclassified at the
genus level. In contrast, cross-referencing sequences with NCBI further resolved those 17
unclassified Lachnospiraceae to 9 ASVs that classified to one of four genera, including the gutassociated genera Clostridium, Faecalicatena, and Hungatella spp. Confidence can be asserted
for these extended classification resolutions for unclassified Lachnospiraceae ASVs because
three of the four genera were confirmed members of the defined communities. Even though
some redundancy at the genus level remained after ASV denoising, and some ASVs were
resolved to groups of genera or groups of species, this analysis allowed a level of detail that
was relevant to the overall study.
2.7.2

Diversity Analysis

When comparisons were made between communities that were vastly different in terms of
species richness, it was apparent that ASV denoising provided a more conservative
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representation of the community diversity (Figure 5, Figure 8)189,190. The similarities in taxonomic
composition of all communities indicated that despite differences in origin and community
membership, all in vitro communities displayed characteristics that were hallmarks of the fecal
microbiome of healthy adults, such as the predominance of Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes.
Species richness of the community without ASV denoising was not only inflated, but also
communities of high richness were disproportionately affected. The fecal communities F1, F2
and F1+F2 were inherently more diverse, with F1 and F1+F2 having the most species richness.
As such, the α-diversities of F1 and F1+F2 were overestimated to a greater degree than the
other communities (Figure 5). The species richness of F1 and F1+F2 as measured by the
Bioconductor method was nearly two-fold the measurement from seqpipeR.
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Figure 8. Relative abundance of family-level composition of defined and fecal communities.
Relative abundance of (A) defined communities and (B) fecal communities, for which triplicate samples
are displayed along the x-axis. ASV taxonomy shown at the family level.
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On the other hand, the other four communities experienced a 1.5x reduction in species richness
after ASV denoising. This ultimately had the effect of making the fecal and defined communities
appear to be more divergent than they really were. This overestimation of species richness is an
important observation because it carries implications for clinical microbiome studies, where
microbiomes sampled from diseased individuals often have a large variation in diversity.
Evaluation of the relative abundance profiles demonstrated that the combined fecal community,
F1+F2, was more diverse in terms of α-diversity and β-diversity compared to the F1 and F2
communities alone. The increased richness in community membership in F1+F2 indicated that
some community integration occurred. Interestingly, such an increase in species richness was
not observed in the defined combined counterpart. A plausible reason for this difference
between the fecal and defined counterparts was that the fecal communities contained some
strains that were not successfully isolated, and thus were not included in the defined
community. Non-isolated species accounted for 29% of those found in F1+F2 (Table 7, Table
S3), so if all “missed” species in both parent communities integrated, it could have the potential
to increase the alpha diversity of D1+D2.
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Table 7. Resolution of species classification for defined and fecal communities by seqpipeR. The
number of ASVs assigned taxonomic classifications. An ASV was considered as classified if its taxonomic
classification matched a known bacterial strain in one of the defined microbial communities. For the
taxonomic classifications that were not matched, the defined and fecal communities were crossreferenced to determine a status of “Not isolated,” “Miscalled species,” “Miscalled unclassified”, “Crosscontaminant,” “Source unknown,” or “Not present.” “Not isolated” status was assigned if the taxonomic
classification was exclusive to fecal samples. A criteria of > 0.01% abundance in at least two sample
replicates was used to confirm the presence of a taxa. For the remaining taxonomic classifications, if the
genus was equivalent to a known bacterial strain, the status was set to “Miscalled species” (incorrect
species assignment) or “Miscalled unclassified” (incorrect unclassified assignment), and if unrelated, the
status was set to “Source unknown.” A status of “Cross-contaminant” was set for species known to be
present in one defined microbial community yet were also found in the other. For those taxonomic
classifications that were unclassified at the family level, the status was set to “Unclassified”, as not
enough information was available to make a conclusion. Percent of total ASVs in that community are
placed in parentheses. Number of defined community members recovered is the sum of classified
species, miscalled species and miscalled unclassified. *Percent of total number of corresponding defined
community members.

ASV status
Species
Classified
Not isolated
Crosscontaminant
Miscalled
species
Miscalled
unclassified
Unclassified
Source
unknown
Total ASVs
Defined
community
members
recovered

D1

D2

D1+D2

F1

F2

F1+F2

34 (43%)

33 (45%)

47 (64%)

29 (31%)

26 (34%)

48 (66%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

21 (23%)

9 (12%)

21 (29%)

15 (22%)

17 (23%)

0 (0%)

12 (13%)

19 (25%)

0 (0%)

3 (5%)

3 (4%)

4 (5%)

3 (3%)

3 (4%)

4 (5%)

3 (5%)

3 (4%)

3 (4%)

3 (3%)

3 (4%)

5 (7%)

6 (9%)

5 (7%)

6 (8%)

13 (14%)

7 (10%)

13 (18%)

10 (15%)

12 (16%)

12 (16%)

10 (11%)

9 (12%)

14 (19%)

66

73

73

91

76

105

40 (63%*)

39 (68%*)

54 (54%*)

35 (56%*)

31 (54%*)

66 (66%*)
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2.7.3

ASV-ASV Relationships

The ASV-ASV relationships that drove community assembly were determined by crossreferencing the proportionality and discrimination scores of ASV pairs. As demonstrated above,
the interactions observed in D1+D2 closely resembled those in D1. Closer inspection of ASV
relationships driving that resemblance showed that some of those interactions were also strong
associations in D2, as depicted by clustering of ASV pairs in the top right corner Figure 9A. In
total, there were 10 ASV pairs that maintained their relationship in all three communities, which
involved Clostridium scindens, Parabacteroides distasonis, Bacteroides eggerthii, B. vulgatus,
B. ovatus, B. kribbi, B. fragilis, Alistipes finegoldii, A. onderdonkii, Blautia producta, and
Ruminococcus bromii. On the other hand, the relationships that drove similarity between D2 and
D1+D2 were observed in D1, but the strength of the relationship varied (Figure 9C). This
indicated that interactions that were well established in both parent communities were more
likely to be retained in the combined community than those that were only found in one of the
parent communities
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Figure 9. ASV-ASV relationships (as measured by absolute rho, |ρ|) maintained or developed
when individual defined, D1 or D2, communities were combined to form D1+D2. (A) The ASV-ASV
relationships in D1 that were preserved in D1+D2, as defined by strong proportionality (ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6)
and low discrimination score (Z < 5.9). (B) The ASV-ASV relationships that distinguished D1 from D1+D2,
as defined by strong proportionality (ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6) and high discrimination score (Z ≥ 5.9. (C) The
ASV-ASV relationships in D2 that were preserved in D1+D2. (D) The ASV-ASV relationships that
distinguished D2 from D1+D2. Each point on the bubble plot represents an ASV pair that were identified
as important relationships (i.e. preserved or formed, and were strongly proportional, |ρ| ≥ 0.6) when (A, B)
comparing D1 vs D1+D2 and when (C, D) comparing D2 vs. D1+D2. The position of a given point along
the x-axis reflected the absolute proportionality score of that ASV pair in the D1 community alone. The
position of a given point along the y-axis reflected the absolute proportionality score of that ASV pair in
the D2 community alone. The size of a given point reflected the absolute proportionality score of that ASV
pair in the D1+D2 community alone. The limits of proportionality significance (0.6) were demarked by grey
lines. The region where ASV pairs that were strongly proportional in all three communities is highlighted
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by green rectangles. Therefore, ASVs that were strongly proportional in all three communities were
represented by large circles in the green boxes. ASV pairs that were identified as important in the crosscommunity comparison but were not observed in D1 or D2 were assigned a ρ = 0.
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Examining the ASV interactions that distinguished the three communities also expound
the relationships that influenced community structure. For example, the most striking
observation of the ASV pairs that distinguished communities was that there were nearly five
times the number of ASV pairs that distinguish D2 from D1+D2 (Figure 9D) from those that
distinguish D1 from D1+D2 (Figure 9B). Furthermore, the ASV pairs that distinguished D1 from
D2 still held true when comparing each parent community against the combined community. In
fact, 7 of the 8 ASV relationships that were observed in all three communities that explained the
distinction between D1 and D2 also contributed to distinguishing D2 from D1+D2. This indicated
that not only were interactions that were common between D1 and D2 preserved in D1+D2, but
so were the relationships that were distinctive of the D1 and D2 communities. These ASV pairs
consisted of the taxa B. eggerthii, B. fragilis, B. cellulosilyticus, B. caccae, B. xylanisolvens, P.
distasonis, and a species belonging to either the Clostridium or Kineothrix genera. This finding
further supported the hypothesis that integration of the two communities only occurred to a
limited extent. D1 interactions were most prevalent in D1+D2 such that both D1 and D1+D2
differed from D2 in similar ways.
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Figure 10. ASV-ASV relationships (as measured by rho, ρ) maintained or developed when
individual defined, D1 or D2, communities were combined to form D1+D2. (A) The ASV-ASV
relationships in D1 that were preserved in D1+D2, as defined by strong proportionality (ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6)
and low discrimination score (Z < 5.9). (B) The ASV-ASV relationships that distinguished D1 from D1+D2,
as defined by strong proportionality (ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6) and high discrimination score (Z ≥ 5.9). (C) The
ASV-ASV relationships in D2 that were preserved in D1+D2. (D) The ASV-ASV relationships that
distinguished D2 from D1+D2. Each point on the bubble plot represents an ASV pair that were identified
as important relationships [i.e. preserved (low discrimination) or formed (high discrimination), and were
strongly proportional, ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6] when (A, B) comparing D1 vs. D1+D2 and when (C, D)
comparing D2 vs. D1+D2. The position of a given point along the x-axis reflected the proportionality score
of that ASV pair in the D1 community alone. The position of a given point along the y-axis reflected the
proportionality score of that ASV pair in the D2 community alone. The size of a given point reflected the
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proportionality score of that ASV pair in the D1+D2 community alone. The colour of the point reflected the
directionality of the ASV pair in the D1+D2 community (blue for ρ > 0, red for ρ < 0). Direction of
proportionality metrics in D1 and D2, respectively, were indicated by a point’s position relative to the
origin, which is demarked by a dashed grey line bisecting at x = 0 and y = 0. The limits of proportionality
significance (±0.6) were demarked by grey lines. The region where ASV pairs that were strongly
proportional in all three communities is highlighted by green rectangles. Therefore, ASVs that were
strongly proportional in all three communities were represented by large circles in the green boxes. ASV
pairs that were identified as important in the cross-community comparison but were not observed in D1 or
D2 were assigned a ρ = 0.
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Another type of interaction can be gleaned from examining ASV-ASV relationships was
the direction of the proportional relationships observed in community-wise comparisons (Figure
10). Strong, positive proportionality (ρ ≥ 0.6) indicated that two ASVs were highly associated
across groups, such that their abundance relative to each other were consistent throughout the
samples being compared. For example, B. ovatus and B. kribbi maintained a relationship of ρ >
0.9, and the number of reads of B. kribbi was ~3 times greater than B. ovatus regardless of
which samples were being compared. On the other hand, strong, negative proportionality (ρ ≤ 0.6) indicated that two ASVs were inversely related, such that when one ASV increased, the
other decreased, but the product of the ASV pairs remained constant. For example, Bl. producta
and A. finegoldii were inversely proportional to one another (ρ ≤ -0.9) when comparing D1 vs
D1+D2, because when Bl. producta decreased when the two communities were combined, A.
finegoldii increased by the same factor. In Figure 10, the direction of ASV-ASV relationships in
D1+D2 generally coincided with the directionality of corresponding relationships observed in
parent communities alone. This means that not only did the ASV pairs continue to interact with
one another once the communities were combined, the nature of their interactions compared to
those seen in the parent communities were also preserved.
The ASV-ASV relationships observed in fecal communities followed similar trends to the
corresponding defined communities insofar as there were more ASV pairs that distinguished F2
from F1+F2 than did F1 from the combined community. The F1 community resembled the
combined community, with 187 ASV-ASV interactions from F1 that persisted in F1+F2. On the
other hand, none of the ASV interactions that were proportional between F2 and F1+F2 were
preserved in each community alone. This provided evidence that microbes in the F1+F2
community engaged in interactions that were observed in the F1 community. However, unlike
for the defined communities, the interactions that persisted from F1 were not observed in F2. In
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fact, only eight of these interactions were common to all three fecal communities, with B. ovatus
- B. kribbi being the only ASV pair that was also observed in the defined communities. Of the 44
ASV interactions that distinguished F2 from F1+F2 and persisted in all three fecal communities,
52 of those interactions also distinguished relationships in other pairs of community
comparisons. This indicated that while there were thousands of ASV interactions that
contributed to distinguishing the three fecal communities, there was a core subset of
interactions involving 29 taxa that were characteristic of F1 and F2, which were retained in the
combined fecal community (Table S4).

2.8
2.8.1

Discussion
Benefits of the seqpipeR Workflow

Overestimation of species richness and biologically redundant ASV clustering were
bioinformatic artifacts that likely arose due to incongruencies between optimal bioinformatic
resolution and optimal biological resolution. Pipelines such as DADA2 and Deblur incorporate
sources of error in their bioinformatic algorithms, and implement measures for minimizing biases
introduced due to choice in reference databases146,160,191. However, the performance of these
tools should not be evaluated solely on their bioinformatic criteria for risk of deviating from
biological relevance when implemented in microbiome studies. In fact, the discussion regarding
the most appropriate threshold for determining sequencing identity during classification revolves
around this issue. It is often recommended that the percent identity cut-off for classifying to the
species level should be raised from the canonical 97% to 99% or 100% depending on the region
of the 16S rRNA gene used for analysis12,154. While tightening the stringency of the threshold is
one way of ensuring all classifications are true, it does so at the cost leaving much of the lower
identity (97-98%) alignments as unclassified taxa. Over-confidence in the technical fidelity of
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marker gene analysis risks an accumulation of false negatives (i.e. unclassified ASVs) and overestimation of diversity (i.e. fractionation of a single species into multiple ASVs). Since ASV
denoising integrates biological considerations in determining ASV clustering, the identity
threshold for classification can be relaxed to 97% without compromising the accuracy of the
biological representation of compositional profiles.
In emphasizing microbiological principles throughout the bioinformatic analysis,
seqpipeR more accurately estimated diversity and provided greater taxonomic resolution than
the commonly used Bioconductor workflow. This capability was in part attributed to the ASV
denoising step, often achieving species-level classification for ASVs that remained unclassified.
Algorithms such as DADA2 and Deblur infer amplicon clusters by a divisive method that focuses
on minimizing noise introduced by sequencer error. SeqpipeR used an ad hoc denoising step
that used species-level classification to identify biological redundancy, and aggregated affected
ASVs together. In this sense, species-level classification was used to inform the biological
relevance of the ASVs that were bioinformatically deduced. Even when classification could not
be resolved to one species after ASV denoising, biologically relevant information for the ASV in
question was still provided in the form of genus groups or species groups that are most like the
ASV sequence. Ultimately, this provided a more focused scope of biological and taxonomic
implications for the broader study. In seqpipeR, ASV denoising was integrated with other stateof-the-art algorithms for processing sequences, classifying ASV, and re-designing reference
databases. As a result, the seqpipeR workflow produced curated marker gene datasets
comparable to other currently existing workflows, but out-performed them in gaining accurate
and high-resolution biological insight of the microbial communities being studied.
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2.8.2

Future Directions

Most bioinformatic processes and analyses common to microbiome studies are included as
features in seqpipeR. However, there are additional features that will be added to the package
as development continues. One feature what will be incorporated is a set of alternative methods
for normalizing 16S rRNA gene amplicon data. For example, several tools have been developed
for correcting for 16S rRNA gene copy number, which rely on predicting gene copy number from
sequenced genomes192–194. However, recent evaluations of such tools found that their predictive
accuracy is strongly dependent on representation within the reference genomic database195.
Therefore, as whole genome annotation of gut microbiota-derived species becomes more
prevalent in public databases, predicting gene copy number for similar strains will become more
reliable.
Multiple copies of the 16S rRNA gene often exist within the genome of many bacterial
species. As such, in the absence of normalizing for copy number of the targeted marker gene,
relative species abundances are inflated for organisms with multiple copies of the 16S rRNA
gene. Normalizing 16S rRNA gene amplicons by cell count would provide quantitative profiles of
microbiomes, an insight that is typically gained through qPCR196,197. Development of new
methodologies provide potential means of overcoming this bias. For example, Vandeputte et al.
recently applied flow cytometric enumeration of fecal microbiome to quantify microbial
abundance to reconstruct gut microbial profiles198. Further synergies between these novel
applications of biomolecular techniques and bioinformatic tools will enhance the density of
information gleaned from high-throughput 16S rRNA gene sequencing, a platform that has
already amassed a wealth of data on the human microbiome.
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2.9

Conclusion

Here, seqpipeR was presented as a workflow for analyzing high-throughput marker gene
sequences that emphasizes the biological context in which established bioinformatic tools
operate. This R package offers a breadth of bioinformatic features that brings researchers from
raw reads to data visualization and statistical analysis in a straightforward way. In addition to
employing methodologies driven by machine-learning, seqpipeR offers an ad hoc classification
step that leverages the NCBI 16S rRNA gene database to inform ASV clustering. Three defined
microbial communities verified that an identity threshold of 97% was permissible when
accompanied by ASV denoising. Biologically redundant ASVs were shown to be side effects of
bioinformatic rigour during sequence clustering, which ultimately inflated α-diversity, diminished
β-diversity effects, and worsened signal to noise such that biologically relevant ASV-ASV
relationships were obscured. Analysis of fecal communities demonstrated that seqpipeR
eliminated bioinformatic biases, which allowed for inferences of ecological assembly to be
made. Fecal communities were distinct in their relative composition, but species interactions
maintained across communities indicated that the two fecal communities did not integrate
equally. The combined communities of both fecal and defined counterparts revealed that the F1,
and corresponding D1, communities tended to dominate over the F2 and D2 communities,
respectively. We demonstrated that denoising biologically redundant ASVs improves the 16S
rRNA gene profiles’ compositional representation of the actual microbial community.
Application of seqpipeR’s workflow prioritizes biological relevance during bioinformatic analysis
to provide more accurate and informative datasets, without sacrificing bioinformatic integrity.
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3 Antibiotic Detection in Stool
3.1

Chapter Objective

The study outlined in this chapter aimed to detect and measure antibiotics in preterm and term
infant stool. NICU patients were administered ampicillin and gentamicin by IV as a prophylactic
measure against infection. Currently, the amount of IV-administered antibiotic reaching the
infant gut environment is unknown. Stool provides a glimpse into the gut environment at the
most distal end of the gastrointestinal tract. Therefore, presence of antibiotics in stool is an
appropriate proxy to assess the presence of an alternative antibiotic metabolism pathway that
involves the gut. For this purpose, a microbial antibiotic detection assay was developed for
measuring antibiotic activity in stool, and subsequently used on a small cohort of NICU patients.
This study is important to the over-arching project because it determines the physiologically
relevant doses of antibiotic exposed to the early gut microbiome.
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3.2
3.2.1

Introduction
Current Practices of Antibiotic Treatment in the NICU

The current practice of antibiotic treatment in NICUs involves initiating antibiotics immediately
after birth, then discontinuing after 36-48 h once blood culture tests for microbiological
pathogens are proven to be negative199,200. On the one hand, this empirical practice of
prophylactic antibiotic administration is imperative for preventing early-onset sepsis (EOS) in
premature infants. However, this approach has been criticized for enabling overuse of
antibiotics because institutional practices often lead to prolonged treatment201–203. This, in turn,
is problematic because prolonged therapy in the absence of positive blood cultures has been
associated with elevated risk of adverse neonatal outcomes, such as NEC, early onset sepsis
(EOS), or death199,202.
3.2.2

Pharmacokinetics of Ampicillin and Gentamicin

Ampicillin and gentamicin are the leading antibiotics that are prescribed in NICUs in North
America204. Complementary mechanisms of action make the two antibiotics an attractive
combination to prevent infection from pathogenic organisms commonly found in NICUs.
Ampicillin is a β-lactam antibiotic that inhibits cell wall synthesis and targets both Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria205. Gentamicin, an aminoglycoside antibiotic, targets Gramnegative organisms by binding to 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) intracellularly and thereby halting
protein synthesis, leading to cell death206.
The pharmacokinetics of ampicillin and gentamicin in preterm infants are well
understood in the systemic circulation, and rates of elimination from serum levels are used to
inform treatment regimens and delivery strategies for each antibiotic. Elimination of both
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ampicillin and gentamicin is thought to take place solely through the renal system207,208.
However, kidney development is not complete until 34 weeks post-conceptional age (PA), which
is the sum of gestational age (GA) and postnatal age (PNA). Therefore, the clearance rate of
these antibiotics is expected to be longer in premature infants <34 weeks PA209.
3.2.3

Effects Parenteral Antibiotic Therapy on Early Gut Microbiome

Thorough understanding of the pharmacokinetics of intravenous antibiotics has been essential
for optimizing antibiotic therapy for preterm infants200,210. Current knowledge of antibiotic
clearance in infants are based on serum and urine measurements, and have indicated that most
antibiotics administered in the NICU, such as gentamicin and ampicillin, are eliminated via the
renal system, with negligible distribution to the gastrointestinal system211,212. However
compositional and metabolic disruptions to the infant gut microbiome following antibiotic therapy
in the NICU suggest that inhibitory levels of active antibiotics are reaching the neonatal distant
gut51,52. Furthermore, perturbations to the infant gut microbiome occur in a dose-dependant
manner, where duration and strength of antibiotic treatment is directly correlated with decreased
in microbial diversity, and increased recovery time of the gut microbiome50,56,201,203. Association
of antibiotic treatment with increased risk of negative outcomes in preterm infants imparts an
urgency to move beyond descriptive observation of the impact of parenteral antibiotic therapy
on the gut microbiome. Instead, understanding the impact of antibiotics on the metabolic
function of the gut microbiome presents opportunity for actionable solutions. For example,
expansion of the gut microbial resistome following antibiotic treatment has lead to more
conservative approaches to antibiotic stewardship in the NICU213,214. Another approach is to
examine the metabonomic responses as a means of assessing how microbial responses may
impact the infant215–217. Currently, effects of antibiotics on microbiome function is limited to
animal models or small retrospective studies of infant stool because the amount of antibiotics
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reaching the neonatal gut is unknown. As such, measuring antibiotic levels in infant stool would
permit physiologically relevant in vitro experimentation and encourage microbiological studies
relevant to neonatal antibiotic therapy.
3.2.4

Methods for Detecting Antibiotics

Current methods of measuring antibiotics in biological samples, such as serum, urine and stool
include liquid chromatography (LC), mass spectrometry (MS), immunosensors, and
microbiological assays. Physical-chemical analytical methods are highly technical and costly to
implement, but are very sensitive, and have high specificity. Liquid chromatography methods,
such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and liquid chromatography mass
spectrometry (LC-MS) involve passing biofluids, such as serum or urine, through a
chromatography column, in which the targeted analyte is separated and measured. With HPLC,
the analyte separation is dependent on its adsorption to the binding matrix that makes up the
solid phase of the column218,219. With LC-MS, analytes separated by LC are transferred to the
MS for structural analysis using ionization to evaluate molecules based on their mass-to-charge
ratio220,221. Immunosensors use the specificity of antibodies to bind to the targeted antibiotic, and
formation of the antibody-antigen complex elicits a chemical optical response222. All these
methods, although possessing high sensitivity, do not necessarily differentiate between active
and inactivated antibiotics.
On the other hand, microbiological assays are advantageous because of their costeffectiveness and ease of implementation, is well as their direct measurement of antibiotic
activity, albeit with decreased sensitivity as the trade-off. This type of bioassay uses a strain of
bacteria that is sensitive to the antibiotic in question, and is carried out by comparing the
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minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of the biological sample towards the bacterial strain to
that obtained using a standard curve based on known antibiotic concentrations223,224.
3.2.5

Effects of antibiotics in Preterm Infant Gut Microbiome

Despite the documented pharmacokinetic mechanisms of ampicillin and gentamicin elimination,
IV-administered antibiotics have been shown to alter the infant gut microbiome. Antibiotic
treatment of preterm infants decreases the diversity of gut microbiota, as observed by 16S
rRNA gene sequencing. Furthermore, the longer the duration of the therapy, the greater the
delay in the recovery time required to restore the microbial diversity to levels similar to nonantibiotic treated infants54,225. Beyond compositional changes, antibiotic treatment also changes
the metabolic functions of the early gut microbiome. Global metabolic interactions of the altered
microbiome is reflected in the altered profile of SCFA observed in stool51. More specifically,
antibiotic resistance in the gut microbiome, referred to as the resistome, is expanded in
antibiotic-treated infants. Enrichment in antibiotic-resistance genes in the early gut microbiome
metabolic repertoire is an indication that antibiotic treatment in the NICU is directly contributing
to the predominance of multi-drug resistant bacteria within the infant gut microbial
ecosystem226,227.
3.2.6

Study Rationale

Although our current understanding of antibiotic pharmacokinetics in preterm infants indicates
that IV-administered antibiotics should not reach the distal gut, the compositional and metabolic
responses of the early gut microbiome indicate the opposite may be true. This discrepancy
emphasizes the likelihood of an alternative pathway of antibiotic elimination that is affecting the
ontogeny of the infant gut microbiome. Therefore, the aim of this study was to detect and
measure IV-administered antibiotics in the stool of preterm and term infants. For the purposes of
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this pilot study, a microbial minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) assay was employed for
measuring ampicillin and gentamicin activity directly in infant stool samples.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Infant Samples

Stool samples were collected from patients of the NICU of Kingston General Hospital (Kingston,
ON, Canada) by the nursing staff. Samples were scraped from diapers during routine care of
the patients, placed into screw-capped tubes and stored at -20ºC. Samples were transported to
the University of Guelph on dry ice, after which they were stored at -80ºC until testing. In total,
13 infants were enrolled in the study, 5 of which were not exposed to antibiotics, while 8 were
treated with a combination of ampicillin and gentamicin (Table 8). Antibiotic treatments were
administered by IV push, where ampicillin was administered every 12 hours and gentamicin
every 24 hours. The dosing guidelines at Kingston General Hospital are outlined in Table S5
and Table S6, although treatments were adjusted according to the clinical status of each infant.
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Table 8. Infant demographic and treatment data. Antibiotic treatment and stool collection period are expressed in postnatal age (PNA) in days
and post-conceptional age (PA) in days.

a

Infant
ID

Gestational
Age, weeks

Birth
Weight, g

Gender

Antibiotic Treatment,
PA (PNA)

Aa
B
C
Db
E
F
G
Hc
I
J
K
L
M

28
38
39
37
28
24
36
31
35 (+ 1 Day)
35 (+4 Days)
31
36 (+3 Days)
40

870
3320
2995
4390
855
570
3150
1375
2250
5140
1630
2890
3935

F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
M

254-258 (58-62)
271-274 (5-8)
274-275 (1-2)
261-266 (2-7)
213-216 (17-20)
169-174 (1-6)
255-259 (3-7)
222-225 (5-8)
-----------

Total Antibiotic Dose
Ampicillin
--16.6 mg/8 h
150 mg/8 h
220 mg/8 h
46 mg/12h
28.5 mg/12 h
157.5 mg/12 h
92.1 mg/8 h
-----------

Gentamicin
9.5 mg/24 h
13.28 mg/24 h
12 mg/24 h
18 mg/24 h
4.7 mg/24 h
2.85 mg/48 h
12.6 mg/36 h
6.2 mg/36 h

Stool Collection,
PA (PNA)
259-264 (63-68)
272-275 (6-9)
275-278 (2-5)
264-267 (5-8)
217-220 (21-24)
173-179 (6-14)
258-263 (6-11)
228-238 (11-21)
249-252 (3-6)
252-259 (3-10)
230-237 (13-20)
257-262 (2-7)
281-286 (1-6)

Also given cloxacillin, 62 mg/6 h; b Also given cefotaxime, 219.5 mg/12 h; c Also given vancomycin, 21 mg/12 h
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3.3.2

Fecal Water Preparation

Stool samples were weighed while frozen, and subsequently diluted with 1xPBS to a ratio of
0.125 g/mL (w/v). Stool was homogenized into a fecal slurry by vortexing the stool-buffer
mixture for 10 min. Fecal slurry was subsequently subjected to a series of centrifugation steps
(first at 4696 x g, 10 min, then 18 894 x g for 20 min, Sorvall X1R), from which the resulting
supernatant was serially syringe filtered through 1.0 μm and 0.2 μm PES sterile filters
(Whatman, GE). The resulting sterile fecal water was serially diluted so fecal water
concentrations tested were equivalent to fecal slurry concentrations ranging from 0.195-6.125
mg/mL. Diluted fecal water used immediately for detection of antimicrobial activity.
3.3.3

Escherichia coli Culture Conditions

E. coli transformants were used for antibiotic detection. E. coli ATCC 25922 was transformed by
electroporation with pUC19 (AddGene, plasmid #50005) (Figure S4) for the purpose of
detecting gentamicin against a potential background of ampicillin concentration. E. coli DB3 was
transformed with pENTmcs (AddGene, plasmid #25751) (Figure S5) for the purpose of
detecting ampicillin against a background of gentamicin concentration. Seed cultures of E. coli
were grown in cation-adjusted Mueller-Hinton broth medium (BD DifcoTM), supplemented with
the corresponding antibiotic so to maintain the plasmid conferring antibiotic resistance. E.
coli+pUC19 was maintained in 100 μg/mL carbenicillin and E. coli+pENTcms was maintained in
25 μg/mL gentamicin. All E. coli strains were incubated at 37ºC, at 200 rpm (Infors shaking
incubator) for 8-16h, depending on strain requirements. Seed cultures were diluted to make an
inoculum of 1x106 CFU/mL, as confirmed by colony count, and this was used to inoculate the
96-well MIC plate assay so that each well contained 5x105 CFU/mL. Mineral oil was overlaid on
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well contents to prevent evaporation. The MIC plate assay was then incubated aerobically at
37ºC for 6 h.
3.3.4

MIC Assay for Antibiotic Detection

3.3.4.1 Assay Rationale
Test strains of E. coli were challenged with the antibiotic against which they were sensitive to
determine the MIC, which is the minimum concentration of antibiotics required to completely
inhibit growth. Carbenicillin, a less labile substitute for ampicillin, was used instead of ampicillin
in all MIC assays to increase accuracy. With the antibiotic MIC experimentally determined for
each strain, the test strain can then be challenged with various dilutions of fecal water, where
complete inhibition of growth can be inferred as containing the equivalent amount of antibiotic
as the experimentally determined MIC (Figure 11). The MIC assay protocol was designed based
on recommendations by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) for broth
microdilution antibiotic susceptibility testing228.
3.3.4.2 MIC Assay Design
Each MIC assay evaluated the experimental MIC of the targeted antibiotic against the
corresponding test strain of E. coli Figure 12). To do this, stock solutions of carbenicillin
disodium salt (Fisher BioreagentsTM) and gentamicin sulfate salt (MP BiomedicalsTM) were
diluted and used to challenge E. coli+pENTmcs and E. coli+pUC19, respectively. The
concentrations of carbenicillin and gentamicin tested were 0.195-100 μg/mL and 0.039-20
μg/mL respectively. The same inoculum was also used against dilutions of fecal, prepared as
described above. MIC assays were conducted in flat-bottom, sterile 96-well plates (FalconTM,
Fisher Scientific). All conditions were conducted in technical triplicates.
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Figure 11. Schematic of MIC plate assay for detection and quantification of antibiotics in stool.
Top panel depicts detection of carbenicillin using Gent R strain of E. coli. Experimental MIC of E.
coli+pENTmcs was used as a reference to calculate the concentration of carbenicillin in the stool sample
Bottom panel depicts detection of gentamicin using AmpR strain of E. coli. Experimental MIC of E.
coli+pUC19 was used as a reference to calculate the concentration of gentamicin in the stool sample.
Estimated stool antibiotic concentration is in units of μg antibiotic per gram of stool.
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3.3.4.3 MIC Assay Controls and Sample Testing
The minimum concentration of antibiotic required to completely inhibit growth of the test strains
of E. coli, referred to as 𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑥 , was experimentally determined for each sample and each
antibiotic assayed. As such, this method of internal standardization prevents interpretation of
inhibitory levels of fecal water from being skewed by variations in the inoculum preparation.
Concurrently, the antibiotic resistance conferred by the plasmid in each test strain was
experimentally confirmed by challenging the strain with levels of antibiotic that were well beyond
the breakpoint of known antibiotic resistant strains of E. coli. The range of antibiotics tested can
be found in Table S7. The same inoculating culture that was used in both the antibioticresistance control, and the antibiotic sensitivity control, was also challenged with fecal water that
had been prepared in a 2-fold dilution series.
3.3.4.4 Analysis of MIC Assay for Antibiotic Detection
The optical density of the MIC assay for antibiotic detection was measured using a plate reader
(PerkinElmer Victor 3V) using 600 nm wavelength (OD600). Measurements were taken every 10
minutes for the duration of the assay incubation period, with 3 seconds of orbital shaking before
each OD600 reading. OD600 measurements were blanked by Time 0 measurements, and the
adjusted absorbance readings were used to determine the growth curve of E. coli in each
condition. The viability of E. coli was calculated at the last timepoint, when E. coli had reached
stationary phase for conditions (Figure S6A). Growth control wells were used to determine
viability, where E. coli was grown in media containing low concentrations of antibiotic to
maintain the plasmid. The average of these growth control wells was considered 100% viability
and, for all other wells, viability of E. coli in other conditions were expressed as a percentage of
the negative control (no antibiotic in medium) (Figure S6B).
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3.3.4.5 Antibiotic Calculation
The experimentally determined concentration of antibiotics necessary to completely inhibit
growth of the test strain of E. coli (𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑥 ) was cross-referenced with the minimum amount of
fecal water necessary to completely inhibit growth of the same test strain culture (𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 ). This
provided an estimation of the amount of antibiotic in the sample per gram of stool (Equation 1).
To put this value into biological context, the percent recovery of antibiotics administered was
estimated. To do this, the total weight of stool collected from each infant was multiplied by the
concentration determined from the assay to yield total amount of antibiotic recovered. Then the
amount recovered for the infant was expressed as a percent of the amount of antibiotic
delivered to the infant at each dosing.
The limit of quantification of this microbial assay was calculated by multiplying the highest
fecal water concentration (6.125 mg/mL) by the empirically defined minimum inhibitory
concentration of the antibiotic of the test strain (𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑥 ) for that given assay. Since the empirical
𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑥 is dependent on the precision of the standard curve, the limit of quantification was
calculated for each assay performed.

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Validating Assay

The assay rationale and quantification method were validated by testing the MIC assay method
on several different matrices. First, spent media from a community culture of infant fecal
microbiota was spiked with carbenicillin and gentamicin, and the observed values were
compared with the known concentrations were added. Similarly, fecal water was prepared from
stool collected from an adult who had not been treated with antibiotics for 6 months prior to
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sample collection and was subsequently spiked with antibiotics and subjected to antibiotic
detection using the MIC assay. The MIC assay and calculation was able to recapitulate the
amounts of each antibiotic added to the mock samples (Figure S6, Figure S7, Equation 4,
Equation 5). The limit of detection required to estimate the amount of antibiotics in the stool
sample was dictated by the concentration of fecal water prepared. The limit of quantification
(LLQ) of assays used in this study was 15.6 -31.2 μg carbenicillin /g stool and1.6-3.1 μg
gentamicin /g stool
3.4.2

Inherent Inhibitory Effects of Fecal Water

Inhibitory factors inherently found in fecal water have the potential to confound the results of the
MIC assay. Inherent inhibition of fecal water could inflate the amount of antibiotic estimated from
the assay or produce a false positive result. As such, fecal water from non-antibiotic treated
individuals were evaluated for any inhibitory effects on the test strains of E. coli. Evaluation of
fecal water from five infants who were not exposed to antibiotic treatment (Figure 12) showed
that fecal water (0.195-6.125 mg/mL) had no impact on the viability of either strain of E. coli.
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Figure 12. Evaluation of inherent inhibitory effects of fecal water from infants without antibiotic
treatment. Fecal water from non-antibiotic treated infants did not negatively affect the growth of E. coli.
Percent viability of E. coli was either the same or improved with increasing concentrations of fecal water.
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3.4.3

Antibiotic Detection in Infant Stool

Overall, detection of antibiotics in preterm infant stool was variable. Antibiotics were only
detected in four of the eight infants assayed who received antibiotics (Table 9). Ampicillin was
detected in all four infants, and the amount recovered was usually less than 2% of the total
amount administered; except for infant D, from which 13% of total ampicillin administered was
detected. On the other hand, gentamicin was only detected in the stool of one infant, infant D.
However, for some samples, partial inhibition was observed (Figure 13), indicating that the
sample contained levels of antibiotic below the limit of detection of the assay.
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Figure 13. Partial inhibition of E. coli by fecal water from antibiotic-treated infants. The
concentration of (A) gentamicin and (B) ampicillin in the sample is below the assay’s limit of quantification,
but above the limit of detection.
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3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
MIC assay as a Method of Detecting Antibiotics in Stool

The MIC-based assay developed for this study used antimicrobial activity in stool as a proxy to
infer the amount of antibiotics found in stool. The advantage of this assay is the relative low cost
of implementation, as well as the direct measurement of biologically active drug. Alternative,
direct methods of measuring antibiotics, such as immunosensor assays, HPLC or MS, are
costly and laborious, especially if such specialist facilities are not already in place. Furthermore,
these techniques are compound specific, the antibiotic compound must be known, and targeted.
Meanwhile, secondary metabolites produced from metabolism of the primary antibiotic may still
harbor antimicrobial activity yet will not be readily detected.
The developed MIC assay was sensitive to antimicrobial activity, regardless of the
mechanism of action. Since stool is a highly complex and variable biological matrix, the
promiscuity of the assay’s sensitivity also poses a challenge. For example, antimicrobial factors
from the resident microbiota could produce false positive results. The potential for this
confounding factor increases as the microbiota becomes increasingly complex as an infant
develops. However, given that preterm infants are known to have a relatively simple gut
microbiota compared to older infants, it was expected that preterm fecal water would have a
minimal effect on the viability of the test strains of E. coli. This hypothesis was supported by the
results obtained from assaying stool from non-antibiotic treated infants. Furthermore, the assay
accurately measured antibiotic concentrations in two positive control samples: 1) fecal water
that contained 80 μg/mL gentamicin; 2) spent media from in vitro fecal culture that contained 5
μg/mL gentamicin. The addition of antibiotics to control samples demonstrated that the
biological matrices did not inherently impair the antimicrobial activity of the antibiotics of interest.
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Thus, the accuracy and specificity of the developed assay was validated for the purpose for
which it was designed.
3.5.2

Confounding Factors

Based on the small cohort of infants tested, it is apparent that our current understanding of
pharmacokinetics of IV-delivered antibiotics in the distal colon of preterm infants has yet to be
fully explored. Antibiotics were detected in a subset of the infants evaluated, and within that
group, a small fraction of the samples collected. There are many factors that explain such
variability. Samples were collected throughout the duration of each patient’s time in the NICU,
but inconsistent transit time of premature infants limit the density of sampling. Therefore, if stool
was not collected in the timeframe during or immediately following antibiotic treatment, any
antibiotics reaching the gut environment were not detectable with our current method,
regardless of the pharmacokinetic mechanisms of antibiotic elimination.
The infant’s state of health must be considered as a source of several confounding
factors when interpreting the observations described above. The dosing regimen implemented
by the NICU (Table S5, Table S6) was dependent on the infant’s age (gestational or postnatal),
and weight. The judgement of health care practitioners can also change the treatment therapy,
where factors such as comorbidities, and test results can influence the drugs and dosages
administered. For example, infant D was administered cefotaxime in addition to gentamicin and
ampicillin, while infant A received a combination therapy of gentamicin and cloxacillin. Both
these cefotaxime and cloxacillin have the potential to interfere with the microbial antibiotic
detection assay because the test strain of E. coli was susceptible to both antibiotics228,229. Both
cefotaxime and cloxacillin are β-lactam antibiotics, but are resistant to β-lactamase I, which
readily inactivates ampicillin230,231. Therefore, the inhibition of ampicillin-resistant E. coli
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observed in response to those infants’ fecal water could have been a result of antimicrobial
activity of gentamicin, the intended assay target, or the other β-lactam antibiotic in the therapy.
Cloxacillin did not interfere with MIC assay because both test strains were resistant to antibiotics
based on Kirby-Bauer disc diffusion assay (data not shown). On the other hand, the E. coli test
strains were sensitive to cefotaxime (data not shown). As such, the inhibitory effects of fecal
water from Infant D could be attributed to either the targeted antibiotic, or cefotaxime.
Vancomycin treatment in infant H did not interfere with the ampicillin or gentamicin detection
because the bactericidal activity of vancomycin arises from binding to peptidoglycan of Grampositive organisms and halting cell wall synthesis 232. As such, the Gram-negative E. coli test
strain used in the assay was not susceptible to vancomycin.
Furthermore, the developmental stage of the infants influences the preterm GI tract. As such,
the post-conceptional age (PA), which is the sum of gestational age and postnatal age, at the
time of treatment must be considered when evaluating the results. The median PA of initiating
antibiotic treatment was 254.5 days, which is equivalent to 36 weeks and 2.5 days gestational
age. Antibiotics were observed in samples from the least premature infants in the antibiotictreated cohort (GA ≥37 weeks), however the samples from two infants, B and C, exhibited levels
that were below the assay’s limit of quantification. Antibiotics were quantified in infant E and F,
who were more premature (GA = 24 and 28 weeks). For both these infants, gentamicin was not
detectable, and very little ampicillin was detected (< 2% of ampicillin administered per dose).
3.5.3

Limitations

The lower limit of antibiotic quantification of the MIC-based assay used was dependent on the
preparation of the fecal water. For optimal experimentation, the initial fecal slurry prepared from
stool and PBS must produce enough fecal water to conduct the assay (a minimum of 300 μL)
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but must not dilute the antibiotics to less than the test strain’s MIC for the antibiotic of interest.
Therefore, initial amount of stool sample provided is critical to successfully estimate the amount
of antibiotics. Unfortunately, the amount of stool obtainable from premature infants is dictated by
their developmental stage. The partial inhibition observed in three infants indicated the amount
of antibiotics in the fecal water did not reach the required MIC to estimate the antibiotic
concentration.
The antibiotic detection assay developed here is comparatively less sensitive than direct
measurement methods. The limit of quantification of the microbial MIC assay was 15-31 μg/mL
carbenicillin/g stool and 1.6-3.1 ug gentamicin/g stool. The antibiotic sensitivity breakpoints
reported by the CLSI228 and the European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing
(EUCAST)233 for gut-associated bacteria such as Enterococcus spp., Staphylococcus spp. and
Gram-positive anaerobes ranged from 0.2 to 8 μg/mL for ampicillin and 1 to 2 μg/mL for
gentamicin. Since the limit of quantification of the assay is much higher than the breakpoints of
common gut bacteria, there could be inhibitory levels of antibiotics in the stool that were not
detected by our methods. On the other hand, the antibiotics observed in this pilot study were
well above the detection limit, meaning that in those cases, the amount of antibiotic reaching the
infant distal gut likely had a strong impact on the residing early gut microbiome; whether killing
antibiotic-sensitive bacteria, or selecting for antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Therefore, any
antibiotics detected by the MIC assay had the potential to strongly influence the infant gut
microbiome environment.

3.6

Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to address the knowledge gap of how much, if any, IVadministered antibiotic reaches the preterm gut environment. Antibiotic regimens for preterm
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infants have been optimized based on serum pharmacokinetic elimination to maintain minimum
effective potency levels in the blood to prevent infection. However, this is based on the
understanding that ampicillin and gentamicin elimination occur predominantly through the
kidneys and does not explain the antibiotic-dependent perturbations in the early gut microbiome.
Using a microbial assay to detect and measure antibiotics in preterm infant stool, this pilot study
has demonstrated that antibiotics are indeed reaching the distal gut of preterm infants.
Ampicillin and gentamicin were measurable in three infants, and were detected, albeit below the
limit of quantification, in one infant. These variable results were likely influenced by multiple
confounding factors. The postconceptional age of the infants (the sum of the gestational age
and the postnatal age) reflects the extent of physiological development of the GI tract, which in
turn, affects the elimination rate of the antibiotics from the infant’s body. Furthermore, the
dosage administered during antibiotic therapy, which is dependent on weight and
postconceptional age, means that the final detectable amount in stool may be outside the
microbial assay’s limit of detection. The findings reported here demonstrated that there is a
need for a more comprehensive investigation, with a larger cohort and more sensitive detection
method, to determine in the amount of antibiotics reaching the infant gut, and the factors that
determine the infant-to-infant variability seen.
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4 Evaluation of Preterm Microbiota Propagated In Vitro
4.1

Chapter Objective

The purpose of the work described in this chapter was to develop an in vitro system that
cultures the neonatal gut microbiome as a community in a single-stage continuous stirred tank
bioreactor. Here, an in vitro microbiome system which was developed for culturing adult gut
microbiomes was adapted to support the early gut microbiome. The performance of this in vitro
model was evaluated based on the community’s composition and net metabolic output
throughout the duration of the run and are described herein. Furthermore, the model is
exemplified by investigating the microbial relationships in two preterm infant microbiomes. In
particular, the communities’ abilities to withstand and recover from antibiotic perturbation was of
interest because of the relevance of this property to microbiome development in the NICU.
Antibiotic therapy administered to preterm infants has been shown to negatively impact the
infant’s developing gut microbiome and is a known risk factor for NEC. Despite these risks,
antibiotics are a critical line of defense when administering quality care of preterm infants who
are vulnerable to bacterial infection. As such, there is a need to understand the potential
interactions between parenteral antibiotics and the preterm gut microbiome. Teasing out the
microbial relationships at play when the developing gut microbiome is exposed to antibiotics is
one of the first steps to ameliorating the associated risks.

4.2
4.2.1

Introduction
Preterm Gut Microbiome
Infants born prior to 37 weeks gestation are considered premature and face a whole host

of challenges associated with maturation and development. Maturation of the gastrointestinal
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tract and the gut microbiome are pivotal to infant growth as they provide the basis for
fundamental physiological processes such as nutrient uptake and immune system development.
As such, premature infants are vulnerable to infections, exacerbated inflammatory responses
and have difficulty with nutrient absorption. Without appropriate care, these risks culminate in
disease such as necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC). Significant attention has been allocated
towards understanding the role of the preterm gut microbiome in infant development, as it is an
ecological system that intersects many of the challenges faced by premature infants. The
preterm gastrointestinal (GI) system is a rapidly changing environment in the first few weeks of
life, as the GI organs continue to mature and become colonized. Low amounts of oxygen in the
preterm gut environment are permissive to colonization by facultative anaerobic bacteria, such
as Enterococcus, Staphylococcus, Streptococcus and Enterobacter20,234. Proliferation and
depleting oxygen levels eventually favour obligate anaerobes, and bacterial species that are
acknowledged as part of the early gut microbiome, such as members of the Bifidobacterium,
Bacteroides, Clostridium, and Veillonella genera, become the predominant residents of the
distal infant gut235,236. The pattern of succession and microbiome development is influenced by
host physiology (such as developmental stage and genetics) and external factors (such as
maternal microbiome, maternal antibiotic exposure, hospital care, and nutritional intake). As
such, the gut microbiomes of preterm infants differ from those of term infants such that in
preterm infants. Ecologically, the early gut microbiome is low in α-diversity (the variability of
organisms within an ecosystem) because the ecosystems are low in species richness and
evenness. Where species richness refers to the number of different kinds of organism within a
community, and evenness refers to the uniformity of the distribution of members of a
community237. The preterm gut microbiome is low in species richness because colonization of
the gut occurs successively, requiring environmental factors to acquire more microbes57.
Preterm infants also tend to have uneven gut microbiota, which can be skewed towards
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pathogenic or facultative anaerobic bacteria, such as Enterobacter, Klebsiella, Enterococcus,
and Escherichia22,234,238. Conversely, microbial colonization in healthy neonates are
predominated by facultative anaerobes such as Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides, with
Enterocccus, Staphylococcus, and Streptococcus as minority members26–28. Understanding of
the impacts of such compositional differences on the health and development of the infant will
further the quality and efficacy of care provided to these vulnerable members of the population.
4.2.2

Current Models of Early Gut Microbiome
Retrospective or prospective cohort studies are valuable for assessing infant-microbial

associations, however such studies have strict limitations for investigations focused on
deciphering mechanistic relationships within the infant gut environment. Several models for
studying the infant gut microbiome and its host interactions have been developed. Neonatal
animal models provide valuable insight into microbe-host interactions. Neonatal mice, rats, and
piglets have been established as valuable animal models to understand preterm and term
neonatal physiology with respects to the microbiome in both healthy239 and diseased
states240,241. However, these models are not conducive for in-depth studies of the neonatal gut
microbiome. The minimal biomass of GI contents from neonatal animals limit the capacity for
direct multi-omic measurements of the microbes. Furthermore, host-specific biases are
unavoidable when model animals are colonized with human-derived microbes. For example, it is
generally recognised that host genetics is a major effector of microbiome composition, however,
confounding interactions between host genotype and gut microbiome have yet to be fully
explored242,243. Another factor for consideration is the host specificity of the microbes, which
results in difficulty in maintaining them when transferring microbes across species. This effect
was measurable when assessing differences in the host immune response to the microbiota of
the same species or from a different species244.
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Ex vivo and in vitro models are alternative methods of for examining the neonatal gut
microbiome. Ex vivo cultures of host cells such as the gut intestinal epithelial cells108, immune
cells114 and dendritic cells245 allow for investigation of specific host-microbial interactions as
propagation of both host cells and microbial populations can be controlled and measured. In
vitro models of neonatal microbiomes are also an attractive mode of investigation as microbemicrobe interactions are observed independently of the host, thus providing insight into the
microbial ecological relationships at play in a controlled environment. Several in vitro models
have been developed for propagating human gut microbiota as a consortium, such as fecal
batch cultures133, single-stage continuous bioreactors that mimic the colonic environment176 and
multi-stage continuous bioreactors that mimic the various compartments of the GI tract246.
Adapting such systems for the neonatal microbiome requires consideration of several
physiological differences between an adult and a neonate. First, the whole gut transit time of an
adult is typically ~24 h, while bowel movements in neonates are not as predictable, and in the
case of the preterm infant, the transit time of biomass ranges from 28-96 h38 because intestinal
mobility functions have not fully developed. Secondly, the diet of a preterm infant consists solely
of breast milk, formula milk, or a combination of the two. As such, the nutrients supplied to the in
vitro neonatal gut microbiome must be adjusted appropriately. Currently, most in vitro models of
the early gut microbiome follow a batch or continuous-batch fermentation system. While these
models are cost effective, and scalable for high-throughput experiment designs, they can only
be maintained for a short period of time, typically 24-48 h, after which time a build up of
microbial waste products degrades the supportive environment 133,247. Cinquin et al. used an
immobilized in vitro system, in which the bacteria from infant stool were held in place by infusing
fecal inoculant into sterile gel beads, and subsequently exposed to the modified culture media in
either a batch or continuous fermentation system. This group demonstrated that the media
formulation was able to sustain a community culture in vitro, and to maintain cell viability, activity
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and density in proportions commensurate to the original inoculum248. Immobilizing the
microbiota in gel beads allows for development of planktonic and sessile populations allowing
for phenotypes such as adhesion and biofilm formation to be observed. However, the technique
has yet to be widely adopted when compared to other fermentation systems within microbiome
research. In addition to the type of in vitro system, formulation of the basal medium is another
important consideration. Cinquin et al. modified a culture medium previously developed for
propagating adult fecal microbiota249 such that it simulated the chyme (gut lumen contents)
produced from a formula-fed infant248. They adjusted the protein and carbohydrate content of
the culture media to mimic a specific infant formula milk and accounted for digestion and
absorption that would occur in the upper GI tract. Additionally, bile salts and complex
ingredients (i.e. yeast extracts, peptone, tryptone) were also reduced.
4.2.3

Applications of In Vitro Model of Early Gut Microbiome
In vitro infant microbiome systems serve as platforms for investigating the effects of

nutrient supplementation, such as human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs)250,251, probiotics133 or
other microorganisms252, and therapeutics85. Environmental control of in vitro systems permits
clinically relevant perturbations and allows assessment of the community in both cross-sectional
and longitudinal study designs. In vitro models of the early gut microbiome can be applied to
improving formula milk such that it contains prebiotics or probiotics that facilitate the
development of the neonatal gut microbiome. This holds relevance to preterm infants, for whom
mother’s milk is not always available, and who are at the greatest risk of undergoing adverse
events that impede development of their gut microbiome. For example, addition of HMOs to
preterm formula milk has been of great interest as these complex sugars are a major
component of breast milk that are known to be metabolized by members of the early gut
microbiome. As such, observing microbial growth and metabolic responses to HMOs and
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measuring substrate utilization in vitro would be a means of screening and assessing candidate
HMOs for supplementation into formula milk. Similarly, therapeutic interventions administered to
preterm infants may affect their developing gut microbiome. In vitro models would be an
appropriate platform for characterizing drug-microbiome interactions over several weeks to
answer questions relating to the nature of the interaction, the persistence of those effects, and
the resilience of the microbial community.
4.2.4

Antibiotic Administration in the NICU

Antibiotics are the most commonly administered drugs in the neonatal intensive care unit, and
they are used to treat and prevent infection in neonates. Even though antibiotic stewardship is
considered during therapy regimens, 75-80% of preterm infants are administered antibiotics253.
As such, excessive use of antibiotics in the NICU is an on-going concern; broad-spectrum
antibiotics are commonly prescribed to infants who are at risk of developing early onset sepsis
or a nosocomial infection213,254. To combat the emergence of antibiotic resistance, NICUs rotate
through several combinations of broad-spectrum antibiotics, usually a β-lactam antibiotic in
conjunction with one of another class, such as aminoglycosides to take advantage of
complementary mechanisms of action 204. Another concern regarding antibiotic use in the NICU
is the common practice of administering antibiotics in the absence of culture-confirmed infection,
with the assumption that the benefits of rapidly initiating a prophylaxis therapy out-weigh the
risks of administering antibiotics in the absence of infection. However, extended duration of
antibiotic therapy has been associated with increased risk of NEC, early- and late-onset sepsis,
and hospital-acquired infections49,201,255. As such, there is a need to improve antibiotic
stewardship in the NICU, beyond the current method of empiric administration of antibiotics256.
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4.2.5

Effects of antibiotics on the Preterm Infant Gut Microbiome
Despite the documented pharmacokinetic mechanisms of ampicillin and gentamicin

elimination, IV-administered antibiotics have been shown to alter the infant gut microbiome51,226.
Antibiotic treatment of preterm infants decreases the diversity, richness, and evenness of gut
microbiota, as observed by 16S rRNA gene sequencing216,225. Antibiotic treatment of either a
combination of ampicillin and gentamicin, or ampicillin and erythromycin, increases the relative
abundance of Proteobacteria, such as Enterobacteriaceae, and Firmicutes, such as
Peptostreptococcaceae, in the early gut microbiome. In addition, Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, and
Actinobacteria were found to be reduced in treated cases compared to non-treated individuals.
Specifically, the families Bifidobacteriaceae and Lactobacillaceae are less abundant, even after
8 weeks post treatment225,235,257. Furthermore, duration of antibiotic therapy is directly
proportional to the time required to restore the microbial diversity to levels similar to those for
non-antibiotic treated infants54,225. Beyond compositional changes, antibiotic treatment also
changes the metabolic functions of the early gut microbiome. Global metabolic interactions of
the altered microbiome are reflected in the altered profiles of metabolites observed in stool51.
For example, administration of the β-lactam antibiotics penicillin and moxalactam immediately
reduced galactose metabolism, followed by increased propanoate metabolism and amino acid
metabolism 56. Another indication that antibiotic therapy affects microbiome function are
changes to antibiotic resistance profiles in the gut microbiome, referred to as the resistome;
these are expanded in antibiotic-treated infants. Enrichment in antibiotic-resistance genes in the
early gut microbiome metabolic repertoire is an indication that antibiotic treatment in the NICU is
directly contributing to the predominance of multi-drug resistant bacteria within the infant gut
microbial ecosystem226,227.
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4.2.6

Current Models of Antibiotic Therapy for Preterm Infants
Large-scale retrospective studies have amassed strong evidence of the risks and

outcomes associated with antibiotic therapy for preterm infants199,200, while fecal microbiome
studies have provided associative relationships between antibiotic treatment and the neonatal
gut microbiome235,257. Animal models of neonates have been instrumental in studying the effects
of antibiotics on the early gut microbiome as using such models, confounding factors such as
gestational age, perinatal care, and genetics can be tightly controlled. Nobel et al. recapitulated
a pulse-dose antibiotic treatment regimen applied in the NICU using a mouse model, in which
neonatal mice were administered amoxicillin and tylosin shortly after weaning217. Both control
and treated mice were fed a high-fat diet as a known gut microbiome stressor. In general,
neonatal pups receiving sub-therapeutic antibiotic treatment experienced increased lean mass,
indicating that the antibiotic therapy/high-fat diet had growth promotion effects. However, treated
infants also had elevated liver activity, increased lipid retention in the liver, and disrupted pattern
in gut microbiota development. Furthermore, alterations in liver function and microbiome
composition persisted into adulthood, indicating once treated with antibiotics, the murine host
and microbiome lacked the metabolic capacity to adapt to a high-fat diet. Even though these
results were conducted in a murine model, the direct association of metabolic perturbation in the
murine microbiome and the murine host indicated that the antibiotic therapy employed in the
NICU has the potential to have lasting effects on both microbial and host physiology.
A humanized gnotobiotic mouse model has also been employed to study the preterm gut
microbiota258,259. In this model, pregnant gnotobiotic mice are inoculated with the microbes of a
preterm human infant by means of a homogenized fecal gavage. Subsequently the pups of the
colonized dams are delivered spontaneously and housed with the mother where they acquire
the microbiome via natural mouse behaviour. This model system has provided great insight into
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the immunological and histological responses of neonates to the early gut microbiome, as well
as microbial compositional and metabolic changes as the early microbiome develops in the
presence or absence of antibiotics46,48,101. Alternatively, in vitro models of the infant microbiome
provide another study platform to allow further characterization of the microbial response. In
vitro microbiome models for measuring the impacts of antibiotics on the neonatal gut
microbiome have not yet been described. However, the impact of antibiotic exposure on a
defined community derived from adult stool has been previously performed in a chemostat
system260. Newton et al. applied ampicillin, gentamicin or metronidazole as a single-pulse dose
into three separate chemostat cultures consisting of 14 anaerobic and aerobic gut associated
microbiota derived from adult stool. They observed ~38-56% reduction in levels of SCFA,
lactate, succinate, and ethanol, as a response to treatment over a 48-h period. At the same
time, the levels of hydrolytic enzymes fluctuate according to the species persistent through
antibiotic treatment. For example, selection for ampicillin-resistant Bifidobacterium spp. resulted
in an increase in α-galactosidase, while reduction in Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and Bif.
pseudolongum resulted in an increase of activity of mucin-degrading enzymes produced by
Enterococcus faecalis and Bif. longum remaining in the system. Studies such as Newton et al.
illustrated the application of using in vitro continuous cultures study microbial interactions in
antibiotic, a method of study which is applied here to the neonatal gut microbiota.
4.2.7

Antibiotics in the Preterm Gut Environment

In the NICU, antibiotic doses are determined based on the gestational age, post-natal age (days
since birth), and weight (Table S11). Antibiotics are administered parenterally (not orally), and
usually are pulse-delivered intravenously. Current knowledge of the pharmacokinetics of the
antibiotics commonly administered in the NICU, such as ampicillin and gentamicin, suggest that
the drugs are eliminated from the circulatory system via the kidneys and excreted in urine.
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Under this dogma, minimal amounts of antibiotics should reach the distal regions of the preterm
gut microbiome, if at all. However, as discussed in Chapter 3 (p. 92), antibiotic therapy has a
demonstrable effect on the early gut microbiome, suggesting that inhibitory levels of antibiotics
are reaching the infant colon. Currently, the amount of parenterally administered antibiotics that
reach the preterm colon has not been reported. The findings presented in Chapter 3 (p. 92)
indicated that the amount of antibiotics reaching the preterm colon varied widely, ampicillin
measured in stool ranged from 20-1000 g/g stool (Table 9), and gentamicin ranged from 40100 g/g stool. However out of seven treated infants, antibiotic activity was only detected in two
of the infants. Even though there were very few infants enrolled in the antibiotic detection study,
it confirmed the presence of antibiotics in neonatal stool, which is contrary to the known
pharmacokinetics of both ampicillin and gentamicin.
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Table 9. Levels of antibiotics detected in stool samples. In total, 8 infants were assessed. Results for two infants tested are not shown as
antibiotics were not detected in those infants. Treatment date and stool collection date were expressed in post-conceptional age (PA) in days.
Stool collection also expressed in terms of days post-treatment (DPT), where last day of antibiotic administration is 0 and samples taken during
treatment are expressed as negative values. No samples were collected prior to treatment. Lower limit of quantification (LLQ) of carbenicillin: 15.6
-31.2 μg/g stool. LLQ of gentamicin: 1.6-3.1 μg/g stool. BLD = Below limit of detection. – indicates sample was insufficient to assay. * Indicates
partial inhibition was observed.
Infant
ID

Treatment, mg/dose
Amp

Gent

Antibiotic
Treatment, PA

Db

37

219

17.5

261-266

E

28

43

4.3

213-216

F

24

28.5

2.85

169-174

Aa

28

–

3.48

254-258

B

38

265.6

13.28

271-274

C
a

Gestational
Age, weeks

39

150

9

274-275

Also given cloxacillin, 62 mg/6 h; b Also given cefotaxime, 219.5 mg/12 h
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Stool Collection,
PA (DPT)

Amp in stool
(mg abx/g stool)

Gent in stool
(mg abx/g stool)

264 (-2)
265 (-1)
267 (1)
Est. abx recovery:
217 (1)
220 (4)
Est. abx recovery:
183 (9)
186 (12)
189 (15)
191 (17)
Est. abx recovery:
260 (2)
261 (3)
263 (4)
272 (-2)
273 (-1)
274 (0)
275 (1)
275 (0)
276 (1)
277 (2)
278 (3)

1
1
1
13.0 %
0.03125
0.02210
0.60 %
–
BLD
–
8
1.42 %
–
–
–

0.1
0.05
0.04
54.2 %

BLD

BLD
–
BLD
0
BLD
BLD*
BLD*
BLD

BLD*
BLD*
BLD

BLD

The objective of this study was to develop an in vitro model of the preterm gut
microbiome in a single-vessel continuous bioreactor and to evaluate its ability to propagate and
maintain a community culture sourced from preterm infants. To do this, fecal microbiota of two
preterm infants were used to inoculate separate bioreactors, where the bioreactor supporting the
Infant 1 microbial ecosystem was not exposed to antibiotics, and the vessel supporting the Infant
2 microbial ecosystem received antibiotic therapy prior to sample collection. This further allowed
for direct comparison of the two microbiomes for evaluation of the effects of antibiotic treatment.
To evaluate the robustness of each microbiome, the in vitro fecal communities were perturbed
with antibiotics, following the regimen used in the NICU. Maintaining the neonatal fecal
communities for three weeks post-treatment enabled time-course evaluation to characterize how
the microbiota recovered, if at all.

4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Infant Samples

Stool samples from two preterm infants were collected from Comer Children Hospital Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit at the University of Chicago. The study included Infant 1 (33 weeks
gestational age), who was not exposed to antibiotics, whose stool was collected from day 8 of
life (day of life [DOL] 8). The other infant in the study (25 weeks gestational age), referred to as
Infant 2, was given antibiotic therapy from DOL 1, for 10 days. Antibiotic therapy consisted of
ampicillin (100 mg/kg every 12 h), and gentamicin (3 mg/kg every 24 h), delivered intravenously
as pulsed doses. Infant 2 developed NEC at DOL 42, and stool was collected from DOL 16. All
stool samples were stored in -20ºC upon collection, until transported on dry ice, and
subsequently stored in -80ºC.
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4.3.2

Chemostat Media

Chemostat medium developed for propagating the adult gut microbiome176 was used as a
reference point, and subsequently modified by mimicking the infant formula Similac Special
Care, which was the formula of choice in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) from which the
infant samples were collected. Carbohydrate and protein contents of the formula milk were
adjusted for digestion and absorption prior to reaching the colon and scaled to reach a reach a
final concentration of 3.7 g of carbohydrates for every liter of media and 11.3 g of protein for
every liter of medium. A break-down of the carbohydrate and protein content is listed in (Table
S8). Other components of the community culture medium were modified from a medium
previously established for propagating adult gut microbiome176. A full list of the medium
components and comparison with a previously published bioreactor medium for propagating
adult and infant gut microbiota is summarized in (Table 10).
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Table 10. Formulation of preterm Infant Medium adapted from Cinquin et al. and McDonald et al. to
mimic Similac Special Care 24 High Protein. Suppliers for reagents used in the preterm infant medium
are denoted by superscripts: aThermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). bAlfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA,
USA). cSigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, MO, USA). dBD (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). ecanadaprotein.com
(Toronto, ON, Canada). fVWR (Radnor, PA, USA). gpurebulk.com (Roseburg, OR, USA).

Ingredient
NaClc
KCl
MgSO4 7 H2O
CaCl2 2 H2Oc
K2HPO4c
KH2PO4a
NaHCO3a
FeSO4 7 H2O
L-Cysteine HCla
(st. filt)
Bile saltsc
Porcine gastic
mucinc
Tween 80
Heminf
Yeast Extractd
Peptoned
Tryptone
Caseinb
Whey protein
hydrolysatee
Soluble rice
starch
Maltodextrin
Lactose (st. filt)c
Pectin
Xylan
Arabinoglycan
Starch (wheat
unmodified)
Inulin
Menadionec
Bioting
Vitamin B12c
Pantothenateg
Nicotinamideg
p-aminobenzoic acidg
Thiaminec

Infant medium from
Cinquin et al.248
4.5 g/L
4.5 g/L
1.25 g/L
0.15 g/L
0.5 g/L
1.5 g/L
0.005 g/L

Preterm infant
medium
0.1 g/L
0.01 g/L
0.01 g/L
0.04 g/L
0.04 g/L
2 g/L
-

Adult medium from
McDonald et al.176
0.1 g/L
0.01 g/L
0.01 g/L
0.04 g/L
0.04 g/L
2 g/L
-

0.8 g/L

0.5 g/L

0.5 g/L

0.05 g/L

0.05 g/L

0.5 g/L

4.0 g/L

4 g/L

4 g/L

1 g/L
0.01 g/L
2.5 g/L
0.5 g/L
0.5 g/L
1.2 g/L

0.01 g/L
2.5 g/L
0.5 g/L
1.5 g/L

0.005 g/L
2 g/L
2 g/L
3 g/L

8.2 g/L

9.8 g/L

-

6.9 g/L

-

-

1.2 g/L
5 g/L
-

3.7 g/L
-

2 g/L
2 g/L
2 g/L

-

-

5 g/L

1 mg/L
2 mg/L
0.5 mg/L
10 mg/L
5 mg/L
5 mg/L
4 mg/L

1 g/L
0.001 g/L
-

1 mg/L
2 mg/L
0.5 mg/L
10 mg/L
5 mg/L
5 mg/L
4 mg/L
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4.3.3

Chemostat Inoculation

Infant stool samples were prepared into a homogenous fecal slurry under anaerobic conditions
(10% H2, 10% CO2, balanced with N2) in an anaerobic chamber (AS-580, Anaerobe Systems,
CA, USA). Fecal inoculum for Infant 1 and Infant 2 were prepared using separate methods since
each stool sample had a different consistency. Stool from Infant 1 was partially thawed and
transferred into a sterile bag, into which 5 mL of sterile, degassed chemostat medium was
added. Stool-media mixture was hand-homogenized to form a slurry and then aseptically
transferred to a sterile syringe for chemostat inoculation. Stool from Infant 2 was liquid in
consistency when thawed, and was collected using a sterile cotton swab, which was frozen with
the sample. As such, 1 mL of sterile chemostat media was added to the sample tube,
homogenized using the cotton swab and the resulting fecal slurry was transferred to a sterile
syringe. The cotton swab and sample tube were centrifuged together (28,260 x g, 1 min,
Eppendorf Centrifuge 5430 R, Eppendorf North America, New York, USA) to extract fecal slurry
adherent to the cotton swab, and the extract was removed with a micropipette for pooling with
the rest of the fecal slurry. This process was repeated three times in order to extract the maximal
number of viable microbial cells.
Each fecal slurry was used to inoculate a respective chemostat vessel, a 500 mL
Multifors bioreactor system (Infors AG, Bottmingen/Basel, Switzerland), such that the final
volume after inoculation was 400 mL. These vessels were maintained at 37ºC, pH 7, and
continuously stirred, in batch conditions for 72 h. At the end of batch fermentation, 100 mL of the
seed vessel contents were used as the inoculum for two subsequent vessels (600 mL Multifors
bioreactors), referred to as the experiment vessels, such that the final working volume for each
was 500 mL.
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4.3.4

Chemostat Operations and Maintenance

Details of the in vitro bioreactor system set-up can be found in McDonald et al., 2013176. In brief,
the model represents an anaerobic, continuous culture system consisting of a single vessel. The
seed vessels were as described above, while experiment vessels were maintained as a batch
fermentation for 24 h after inoculation with seed vessel contents, then switched to continuous
fermentation. For continuous fermentation, nutrient media was fed into the bioreactor
continuously at a flow rate permitted a 72-h turnover of vessel contents, reflective of the reduced
gastrointestinal transit time observed in premature infants. The bioreactors were operated for 20
days in continuous culture, during which vessel contents were sampled daily and aliquots of
each sample were immediately stored in -80ºC.
4.3.5

Isolation Methods

Fecal microbes were isolated as pure cultures using samples taken at two time points for each
bioreactor run. Bioreactor contents were sampled at 72 h of batch fermentation of the seed
vessels, and at day 20 of the experiment, on the last day of continuous culture and used
immediately for subsequent culture work. Isolating and purifying strains from fecal slurries has
been previously described, and the method was adapted for isolation from an in vitro fecal
community178. Briefly, sample vessel contents were obtained and immediately serially diluted in
sterile, anaerobic, degassed tryptone soy broth supplemented with 5 µg/mL hemin and 1 µg/mL
menadione. Diluted mixed culture was subsequently plated onto a variety of media types (Table
S9). Each media type was incubated at 37ºC in both anaerobic, and aerobic conditions. All
anaerobic culture work was conducted in an anaerobic chamber (Anaerobe Systems, AS 580,
Morgan Hill, CA, USA) maintained with anaerobic gas (10% H2, 10% CO2, 80% N2). An
additional set of plate cultures on fastidious anaerobe agar (Lansing, MI, USA) supplemented
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with defibrinated 5% sheep’s blood (FAA) was incubated aerobically with 5% CO2261. An aliquot
of bioreactor contents was also subjected to ethanol shock for isolation of sporulating bacteria5
plated as above and incubated under both anaerobic and aerobic conditions. Cultures were
streak purified on FAA, in anaerobic or aerobic conditions. Pure cultures were cryopreserved
and stored at -80ºC.
4.3.6

In Vitro Antibiotic Treatment

Once the in vitro fecal communities had been propagated for 20 days under continuous
fermentation conditions, antibiotic treatment was administered to each vessel, following a
regimen like the therapy administered in the NICU. The antibiotic concentrations measured in
neonatal stool, presented in Chapter 3 (p. 92), were used to inform the antibiotic doses. The
amount of antibiotics detected in stool can range over an order of magnitude. Therefore, one
vessel received a “low dose” while the other received a “high dose” (Figure 14). Vessel 1
received the low dose treatment (5 μg/mL gentamicin, 100 μg/mL carbenicillin) and Vessel 2
received the high dose treatment (50 μg/mL gentamicin, 1000 μg/mL carbenicillin). Carbenicillin
was used instead of ampicillin because it is more stable; ampicillin is photosensitive, and the
bioreactor vessels are made of clear glass. Concentrated stocks of antibiotics were prepared by
dissolving carbenicillin disodium salt (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) or gentamicin sulfate
salt (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) in double-distilled water (ddH2O) and passing the
solutions through a 0.2 μm PES filter (GE Whatman, Mississauga, ON, Canada). 2 mL of each
concentrated antibiotic solution was pulse-delivered to the vessel. Carbenicillin was

5

Ethanol Shock for Enrichment of Spore-forming bacteria. Mixed culture was centrifuged at 14
000 rpm (28,260 x g, 10 min). Cell pellet was resuspended in 100% ethanol in equal parts and incubated
at room temperature for 1 h. Cells were pelleted again by centrifugation and resuspended in
supplemented tryptone soy broth (sTSB). 100 mL of resuspended cells plated on fastidious anaerobe agar
(FAA) and cycloserine-cefoxatin fructose agar (CCFA) and incubated both aerobically and anaerobically
at 37ºC
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administered every 12 h, while gentamicin was administered every 24 h. In vitro antibiotic
treatment was administered for 6 days. Fecal communities were subsequently maintained for
another 20 days. Vessels were sampled every 24 h and cryopreserved at -80ºC.
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Figure 14. Experiment design of in vitro preterm gut microbiome with antibiotic perturbation. Fecal
communities from Infant 1 (no exposure to antibiotic therapy in the NICU) and Infant 2 (received antibiotic
therapy in the NICU on DOL 1-10). Fecal slurry used to inoculate respective seed vessel (V0), which was
subsequently used to inoculate two experiment vessels (V1 and V2). After 20 days in continuous culture,
experiment vessels were treated with a mixture of carbenicillin and gentamicin. Vessel 1 (V1) received a
low dose (5 μg/mL gentamicin, 100 μg/mL carbenicillin. Vessel 2 (V2) received a high dose (50 μg/mL
gentamicin, 1000 μg/mL carbenicillin). In vitro treatment was administered for 6 days, after which fecal
communities were maintained for an additional 20 days.
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4.3.7

Antibiotic Activity

Antimicrobial activity in bioreactor samples was measured during and after administration of
antibiotics. Gentamicin and carbenicillin activity were measured using the MIC assay developed
in Chapter 4. Briefly, cryopreserved bioreactor samples were thawed, centrifuged (18 894 x g, 5
min, room temperature), and filtered (0.2 μm, PES membrane) to obtain a cell-free fraction of the
bioreactor contents. The supernatant was subsequently serially diluted and inoculated with
1x106 CFU/mL of an antibiotic-sensitive E. coli strain in equal volumes of sample and inoculum.
The gentamicin-sensitive strain of E. coli contained plasmid pUC19 (E. coli ATCC 25922 +
pUC19, ampicillin-resistant). The ampicillin-sensitive E. coli strain contained the pEN_Tmcs
plasmid (E. coli DB3 + pEN_Tmcs, gentamicin resistant). MIC assays were incubated for 8-16 h,
37ºC, 200 rpm shaking. The dilutions at which the sample inhibited growth were used to
estimate the amount of antibiotic by comparison to a calibration curve prepared from the same
inoculum, using a known amount of antibiotic (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4.5 for calculation, p.
104).
4.3.8

DNA Extraction and Sequencing

Pure cultures isolated from in vitro fecal cultures were identified using Sanger sequencing
(Applied Biosystems 3730 DNA Analyzer). To do this, crude DNA was extracted from fresh,
streak-purified cultures by boiling a small amount (<10 µL) of biomass for 10 min and using this
crude lysate as a template for PCR amplification of the variable region of the 16S rRNA gene,
using the primers V3kl (5’-TACGG[AG]AGGCAGCAG-3’) and V6r (5’AC[AG]ACACGAGCTGACGAC-3'. PCR conditions were as previously described262. PCR
products were confirmed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. Sequence identities were
determined using NCBI BLAST (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/).
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Genomic DNA of fecal communities were obtained using the same extraction method as
outlined in Chapter 2 (p.57). Briefly, genomic DNA was extracted from cryopreserved chemostat
samples using the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini kit (QIAamp, Germantown, MD, USA), with
modifications to the manufacturer’s directions, integrating bead-beating, boiling, and water bath
sonication into the protocol. Purified genomic DNA was used to prepare 16S rRNA libraries
using 400 ng of Nextera XT Index v2 sequences (Illumina Inc., Hayward, CA, USA) plus
standard v4 region primers263 in a one-step PCR amplification. This consisted of a 25-L PCR
reaction that included 2 L of gDNA template, 23 L of Invitrogen Platinum PCR SuperMix High
Fidelity (Life Technologies, Burlington, ON, Canada). Cycler conditions were as follows: initial
melting step of 94°C for 2 min, followed by 50 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, annealing temperature for
30 s and 68°C for 30 s, with a final extension step of 68°C for 5 min. The annealing temperature
comprised of a 0.5°C increment touch-down starting at 65 °C for 30 cycles, followed by 20
cycles at 55°C. 16S rRNA gene libraries were prepared in technical triplicate. Resulting PCR
products from technical triplicates were pooled and purified using the Invitrogen PureLink PCR
Purification Kit (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s directions. All Sanger and
high-throughput sequencing services, including normalization of amplicon concentrations, were
conducted by the Genomics Facility at Advanced Analysis Center, University of Guelph, ON,
Canada.
4.3.9

1D 1H NMR Spectroscopy

Metabonomic analysis of the in vitro fecal communities were evaluated using 1D 1H nuclear
magnetic (NMR) spectroscopy. Samples were prepared for NMR scanning by centrifuging
thawed chemostat samples (28 260 x g, 15 min, 4ºC, Sorvall X1R), and passing the
supernatants through a sterile syringe filter (0.2 μm polyethersulfone (PES) filter (GE Whatman,
Mississauga, ON, Canada)). Samples were then ultra-filtered with 3 kDa molecular weight cut-off
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(Microsep Advance Centrifugal Device, Pall Life Sciences, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) to remove
residual protein. An internal standard (4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonicacid (DSS) and 0.2%
(w/v) sodium azide preservative, dissolved in 99.9% D2O ) were added to the final filtrate of each
sample such that the sample contained 0.5 mM DSS. Prepared samples were in 5 mm diameter
glass NMR tubes (535-PP-7, Wilmad, Vineland, NJ, USA), 4ºC, protected from light, until
scanning. All samples were scanned within 24 h of preparation and allowed to reach room
temperature prior to insertion into the NMR spectrometer. Methods for spectral acquisition were
as previously described262. Briefly, samples were scanned using the first increment of 1H
NOESY on a Bruker Avance 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with a TCI Cryoprobe (NMR
Centre, Advanced Analysis Centre, University of Guelph, ON, Canada). Spectra were
automatically phase corrected and baseline-corrected by spline fitting using TopSpin 4.0 (Buker
BioSpin, Milton, ON, Canada). Sample pH was measured immediately after scanning using
colorimetric indicator pH dip strips (GE Whatman, Mississauga, ON, Canada).
NMR spectra were analyzed using Chenomx NMR Suite version 8.4 (Chenomx Inc., AB,
Canada) to identify and quantify metabolites based on peak signatures. The software accesses
the Chenomx database of NMR spectra as well as the Human Metabolite Data Base (HMDB,
http://www.hmdb.ca/) to create a library of template metabolite signatures that are calibrated to
the DSS reference peak signatures. By matching the database templates with the sample
spectra, metabolites were identified. The integral under the peak area correlates directly with
concentration, as such, Chenomx calibrates the area to the internal standard, DSS (which was
added to each sample at 0.5 mM), to return the concentration of each metabolite.
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4.3.10 16S rRNA Gene Sequence Analysis
The raw sequences obtained from high-throughput sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene were
processed using the R package, seqpipeR, which was presented in Chapter 2. Briefly,
sequences were pre-processed using quality control methods from the DADA2 package (version
1.8). Sequences were then clustered based on sequence variation to reduce the sequencing
data into a set of amplicon sequence variants (ASVs). ASVs were classified by comparing the
ASV sequences against the SILVA database163,164 version 132 to assign taxonomy down to the
genus level, and the NCBI 16S rRNA reference sequence database170 was used to assign
species taxonomy where possible, using a 97% identity threshold. Classification was executed
using the IDTAXA algorithm presented in the package DECIPHER (version 2.10.2) and the
NCBI BLAST tool (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). ASVs that did not reach 0.01% of the entire
dataset were removed264.
4.3.11 Metabonomic Analysis
NMR-based metabonomic profiles from bioreactor vessels sampled every two days were
measured for each infant’s fecal community (two vessels each) over the course of the bioreactor
run. In total, 39 metabolites were quantified, which accounted for 46.5-99% of the acquired
spectra (mean 78% coverage in Infant 1, mean 63% coverage in Infant 2). Spectrum coverage
of profiled peaks was calculated by first calculating the integral of assigned peaks and dividing
by the integral of the entire spectrum (with water peak at 4.68-4.88 ppm excluded). Comparisons
of individual compounds across the two communities were made by measuring the effect size
using Hedge’s g265, which evaluates the between group differences relative to the pooled
standard deviation of both communities. Hedge’s g metric of effect size is similar to Cohen’s d,
but is more suitable for small sample sizes. Absolute g estimates were evaluated at thresholds
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of 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 to be considered as large, medium, and small effect sizes, respectively.
Concentrations were log normalised when comparisons were made on multiple compounds.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to evaluate sample relationships based on
metabonomic profiles. Concentrations were normalized by unit variance scaling (scaling to mean
0, standard deviation 1).
4.3.12 Integrating Microbial and Metabonomic Composition
Sequence counts and metabolite concentrations were both log-transformed, prior to all
statistical analyses. Unit variance scaling was applied on all values in PCA to account for scale
discrepancies between normalized sequence counts and metabolite concentrations (nonnormalized). Inter-feature relationships were assessed by the ratio of covariances between two
features across the entire dataset. Ratios of covariance, also referred to as proportionality, were
measured using the proportionality metric, ρ, which is a correlation coefficient ranging from -1 to
1. Strong proportionality, (i.e. two features maintaining constant ratios) were interpreted as |ρ| ≥
0.6, and medium proportionality as 0.6 ≤ |ρ| ≥ 0.4, as the false discovery rates at those
thresholds were 0 and < 0.01, respectively. Proportionality is applied for measuring correlation in
high-throughput sequencing data, which is both relative, and scale-less. Because the metric is
naïve to scale, proportionality was used for measuring microbe-microbe, metabolite-metabolite,
and microbe-metabolite relationships. Given that the interpretation of positive proportionality is
biologically equivalent to positive correlation, and vice versa, the terms proportionality and
correlation will be used synonymously, even though their statistical derivations differ. Diversity of
species in each community was measured using the Shannon diversity metric266, and compared
using Welch’s t-test, with significance evaluated as p ≤ 0.05 after adjustment using the
Benjamini-Hochberg method267.
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4.3.13 Time Series Analysis
Time-series analysis was used to characterize the state of the in vitro community throughout the
duration of the bioreactor run. Relative taxonomic abundance and metabolite concentrations
were integrated to evaluate the microbial state of the in vitro community over time. Microbial
states were defined based on the work by Garcia-Jimenez et al.268, which delineates longitudinal
data into discrete groups based on a robust clustering algorithm designed to detect the optimal
number of discernable clusters within a time-series. Sample clusters were identified using the
clustering algorithm, MDPbiome (for Markov Decision Processes), which was developed for
longitudinal analysis of microbiome data268,269. Details on the methodology and performance of
MDPbiome have been previously published268,269. Briefly, the algorithm evaluates two methods
of clustering (PAM and Hclust), five different distance metrics (Jensen-Shannon Distance (JSD),
root-JSD, Bray-Curtis, Morisita-Horn, and Kulczynski) and nine different seed cluster numbers.
These methods are applied in a combinatorial fashion and the optimal number of clusters
discerned by using three metrics to assess the quality of the clustering pattern. The final cluster
decision must satisfy all three measures at a set threshold, which are: Silhouette width (SI) for
highest number of clusters (SI ≥ 0.25); Prediction Strength to evaluate robustness of clusters
(PS ≥ 0.8); and Jaccard similarity for bootstrap evaluation of the stability of the clusters
computed (JS ≥ 0.75). In total, the algorithm executed more than 18 000 clustering processes to
determine the optimal clustering strategy and outcome. Each cluster represented a “microbial
state” and was cross-referenced with factors relevant to the experiment, such as timing of
antibiotic administration, and community membership.
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4.4
4.4.1

Results
Characterization based on Culture and Sequencing Methods

Fecal microbiota from Infant 1 and Infant 2 were propagated in vitro as community cultures and
maintained for 3 weeks for characterization of the two fecal communities. Both culture-based
and culture-independent methods were used to assess the composition of each microbiome.
The performance of the two methods of identification proved to be complementary, in that they
yielded similar, but differing observations (Figure 15). In the Infant 1 community, five of the 13
different genera were recovered by both methods, and in in the Infant 2 community, three of the
15 genera were recovered by both methods. The “incongruous” observations were strongly
skewed towards the culture method. Many of the organisms that were exclusive to culture
methods were facultative or strict aerobes, such as Micrococcus spp., Rothia dentocariosa,
Rosomonas mucosa, and Kocuria salsicia. The organisms that were observed by both culture
and sequencing methods were ones that were most abundant in vitro, indicating that culture
methods excelled at detecting rare members of the community. On the other hand, only four
organisms were uniquely observed by sequencing: Clostridium butyricum, Akkermansia
mucinophila, Fusobacterium nucleatum and Ralstonii pickettii, the last three of which were
observed in both infants. All other species that were identified by sequencing, but not by culture
were so closely related to cultured isolates that they would be phylogenetically indistinguishable
by the marker gene fragment (V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene) chosen for compositional
analysis. A full list of organisms from both infants isolated using each method can be found in
Table S10.
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Figure 15. Members of fecal communities based on culture techniques or 16S rRNA gene profiling.
Genera observed in each fecal community by 16S rRNA gene sequencing, or by culture techniques are
listed across the x-axis. The infant from which the organism was derived, and the method by which it was
detected are listed along the y-axis. Observation of an organism are indicated by filled-in circles in the
corresponding community and detection method. In cases where a taxon was detected by more than one
method or in more than one infant, the observations (filled-in circles) were connected by vertical lines. The
number of species found in each genus are listed in parentheses. The genera are colour-coded according
to their corresponding taxonomic phyla. The number of species observed in each of the four groups are
totaled in the right. Total number of unique species observed in Infant 1 and Infant 2 are listed by the farright brackets
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4.4.2

Community membership for Infant 1 and Infant 2
As expected, both fecal communities were low in diversity (as compared to term infants

of similar post-natal ages), with only 16 unique genera (26 unique species) in the Infant 1
community, and 15 unique genera (24 unique species) in the Infant 2 community. A total of 36
unique species (23 genera) were detected from the two infant communities, with eight shared
species (7 genera). The Infant 1 derived community was less diverse compared to that of Infant
2 (p < 0.001), and comprised of only three phyla: Firmicutes, Proteobacteria, and Fusobacteria.
The Infant 2 community also included species of the phylum Actinobacteria as well as the three
phyla observed for Infant 1. The two communities exhibited similar species richness, although
the compositional distribution of those species was uneven. Only a handful of organisms
accounted for at least ~98% of total relative abundance at any given time. In Infant 1, the most
abundant organisms were Escherichia spp. (86.4%), Enterococcus spp. (7.7%) and Veillonella
spp. (1.7%). In the Infant 2 community, the most abundant organisms were Enterobacter spp.
(55.4%), Actinomyces spp. (44.4%), and Enterococcus spp. (7.8%) (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Community composition of each infant community throughout the in vitro experiment,
as measured by 16S rRNA gene profiling. Microbial composition shown as mean relative abundance
(percent of total reads, coloured by genera) by days. Relative abundances were averaged from duplicate
vessels. Day -1 denotes the composition in the seed vessel immediately before transferring to the
experiment vessels. Inoculation of the Experiment vessels are delineated with a vertical dotted line.
Antibiotic treatment was administered for 6 days (as marked by the grey shaded area), with each vessel
receiving a different dose. Vessel 1 received 100 μg/mL carbenicillin every 12 h and 5 μg/mL of
gentamicin every 24 h. Vessel 2 received 1000 μg/mL carbenicillin every 12 h and 50 μg/mL of
gentamicin every 24 h. Microbial composition depicted at the genus level.

4.4.3

Community Metabonomes
Despite differences in the community members, the overall metabolic activity remained

similar, based on the distribution of types of compounds in the metabonomic profiles. The most
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abundant metabolites were carboxylic acids, which included short chain fatty acids (SCFAs),
and short organic acids (i.e. succinate, formate, lactate), followed by amino acids and alcohols
(Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Cumulative metabolite concentrations for each community in the first 20 days. Overall
metabolic activities of Infant 1 and Infant 2 fecal communities are similar based on the distribution their
metabonomic profiles. Compounds are grouped by their chemical sub-class.
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Still, the metabolic activity of the Infant 1 and Infant 2 communities were distinguished by
several features (Figure 18). Infant 1 and Infant 2 communities were notably different in many of
the highly abundant compounds (mean > 5 mM). These included propionate, ethanol and propyl
alcohol, all of which were more abundant in Infant 1 samples (g > 2). On the other hand,
succinate (mean 16 mM) and acetate (mean 27 mM) were the two most abundant compounds
in samples from Infant 2 but were much lower (g > 1.7) in Infant 1 samples (succinate mean <
0.05 mM, acetate mean 19 mM). Another notable difference between the two communities was
the presence of 5,6-dihydrouracil in samples from Infant 1, which was absent in samples from
Infant 2. On the other hand, Infant 2 samples had appreciable levels of 2,3-butanediol (mean
1.5 mM), which were not observed for Infant 1 (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. PCA of Metabolite profile of In vitro infant fecal communities prior to antibiotic
administration. (A) Relationship of in vitro microbiota from Infant 1 (red) and Infant 2 (blue). Each point
represents a metabonome sampled on day, as labeled. Each fecal community was cultured in duplicate
vessels, marked by shapes. Vessel 0 refers to the seed vessel used to inoculate the two experiment
vessels. (B) Metabolites of and their contribution to the variance explained in (A). Points in (B) correspond
to compounds in Infant 1 and Infant 2 communities metabonomes and are coloured according to
concentrations as a ratio between the two communities. Compounds that were only observed in samples
from Infant 1 are coloured in red. Compounds only observed in samples from Infant 2 are coloured in
blue. Compounds that were observed in equal proportions in samples from Infant 1 and Infant 2
communities are white. Principal component (PC) 1 is shown along the x-axis, PC 2 is shown along the yaxis.
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4.4.4

Validation of Antibiotic Administration

The in vitro dosing regimen consisted of carbenicillin delivered every 12 h and gentamicin every
24 h, with one vessel receiving a low dose, and the other, a high dose (Figure 19). Given that
antibiotic pulse administration occurred more frequently than the bioreactor’s volume turnover
rate (72 h), an accumulation of antibiotics was expected throughout the course of the 6-day
treatment. Based on the antibiotic regimen, the media flow rate, and the vessel volume, the
concentration of antibiotics in the bioreactor can be estimated based on the material balance
(Equation 2). However, this approach neglects any microbial or chemical degradation of the
antibiotics. Indeed, the measured amount of gentamicin based on microbiological assays was
much less than the expected concentration (Figure 19). For the vessel supporting the Infant 1
fecal community, maximal levels of gentamicin were 5 and 10 μg/mL in the low and high-dose
condition, respectively. Both maxima were reached by the second administration and continued
to wash out. Inhibitory levels of gentamicin were not detectable after day 31, 5 days after
cessation of treatment. On the other hand, carbenicillin accumulated to 800 μg/mL in the lowdose vessel and reached a maximum concentration of 1800 μg/mL in the high-dose vessel. In
both cases, carbenicillin accumulated until the last day of treatment, after which the antibiotic
levels decreased as they were “washed out”. Inhibitory levels of carbenicillin were not
detectable 9 days after treatment in the low-dose condition, and 11 days after treatment in the
high-dose condition. In the Infant 2 vessels, there was no accumulation of carbenicillin
(maximum amount of carbenicillin observed was 0.005 μg/mL on day 23), but gentamicin levels
were like that of Infant 1 in both dose conditions.
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Figure 19. Antibiotic levels of the in the bioreactor vessel throughout the 7-week experiment.
Theoretical rate of antibiotic wash-out was estimated under the assumption that no bacterial or chemical
degradation of antibiotics occurred. Theoretical antibiotic levels were calculated based on the media flow
rate, vessel volume, and antibiotic administration (Equation 2). Calculated antibiotic levels shown in solid
black line. Observed antibiotic concentrations for the Infant 1 community shown as a dashed red line; and
for the Infant 2 community shown as a dashed blue line.
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4.4.5

Disruptive Effects of Antibiotics on In Vitro Preterm Microbiota

Antibiotic treatment disrupted the composition of both in vitro communities. As seen in Figure
16, the compositional disruption was a delayed response seen in both infant communities,
though was more pronounced for the Infant 2 community. For both communities, there was a
steep expansion of one genus in response to antibiotic treatment. For the Infant 1 ecosystem,
there was a bloom of Veillonella spp. at the expense of Escherichia spp. around 7-10 days
following cessation of treatment. In the infant 2 ecosystem, there was a sharp increase in the
relative abundance of Staphylococcus spp. at the expense of Enterobacter spp. and
Actinomyces sp. 3-6 days after treatment ended.
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Figure 20. Metabolite profiles throughout in vitro culture of fecal communities. Cumulative
concentrations of metabolites are shown grouped by chemical classes. Antibiotic treatment periods are
shaded in grey. Vessel 1 in both communities received lower doses of antibiotics (100 μg/mL carbenicillin,
5 μg/mL gentamicin) while Vessel 2 in both communities received a 10-times higher dose of antibiotics.

Metabolic responses to antibiotic treatment were more immediate. For the infant 1 community,
during the low-dose course of antibiotics, the total amount of metabolites increased by 150%,
attributable to a marked increase in the amount of acetate, formate, propionate, ethanol and
propyl alcohol (Figure 20). However, this metabolic perturbation was short-lived as these levels
were only observed on the second day of antibiotic treatment and had returned to average
levels by the fourth day of treatment. The high-dose condition for the Infant 1 community
underwent similar trends in those compounds, but the increase was more gradual and occurred
on days 35-43, which was 11-15 days after cessation of treatment. One feature that occurred as
a result of the antibiotic treatment was the accumulation of carbohydrates during and
immediately after treatment for the Infant 1 ecosystem (Figure 20). Galactose and glucose were
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observed in the Infant 1 ecosystem during days 25-35 (5th day of treatment to 9 days posttreatment), peaking on day 35 at a concentration of 4.7 mM galactose and 5 mM glucose in the
high-dose condition. For the low-dose condition for the Infant 1 ecosystem, glucose was the
only monosaccharide detected, starting on day 25 and peaking at 3.7 mM on day 29, though
becoming undetectable by day 31. The disappearance of monosaccharides from the Infant 1
community coincides with the bloom of Veillonella spp., which began on day 29 and 35 in the
low and high-dose condition, respectively. Even though the Infant 2 community also underwent
a compositional shift after antibiotic treatment, this was not reflected in the metabonome of the
community.
4.4.6

Inter-feature Interactions
The inter-feature interactions within each community were assessed by the covariance of

the ratio of a pair of features, regardless of the scale of measurement. In this manner, the
associations between two microbes, two metabolites or a metabolite-microbe pair were
measured, thus providing some mechanistic insight into the compositional and metabonomic
trends described above. In general, the metabolite-metabolite relationships observed in the
Infant 1 community were strongly proportional (|ρ| ≥ 0.5), an indication that metabolites were the
net result of cohesive, interdependent metabolic activities. There were only two genus-genus
pairs that were strongly proportional in the Infant 1 ecosystem – Enterococcus : Veillonella and
Ralstonia : Streptococcus. Only five genera were strongly associated with specific metabolites
(Figure 21).
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Figure 21. Inter-feature relationships in the Infant 1 community as measured by proportionality
metric, ρ. Only features that participated in strong proportionality (|ρ| ≥ 0.5) are shown. Microbial genera
are highlighted in orange, while metabolites are highlighted in green. Positive proportionality means that
the two features always maintain the same ratio and are directly correlated. Negative proportionality
means that the two features were inversely related such the that when one increases, the other
decreases in a proportionate manner (i.e. the product of the two features remain constant).
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Notably, glucose and galactose positively correlated with Streptococcus (ρ > 0.5), Lactobacillus
(ρ > 75), and Ralstonia (ρ > 0.4), but correlated negatively with Veillonella and Escherichia.
Organic acids that were indicative of carbohydrate metabolism, such as formate, propionate,
pyruvate, and succinate also exhibited close associations with Enterococcus, Fusobacterium,
Lactobacillus and Ralstonia. On the other hand, the Infant 2 ecosystem exhibited far fewer
strong proportional relationships amongst the features in comparison to that of Infant 1 (Figure
22).
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Figure 22 Inter-feature relationships in the Infant 2 community as measured by proportionality
metric, ρ. Only features that participated in strong proportionality (|ρ| ≥ 0.5) are shown. Microbial genera
highlighted in orange, while metabolites are highlighted in green. Positive proportionality means that the
two features always maintain the same ratio and are directly correlated. Negative proportionality means
that the two features were inversely related such the that when one increases, the other decreases in a
proportionate manner (i.e. the product of the two features remain constant).
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Of all the strong correlations, positive metabolite-metabolite relationships were the most
prevalent. The inter-microbial relationships were generally only weakly proportional, with only
two pairs demonstrating strong trends: Actinomyces : Staphylococcus (ρ < –0.6) and
Staphylococcus : Fusobacterium (ρ < –0.4). Examining trends between genera and metabolites
showed that only the most abundant taxa (Enterococcus, Enterobacter/Klebsiella, Actinomyces
and Staphylococcus) were negatively proportional to end-product metabolites, such as formate,
lactate, succinate, and butyrate, and to two amino acids, threonine and aspartate. Actinomyces
and Staphylococcus both had positive correlations with succinate and lactate, respectively.
Integrating these trends with the time-series characterization shows that these feature
associations coincide with antibiotic perturbation on day 21-26 of the experiment (Figure 23,
Figure 24). As such, examining these relationships longitudinally will further explain the
mechanistic drivers for the observed relationships.
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Figure 23. Contribution of both compositional and metabonomic features to total explained variance of time-course of Infant 1 in vitro
community. Data points on the left panel show bi-daily samples of the Infant 1 seed vessel (green circle, day 0), low-dose vessel (vessel 1,
squares), and high-dose vessel (vessel 2, diamonds). Samples taken before, during, and after antibiotic treatment are marked by colour. The right
panel shows the features that correspond to samples on the left. Genera are shown in red, and metabolites shown in blue.
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Figure 24. Contribution of compositional and metabonomic features to total explained variance of time-course of Infant 2 in vitro
community. Data points on the left panel show bi-daily samples of the Infant 1 seed vessel (green circle, day 0), low-dose vessel (vessel 1,
squares), and high-dose vessel (vessel 2, diamonds). Samples taken before, during, and after antibiotic treatment are marked by colour. The right
panel shows the features that correspond to samples on the left. Genera are shown in red, and metabolites shown in blue.
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4.4.7

Variable Recovery from Antibiotic Exposure
In addition to examining the microbial and metabolic abundance, metabonomic and

compositional profiling data were integrated to examine the community as a whole, throughout
the duration of the run. Assessment of the communities as a time series provided insight into
the stability of the communities in vitro, and the resilience of the communities’ structure and
function to external perturbation. The time-series for each community were evaluated for
discrete microbial “states” using an objective and robust clustering method. Microbial states
were defined as “a collection of constraints satisfied by the microbiota of one set of samples,
that are not satisfied by other samples.269” To do this, a clustering procedure was applied to the
longitudinal compositional and metabonomic profiles to detect clusters, evaluate their distances,
and optimize the clustering for prediction and robustness. The clustering optimization algorithm
identified up to 3 discrete clusters, or “microbial states” throughout the experiment timeline.
Detection of one cluster indicated that all samples in the experiment were indistinguishable each
other (i.e. there was no change in the microbial state throughout the duration of the run). In
vessels where more than one cluster were detected, states were always coincided with the
antibiotic treatment (Figure 25A). For example, the Infant 1 community had two ecological
states, one state included the 3-5 days immediately after antibiotic treatment, while the rest of
the timepoints were recognized as another state. The timing of these microbial states indicated
that this Infant 1 ecosystem quickly established steady state upon inoculation, and then reestablished the same state after antibiotic treatment. On the other hand, the Infant 2 ecosystem
displayed two different states (delineated as before and after treatment) based only on
compositional profiles. However, one ecological state was maintained throughout the entire run
based on metabonomic and combined (both metabolite and relative microbial abundance)
profiles.
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Both metabolite and composition profiles were heavily skewed towards a handful of
features (4 compounds made up 60-80% of the detected metabolites, and 2-3 taxa made up 8090% of the total relative abundance). Therefore, it was of interest to define microbial states
without the high-abundance features that were likely masking the effects of low-abundance
features in cluster optimization (Figure 23B). Indeed, when only the non-dominant features
(values in the 99th percentile) were included, it was possible to see that the Infant 2 ecosystem
went through two metabolic states, where one state was entirely pre-antibiotic treatment, and
the second state occurred post-antibiotic treatment. In the Infant 1 community, non-dominant
metabolites did not appreciably change throughout the run, but non-dominant microbes could be
described as three states: one in the first 11-13 day of the run; a second state during days 2535 (2-5 days after treatment), and a third flanking the antibiotic state, taking place on days 22-23
and again on days 35-49. This meant that taxa that were most abundant in the Infant 1
community were quick to stabilize to a baseline to which the community reverted after antibiotic
treatment. Lower-abundance microbes were slower to reach steady-state, as they transitioned
through two community states prior to treatment. However, after treatment, low-abundance
members restored their state to that found just prior to antibiotic treatment.
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Figure 25. Clustering of microbial states during in vitro culture of Infant 1 and Infant 2 fecal communities. Cluster analysis was performed
independently for each infant. Each cluster analysis was performed three times, each with a different set of longitudinal measurements. The first
panel only included metabolite profiles. The second panel only included compositional profiles. The third panel included both metabolite and
sequence composition profiles. (A) All community features (e.g. metabolites, or sequences) were included. (B) Only non-dominant features (in the
bottom 99% total abundance) included. Samples that belong to a cluster share the same colours. The period of antibiotic treatment is shaded in
grey.
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4.5
4.5.1

Discussion
Complementary Characterization by Culture and Sequencing

Overall, a greater diversity of species was detected by isolating the in vitro fecal community as
pure cultures. All the organisms that were detected by culture, which were not detected by
sequencing methods, were facultative or obligate aerobes. One possible explanation for this
discrepancy is that these were very rare members in the original fecal sample, which was
further “diluted” by expansion of anaerobic bacteria in the in vitro environment. When the
bioreactor samples were sub-cultured into pure isolates, the process enriched for these “rare”
members, such that they were detected270. On the other hand, sequencing the bioreactor
samples is directly indicative of the relative proportions of the in vitro communities. Early infant
microbiota typically includes facultative microbes from genera such as Enterococcus,
Staphylococcus, and Streptococcus, which are well-suited for the slightly aerobic premature GI
tract. Furthermore, early on the gut environment is dynamic and heterogeneous, containing both
oxygen gradients and niches characterized by varying levels of oxygen. As such, obligate
aerobes transiently exist in the preterm gut environment during colonization18. Genera such as
Micrococcus, Rothia, and Kocuria have been previously observed in the infant gut and breast
milk microbiomes271,272. There were four organisms that were detected by sequencing methods
but not through culture isolation. These four, Akkermansia muciniphila, Fusobacterium
nucleatum, Ralstonia pickettii, and Clostridium butyricum, were all gut-associated microbes that
were observed at low relative compositional abundance. The former two organisms are
fastidious strict anaerobes that, while culturable, required specific conditions for
enrichment273,274. Ralstonia pickettii is a Gram-negative obligate aerobe that can persist in lownutrient environments, and which exhibits a long lag phase of growth, and small cell and colony
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morphologies. These characteristics of R. pickettii enable its success as an opportunistic
pathogen responsible for many nosocomial infections275.
4.5.2

Community Compositions and Metabonomes
The metabonomic profiles of in vitro fecal communities of preterm infants was compared

to those of more developed microbiomes. The features of the in vitro metabonomes of the
preterm gut communities were explained by the community members observed. The lack of
butyrate observed in samples from either Infant 1 or Infant 2 was likely a feature of the
prematurity of the infants and microbiome. Butyrate is an end product of many Firmicutes that
are obligate anaerobes, such as Lachnospiraceae, which tend to colonize the gut later in
development, about 1 month post-natal age (PNA) 276,277. SCFA are important in preterm
development because they are microbial products that interact with intestinal epithelial cells to
modulate the host immune system and facilitate development of the gut barrier276. While these
molecules have important biofunctions during early development, they are also biomarkers
associated with inflammation in the context of the early gut environment. For example,
exclusively formula-fed infants tend to have higher proportions of butyrate relative to acetate
and propionate, as compared to breast-fed infants278. Another feature of the preterm microbial
metabonome seen for this work was the relatively high levels of lactate in samples from Infant 2.
The early gut microbiome is populated by lactic acid producing bacteria (LAB) such as
Enterococcus, Streptococcus, and Bifidobacterium spp.129. Indeed, both Infant 1 and Infant 2
communities were abundant in enterococci and streptococci that served as prolific lactate
producers. However, the discrepancy in lactate levels is likely because of the presence of
Veillonella spp. in the Infant 1 community, and Actinomyces spp. in the Infant 2 community.
Veillonella spp. uses the methylmalonyl-CoA pathway to decarboxylate succinate as a cosubstrate during the process of converting lactate to propionate and acetate279,280. The trend of
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elevated propionate and acetate, along with lower levels of succinate and lactate in samples
obtained from Infant 1 (as compared to Infant 2) suggested that the methylmalonyl-CoA
pathway was highly active in the Infant 1 microbiome. On the other hand, Actinomyces spp.
degrades glucose to lactate and formate281, which was corroborated by the metabonome of the
Infant 2-derived community, which had much higher levels of lactate and formate than that for
Infant 1. Finally, both community metabonomes contained higher concentrations of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) than typically observed in infant stool metabonomes72,282, or in vitro
adult gut micorbiomes177. However, VOCs have been observed in fecal metabonomes of
several diseases, including necrotizing enterocolitis70,71, celiac disease283. and non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease284. Due to its association with GI diseases, several researchers have
proposed detection of VOCs for diagnostic purposes70,285,286.
4.5.3

Antibiotic Therapy in the NICU Recapitulated using In Vitro Ecosystems

The in vitro culture system was used to assess microbial acclimation to the in vitro environment
and measure the ecosystem’s response to in vitro antibiotic treatment. To this end, the in vitro
treatment regimen was designed to recapitulate the environment to which preterm gut
microbiota were exposed in the NICU. Microbes were maintained using a media based on
formula milk for 3 weeks, followed by pulse-delivered dual-antibiotic therapy for 6 days, followed
by further maintenance for another 3 weeks after cessation of antibiotics. The gut transit time of
preterm infants tends to be much slower than that of a term infant, so it can be expected that
any parentally administered antibiotics reaching the gut lumen would accumulate in the absence
of physiochemical mechanisms to actively eliminate the drug from the gut environment. With the
bioreactor transit time set to 72 h and assumption of no biochemical degradation, gentamicin
could have accumulated up to 16 μg/mL in the low-dose vessel and 160 μg/mL in the high-dose
vessel, while carbenicillin had the potential to accumulate to 580 μg/mL in the low-dose vessel
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and 5800 μg/mL in the high-dose vessel. However, degradation of the antibiotics must have
occurred during the experiment, as the levels of both antibiotics measured by a microbial
viability assay (Chapter 3, p. 92) was markedly lower than the predicted calculated amount.
Carbenicillin and gentamicin was likely degraded or modified by microbial enzymes to inactivate
the antimicrobial pressure. β-Lactams such as carbenicillin can be targeted by hydrolytic
enzymes, for example. The discrepancy in the amount of carbenicillin observed in the Infant 1
and 2 ecosystems could have arisen because the communities harbor different resistomes. The
Infant 2 microbiome potentially harbored a greater diversity of β-lactam defense mechanisms as
the infant from which this community was derived had been treated with antibiotics prior to stool
collection. Expansion of the preterm gut resistome in response to ampicillin and gentamicin has
been previously observed in strains of Enterobacter, Klebsiella and Escherichia226,227. Therefore,
the in vivo antibiotic intervention administered to Infant 2 prior to stool sampling could have
resulted in the creation of a reservoir of antibiotic resistance genes, resulting in a community
that was highly adept at managing antibiotic perturbations. The microbial members of both
infant communities contain genera that are known to produce β-lactamases 287,288 and
aminoglycoside kinases289, such as Escherichia, Enterococcus, Staphylococcus, and
Streptococcus.
4.5.4

Responses of In Vitro Preterm Microbiomes to Antibiotic Perturbation

Not surprisingly, in vitro antibiotic treatment caused large disruptions to the compositional and
metabonomic profiles of the in vitro communities. The immediate metabolic response observed
in the Infant 1 ecosystem was congruous with previous reports of bacterial metabolomic and
metabonomic responses to antibiotics, in which antibiotic-treated mice were shown to produce a
fecal metabonome that was elevated in SCFA, amino acids and oligosaccharides as a result of
a disruption in carbohydrate metabolism290,291. The temporary presence of glucose and
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galactose in the days following antibiotic treatment was an indication that metabolic efforts were
directed away from carbohydrate metabolism, and potentially towards the production of
antibiotic degrading enzymes. Once antibiotic levels in the system subsided, by day 35, the
metabolic shift towards cell growth could be observed, as indicated by the disappearance of
oligosaccharides, a gradual increase in overall metabolite levels, and an expansion of the
relative abundances of Veillonella and Escherichia. These microbial-metabolite relationships
were also evidenced by their constant proportionality, where the ratio between the two
described a strong positive correlation (e.g. Veillonella and formate) or a strong negative
correlation (e.g. Veillonella with glucose).
Overall, the metabolic and microbial interactions in the Infant 1 ecosystem were strongly
inter-connected, indicating that they were co-regulated under common metabolic processes.
Indeed, the cluster of 31 pairs of metabolites that were strongly proportional in the Infant 1
community (Figure 23) participate in major metabolic pathways involving amino acid
biosynthesis and metabolism, carbohydrate fermentation and energy metabolism (Figure S9).
Furthermore, relationships could be drawn for most of the members of the Infant 1 community.
For example, Veillonella and Streptococcus partake in co-operative metabolisms: Streptococcus
converts glucose to lactate, and Veillonella utilizes lactate to produce acetate and formate. This
trophic relationship was one of the many cross-feeding behaviors that seemed well established
in the Infant 1 ecosystem. In contrast, the Infant 2 community exhibited far fewer correlative
inter-feature relationships, despite the community being more diverse in composition. The
foundational metabolic processes in the Infant 2 ecosystem were indicated by the strong
correlation of amino acids and organic acids, pointing to anaerobic fermentation. However, very
few strong inter-microbial or microbial-metabolite relationships were observed. One possible
explanation for the apparent lack of inter-dependency is that the microbial members had not yet
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established their metabolic and ecological niches within the Infant 2 community, and this, in
turn, could be because the infant was treated with antibiotics six days prior to sample collection.
As such, the microbes could have been participating in primary metabolic activity but did not
engage in secondary metabolism fostered though local interactions. The repercussions for a
community lacking in cohesive metabolic and microbial structure were apparent once the in vitro
communities were challenged with an antibiotic perturbation.
4.5.5

Resilience and Recovery of In Vitro Ecosystems

Longitudinal evaluation of the in vitro communities allowed characterization of the recovery
process after in vitro antibiotic perturbation. Assessment of the microbial states throughout the
entire run commented on the stability of each in vitro community. The resilience of the preterm
gut bacteria was challenged by exposing the in vitro communities to a course of antibiotic
treatment, analogous to treatment administered in the NICU. Then, microbial states were
identified using a robust clustering method which divided the time-series into discrete groups
based on the community characteristics. For both communities, 2-3 microbial states were
observed throughout the experiments. The points of transition between states corresponded
directly to the antibiotic perturbation. The Infant 1 ecosystem was able to reach a steady state,
and the community was able to restore itself to the same state after antibiotic perturbation.
Restoration of microbial and metabolic steady state in the Infant 1 ecosystem exemplified the
resilience of this community, and its tendency towards a stable, and consistent ecological state.
Meanwhile, the metabolic activity of the Infant 2 ecosystem appeared to be largely un-perturbed
by antibiotic treatment, while the microbial composition was altered by the same treatment and
did not recover its pre-treatment state. One interpretation for the discrepancy between the 2
communities is that the Infant 2 community could have been mainly executing general metabolic
activity required for survival, rather than exhibiting metabolic specialization. In other words, the
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Infant two community harbored functional redundancy in major metabolic processes, but niche
metabolic processes observable in the profiles of the non-dominant metabolites, were
vulnerable to extinction. The volatility of the microbial composition of Infant 2 was yet another
example of lack of community integrity. The community relationships that would have facilitated
the ecological rebound from an external insult were either weak or absent in this ecosystem.
Overall, the Infant 1 fecal community exhibited many inter-dependent metabolic and
microbial relationships, despite being less diverse than the Infant 2 ecosystem. The Infant 1
microbiota was also naïve to the antibiotic treatment as the infant from which it was derived did
not receive any antibiotic intervention prior to stool collection. The community underwent
dramatic fluctuations during and immediately following the in vitro antibiotic treatment. Despite
the in vitro antimicrobial challenge, the Infant 1 community was able to restore its equilibrium
state by one week after the end of treatment. In contrast, the Infant 2 community exhibited
minimal metabolic and microbial inter-dependency, where community relationships, such as
cross-feeding, were not observed. The infant 2 community was derived from a preterm infant
who had previously been given parenteral ampicillin and gentamicin. The previous exposure to
antibiotics, combined with the absence of strong inter-feature relationships explain the
differences in microbial states as defined by metabolite versus compositional profiling. As a
result, the Infant 2 ecosystem’s primary metabolic activities were unaltered by in vitro antibiotic
treatment, but the community was unable to restore neither its microbial composition nor
secondary metabolisms. The metabolic states of the Infant 2 community can be attributed to two
reasons: 1) the community was already participating in basal levels of metabolic activity, and the
processes involved in overcoming the antibiotics were already the main process in action. 2)
The prior antibiotic exposure in vivo already selected for antibiotic-resistant strains that were
adept at combatting ampicillin and gentamicin.
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4.6

Conclusion

This pilot study characterised the preterm infant fecal microbiota as in vitro mixed microbial
communities. Samples from two infant stool were used to inoculate respective bioreactors, and
these were in turn maintained for three weeks. This experiment demonstrated that low-diversity,
low biomass samples can be propagated continuously, and still maintain microbial and
metabolic compositions distinct to each community. The community members of each stool
sample were confirmed by both sequencing and culture methods. Using both methods was
advantageous and complementary, each contributing information that was not easily captured
by the other. Isolating pure cultures from the bioreactor enriched for rare organisms. This is
particularly useful for detecting transient microbes that may participate during development of
the early gut microbiome. On the other hand, compositional profiling using 16S rRNA gene
marker analysis provided compositional data that was supported by the culture results. The in
vitro communities exhibited features that were a hallmark of the developing gut microbiome. The
community members observed were mostly facultative anaerobes that have been associated
with colonization of the infant gut. The metabolite profiles of in vitro communities were abundant
in SCFAs and amino acids, which are major end products of many gut microbial metabolisms.
On the other hand, the infant communities exhibited higher relative concentrations of alcohol
production than typically seen for the adult gut microbiota177. The in vitro culture of preterm
infant fecal bacteria enabled an in-depth microbial and molecular characterization, which would
not have been easily conducted by other current models. Microbial composition and
metabonomic profiles revealed that low-diversity communities, such as the preterm fecal
microbiota, reach steady state very quickly (within first 2 days) for the most predominant
community members, but low-abundance communities do not stabilize until day 13.
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Multi-omic, longitudinal characterization of in vitro Infant communities revealed the
impacts of in vivo antibiotic treatment on the infant gut microbiome with respects to its ecological
functionality. The ecosystem that was naïve antibiotic treatment (Infant 1 community) was
resilient to in vitro perturbation and was able to restore its original compositional and metabolic
equilibrium after in vitro antibiotic exposure. In contrast, the ecosystem derived from an
antibiotic-treated infant lacked cohesive microbial interactions, and as a result, was not as
ecological robust when challenged with in vitro antibiotics This suggested that prior antibiotic
exposure in Infant 2 established antibiotic resistance but severed microbial cooperation. As for
the outcome for the infant donors, Infant 2 went on to develop NEC at day 42 post-natal age,
while Infant 1 remained healthy. While it would not be possible to conclude whether the
antibiotic treatment participated directly in NEC onset based on this one study, the composition
of the Infant 2 fecal community was conformed with other reports of microbiome status prior to
NEC onset59,63. This study demonstrated that strong microbial relationships was crucial for
maintaining compositional and metabolic structure. Overall, the in vitro platform used to study
the preterm gut microbiota provided granular characterization of community relationships and
allowed assessment of community responses to external perturbations. Combining this
reproducible and versatile platform with data-driven methods of analysis helped to distill the
multitudinous microbial relationships into a quantifiable framework from which context-specific
biological questions, such as community resilience, could be effectively interrogated.
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5 HMO Utilization by Infant Gut Microbiome
5.1

Chapter Objective

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the ability of members of the preterm gut microbiome
that have been studied thus far to interact with human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs) to promote
or inhibit growth. The proposed hypothesis is that HMO-microbe interaction is prevalent in the
infant gut microbiome, and have variable impacts on microbial growth and metabolism. The
metabolic responses to various carbohydrate supplementation, such as HMOs, lactose, or
glucose, will be presented. Studying the key sources of carbohydrates to which the early gut
environment is commonly exposed is particularly relevant to understanding the development of
the early gut microbiome. The microbial responses to these carbohydrates provide insight into
the role that HMOs have on the neonatal gut microbiome, and further the potential for applying
HMOs as therapeutic intervention, such as through fortification of formula milk.

5.2
5.2.1

Introduction
Human Milk Oligosaccharides

Human milk oligosaccharides (HMO) are the third most abundant component of human breast
milk, after lipids and lactose. Within human breast milk, there is a repertoire of HMOs, which are
complex carbohydrates that reach concentrations of between 7 and 23 g/L, depending on the
lactation stage90,91. The total concentration of HMOs is highest in the earliest stages of lactation,
and colostrum, the first milk produced, contains ~20-23 g/L of HMOs. Levels of HMOs decrease
throughout the next 120 days postpartum, reaching a low of ~12 g/L. The higher concentration
of HMOs in the first 2 weeks postpartum emphasizes the role of colostrum and early breast milk
in providing protective and nutritional support for the developing infant and early gut
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microbiome292. For preterm infants, the bioactive factors found in breast milk are especially
invaluable, given their vulnerable state. There are five monosaccharides that comprise the base
structures of the over 200 HMOs that have been identified thus far: L-fucose (Fuc), D-glucose
(Glc), D-galactose (Gal), N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and sialic acid (Neu4Ac)293. From these
building blocks, the structure of HMOs consists of a terminal lactose residue at the reducing
end, and repeating units of either lacto-N-biose or N-acetyllactosamine, depending on the
linkages of the glucose-galactose disaccharides. From there, fucose and sialic acid residues
can modify the core structure (Figure 1).
5.2.2

HMO Protects Preterm Infants from NEC

The structural diversity of HMOs found in breastmilk, particularly in the early stages of lactation,
likely reflect the myriad of biological functions in which these complex carbohydrates participate.
The association of HMO consumption with decreased risk of NEC has prompted researchers to
elucidate the mechanisms promoting health over disease. Prospective studies involving large
cohorts (>100 infants enrolled) have shown that consumption of low concentrations and/or low
diversity of HMOs are associated with increased risk of developing NEC94,118. Several HMOs
have been proposed as preventative therapeutic supplements as they have been shown to be
effective in preventing or attenuating NEC progression in animal and ex vivo models and in preclinical trials. Disialyllacto-N-tetraose (DSLNT)121,124, 2'fucosylactose (2'FL)119,294, lacto-Ndifucohexaose (LNDH I)94, and sialylated galacto-oligosaccharide119 have been identified as
candidate prophylactic treatments for administration to at-risk infants. Since specific HMOs
such as these have been shown to be the key players in ameliorating NEC symptoms and
preventing NEC progression, this partly explains why some infants may develop NEC, even
though they were exclusively breastfed118: interindividual variability in HMO composition means
that infants who do not receive these key oligosaccharides are more vulnerable to development
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of NEC. Furthermore, since the genetic mechanisms that dictate HMO biosynthesis determine
the ultimate HMO composition of breast milk295,296, HMO profiles that leave infants more
vulnerable to the development of NEC can be concentrated within certain populations.
5.2.3

Bioactivity of HMO

HMOs have been shown to have bioactivity in multiple physiological contexts, serving various
biological functions. For example, HMOs inhibit virulence of pathogenic bacteria by interfering
with their adhesion to gastrointestinal cells109,112. HMOs also participate in immune-modulation
via direct and indirect interaction with the gut microbiome113. However, the specific interactions
of HMOs with host and microbiome-derived cells in vivo have yet to be fully understood.
Bioactivity of HMOs are strongly related to the structure of the oligosaccharides, where
structural conformation of oligosaccharide moieties dictates the specificity of the interactions. As
mentioned earlier, there are three types of HMOs: sialylated, fucosylated, and neutral
oligosaccharides. For each type of HMO, there has been certain HMOs that have garnered
researchers’ attention as their biofunctions become increasingly described.
Sialylated oligosaccharides have been shown to have key roles in several biofunctions
of HMOs. For example, sialylated oligosaccharides have been identified as an essential nutrient
in brain and cognitive development297. Additionally, sialyllactose directly interacts with gut
epithelial cells to regulate the cell cycle, which, in turn, promotes effective gut barrier
functioning114. A potential explanation for the multifarious biofunctions of sialylated
oligosaccharides in both local and systemic interactions is its propensity to cross the gut-blood
barrier. 3’-sialyllactose has been shown to be selectively and actively transported across the
gut-blood barrier, indicating that the HMO serves a biofunction that is beneficial to the host (in
this case, a neonatal rat 99,102,103). While translation of research from animal models to humans
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is an important caveat to consider, absorption and distribution mechanisms are inextricably
linked to the ultimate understanding of the bioactivities of HMOs, and thus the use of animal
models in this way creates a worthwhile starting point for understanding the direct effects of
HMOs on host physiology.
Fucosylated oligosaccharides such as 2’-fucosyllactose (2’FL) and 3’-fucosyllactose
(3’FL) are the most abundant oligosaccharide found in breast milk292. These two HMOs have
garnered attention in part, due to their relatively simple structure and can be biochemically
synthesized relatively easily298. Therefore, any beneficial impacts of 2’FL and 3’FL have
potential to be applied for therapeutic purposes122. Indeed, 2’FL has been implicated in inhibiting
adhesion of enteric pathogens to human intestinal cells111, reducing risk of developing NEC119,
attenuating progression of intestinal inflammation120, and promoting intestinal cell
proliferation104. As such, 2’FL is amongst one of the first HMOs to be used in pharmaceutical
applications, including prebiotic treatments for atopic dermatitis299 and supplements for infant
formula milk300. However, industrial scaling of HMO products is still limited by the high cost and
difficulty of synthetic production of complex carbohydrates.
Core oligosaccharides, which include LNT, LNnT, lacto-N-hexaose (LNH), and lacto-Nneohexaose (LNnH), that are ubiquitously found in human breast milk, across global
populations301. LNT and LNnT, which make up the majority of core oligosaccharides, tend to
decrease gradually during the first month of lactation (Figure 26), followed by a dramatic
increase during the following months91. The stark trends in HMO composition during lactation
likely comment on the bioactivity of the core oligosaccharides. LNT and LNnT have drawn
attention as potential prebiotics for infants because it promotes growth of Bifidobacterium.
Despite the abundance of LNT in breast milk, Bifidobacterium do not preferentially metabolize
the core oligosaccharide, even though it does promote growth302. Furthermore, there is large
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amount of variation for different species and strains of Bifidobacterium in their ability to utilize
LNT and LnNT127,302. Transcriptomic analysis of HMO utilization by Bif. infantis ATCC 15697 and
Bif. bifidum SC555 reveal that there are likely multiple metabolic pathways for HMO utilization
as the former strain expressed different transcriptomes in response to LNT as compared to
lactose. On the other hand, the Bif. bifidum SC555 strain expressed similar transcriptomes
when exposed to LNT as to lactose127. Bioactivity of LNT and other core oligosaccharides with
other commensal microbiota have yet to be explored, though they have been previously shown
to have anti-adhesion effects against Streptococcus pneumoniae110. The abundance and
prevalence of core oligosaccharides throughout lactation indicates that it likely places an
important role in modulation of gut microbiota and facilitating the development of the early gut
microbiome overall.
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Figure 26. HMO distribution in the first month of lactation of preterm milk in different HMO blood
group phenotypes. HMO content phenotypes are determined by the Secretor (Se) and Lewis (Le) genes
to yield four phenotypes: (A) secretor, Lewis-positive (Se+/Le+), (B) non-secretor, Lewis-positive (Se-/Le+),
(C) secretor, Lewis-negative (Se+/Le-), and (D) non-secretor, Lewis-negative (Se-/Le-). HMO abundance
shown as relative to the total in each class of oligosaccharides: core oligosaccharides, fucosyloligosaccharides and sialyl-oligosaccharides. The total abundance of each class of oligosaccharides
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depicted by dashed black line. Total abundance at each time point is normalized to the total abundance
found at day 4. Data were obtained from Gabrielli et al., 201190.
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5.2.4

HMO and the Early Gut Microbiome

The relationship between HMOs and the early gut microbiome is diverse, where interactions
facilitate a myriad of functions that benefit both the infant and the bacteria. The most widely
studied aspect of HMO biology is the role of these molecules in the modulation of the gut
microbiome, which will also, albeit indirectly, affect host physiology114. Although the growth
promoting effects of human milk on the infant gut microbe, Bifidobacterium bifidus, was
recognized as early as 1926, it was not until the 1950s that oligosaccharides found in the whey
fraction of human milk were specifically indicated as growth promoting molecules303–305. Since
this time, bacterial utilization of HMOs as growth substrates has been a major topic in the field
of neonatal clinical microbiology. It has been well documented that Bifidobacterium and
Bacteroides spp. are prolific utilizers of HMOs. For example, Bifidobacterium longum subsp.
Infantis ATCC15697 is a specialist metabolizer of low-mass HMOs such as 2’FL, which are also
prevalent in the early stages of lactation302. Species from both genera are early colonizers of the
breast-fed infant gastrointestinal tract, and are considered to be commensal bacteria markers of
“healthy” colonization as well as succession in early microbiome development306,307
Characterization of HMO-bacteria interactions have since been expanded to encompass a
broader scope of bacteria associated with the early gut microbiome, including the genera
Enterococcus, Lactobacillus, Staphylococcus, Clostridium, Bacteroides, Veillonella,
Streptococcus, Escherichia, and Eubacterium294. Other than prolific consumption of HMOs by
Bacteroides spp. and Bifidobacterium spp., reports on HMO utilization as the sole carbon
source by other genera have been largely negative, ranging from minimal utilization, to none.
Furthermore, most species demonstrated structure-based specificity such that a given strain’s
HMO metabolism capacity is specific to particular glycan moieties302 (fucosylated versus
sialylated), or degrees of polymerization308.
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The objective of this study was to evaluate, in vitro, HMO utilization by strains of bacterial
species isolated from premature infants, as well as different strains from the same species from
healthy infants and adults. In total, 43 gut-associated strains, spanning 31 species, were
assessed for their growth response to HMOs and other carbohydrate supplementation. We
hypothesized that HMOs would vary in their abilities to promote growth of bacterial isolates, and
that this variation would occur at the strain level. This is important, since optimal HMO-based
treatment may require providing the oligosaccharides as synbiotics together with specific strains
showing high efficiency of HMO substrate usage, rather than simple supplementation with
HMOs.

5.3
5.3.1

Methods
Experiment Details

Clinical strains that were isolated from the stool samples obtained from two preterm infants
(Chapter 4, p. 114) were assessed for their ability to metabolize HMOs, by growing strains in
diluted complex media, supplemented with various oligosaccharides in each of the following
conditions: 1) pooled HMOs (pHMO), which comprised a mixture of oligosaccharides extracted
from pooled breast milk; and 2) a mixture of three HMOs (HMOmix) that included 2’-FL, 3’-SL
and LNT, each of which were chemo-enzymatically synthesized. The HMOmix group of
substrates was selected because each represents a class of HMO: 2’-FL is a fucosyloligosaccharide; 3’-SL is a sialyl-oligosaccharide; and LNT is a core oligosaccharide.
Furthermore, 2’-FL, 3’-SL and LNT have each been associated with at least one biofunction
involved in HMO-infant-microbiome interactions.
Diluted media was used in order that growth effects in each condition, either positive or
negative, could be compared to a baseline level of growth. Any negative effects would not be
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detectable if minimal media had been used for growth assays in order to simply determine
potential use of HMO substrates as carbon sources. Spent media samples from each
supplement condition were then analyzed for metabolomic and HMO profiles.
To assess strain-to-strain variability in HMO utilization, further strains of matched
Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides spp. isolated from infants (3 -12 months of age) were studied.
Additionally, strains from other microbiome consortia were evaluated for HMO utilization to
assess the prevalence of HMO utilization phenotypes. These strains were sourced from several
other cohorts: an infant cohort (ages 18-24 months), an infant who had recovered from NEC
(age 3 month), breast milk (lactation stage unknown), healthy adults (age 41-44 years). and
colorectal cancer patients (adult).
5.3.2

Culture conditions

All tested premature infant strains were isolated from in vitro communities propagated from
preterm infant stool, as outlined in Chapter 4 (p. 114). Strains that were assessed and their
corresponding growth conditions are listed in Table S12. All strains were cultured on fastidious
anaerobe agar supplemented with 5% defibrinated sheep’s blood (FAA) (Neogen, MI, USA)
under anaerobic conditions, at 37ºC. Modified peptone-yeast-glucose medium (mPYG) was
used to make 24-48 h starter broth cultures, (depending on each strain’s requirements) which
were used as inocula for subsequent experiments. Each strain was pre-screened for viability in
50% and 25% diluted media. The media dilution which exhibited the least amount of growth was
used for subsequent supplementation assays. mPYG was prepared in-house according to
DSMZ specifications (https://www.dsmz.de/dsmz), except that CaCl2 was added as a separate
solution from the rest of the salt solution to prevent precipitation.
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5.3.3

HMO source

HMOs were generously provided by the Bode research group at the University of California San
Diego, where HMO extraction and production was performed in-house as described in
Jantscher-Krenn, 2012124. Briefly, human milk obtained from a milk bank was pooled and
centrifuged to facilitate removal of lipids. Proteins were precipitated using cold-ethanol and
centrifugation. Residual ethanol in the aqueous supernatant was removed by roto-evaporation.
Lactose and salts were subsequently removed by gel filtration chromatography (BioRad P2
100x16 cm column, USA), using semi-automated fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC).
The resulting pHMO were lyophilized and stored at -20ºC until usage. Individual HMOs used in
the HMO mixture (HMOmix) were synthesized by enzymatic and chemoenzymatic methods as
previously published121.
5.3.4

HMO utilization assay

Strains were separately exposed to five supplementation conditions (Table 11) while cultured in
diluted media. HMO-supplemented media were inoculated with 5% (v/v) of seed cultures grown
in 100% mPYG. Growth response assays were conducted in 96-well plates (Falcon BDTM), in
200 μL volumes, overlaid with 50 μL of sterile mineral oil to prevent evaporation. HMO assays
were incubated for 48 h, at 37ºC under anaerobic conditions (Whitley Workstation DG250, 10%
H2, 10% CO2, balanced with N2). Growth response was measured at OD600 using a microplate
spectrophotometer (Epoch 2, Biotek) every 30 min, with 3 s shaking immediately prior to each
reading. Each supplementation condition was evaluated in biological triplicate.
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Table 11. Media supplementation conditions used in screening for growth response

Supplement
ddH2O
D-glucose
D-lactose monohydrate
pHMO
HMOmix:
2’FL
LNT
3’SL

Concentration
5% (v/v)
15 mg/mL
15 mg/mL
15 mg/mL
2 mg/mL
1 mg/mL
0.5 mg/mL
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Source
–
Sigma
UCSD
UCSD

5.3.5

Metabonomic Analysis

Once strains were screened for growth response, metabonomic analysis of the HMO assay was
conducted for 14 strains (Table S12). This time, the HMO assay was conducted in a 12-well
plate, in 1.2 mL cultures, in technical triplicates. Media from before and after incubation were
collected for HMO and metabolomic analysis. Samples were centrifuged (10 min, 18 894 x g,
RT) and sterilized using 0.2 μm syringe filters. Filtered samples were aliquoted and stored at 20ºC until analysis. Metabolomic analysis by NMR for identification and quantification of
microbial metabolites was performed as described in Chapter 4 (p 114). After preliminary
examination of spectra from several species, a subset of 20 compounds were selected for
quantification (Table 12). Metabolites were selected such that a variety of chemical classes of
compounds, and those part of metabolic pathways (such as carbohydrate metabolism) of
interest were included. In total, 18 metabolites were quantified, including 3 carbohydrates, 9
organic acids (including SCFAs and derivatives), 4 amino acids, a vitamin and an alcohol.
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Table 12. Metabolites evaluated in substrate supplementation growth conditions.

Chemical Class
Carbohydrate

Organic acid

Amino acid and derivative

Other

Metabolite
Trehalose
Lactose
Glucose
Lactate
Acetate
Butyrate
Succinate
Isobutyrate
Propionate
2-Aminobutyrate
5-Aminopentanoate
Formate
Glutamate
Phenylalanine
Lysine
Tryptophan
Tyrosine
Arginine
Betaine
Ethanol
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5.3.6

Data Analysis

Optical density measurements were blanked by subtracting OD600 readings by OD600 of
uninoculated media. Any values that were ≤ 0 after subtracting the blank absorbance were set
to 0.0001 for modelling growth curves with logistic regression. Adjusted values were used in all
subsequent analyses. Growth curve comparisons across supplementation conditions were
measured by the growth curve features initial population size, growth rate, and carrying
capacity. These features were estimated by logistic regression (Equation 6) from which the
growth rate (𝑟), initial population size (𝑛0 ) and carrying capacity (𝑘) were determined. Fit of
modelled regressions were optimized by ordinary least squares using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm. Goodness of fit of regression models were measured by pseudo-𝑅 2 (poor fit defined
as 𝑅 2 < 0.8) (Equation 7). In cases where fit was poor, the growth rate was estimated by fitting a
log-linear regression to the exponential phase, which was defined as the region within 5% of the
steepest slope identified using a heuristic approach. Briefly, this was the slope found within a
series of moving windows of five datapoints. The windows that contained the highest slope were
defined as the exponential phase. Goodness of fit of the log-linear model was determined by the
coefficient of determination (𝑅 2 ≥ 0.8) of the log-transformed data. Lastly, remaining unfitted
curves were modeled using linear regression to estimate the growth rate, with goodness of fit
measured by 𝑅 2 ≥ 0.8. Curves with slope of 0 or where maximum OD was observed within the
first 2 hours of growth were qualified as no growth. A summary of regression models for all 660
growth curves included in this experiment is listed in Table S13.
Initial population was estimated by the y-intercept where the slope was zero when fitting
a linear regression to the region prior to the exponential phase. Lag phase was estimated to end
at the beginning of the exponential phase, as estimated by the same heuristic method applied to
log-linear regressions. Carrying capacity and initial population were estimated as the mean
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absorbance value of the stationary phase, which was defined heuristically as the region with the
slope closest to zero that takes place after the exponential phase. Overall evaluation of growth
curves was assessed by area under the curve (AUC) of the experimental growth curve, which
was approximated by trapezoidal sums. Growth curve analyses were performed in R, using the
packages “growthcurver309” and “growthrates310.”
All growth curve features were assessed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s
honestly significant difference (HSD) post-hoc test. Significance was determined at p ≤ 0.05
after adjustment using Benjamini-Hochberg procedure to reduce the false discovery rate. Fold
changes in growth parameters were calculated dividing values from each of the
supplementation conditions by the mean value observed in the water only conditions, which in
turn represented baseline growth.
Metabolic activity of each strain in different supplement conditions was evaluated by
examining the change in metabolite concentrations during the 48-h incubation period
(subtracting concentrations at 48 h by concentrations at 0 h). The relationships of metabolite
changes to supplement conditions were visualized using PCA, for which concentration changes
were normalized by unit variance (scaling to mean 0, standard deviation 1) (Equation 8)
metabolites carry equal weights. Cluster analysis of the PCA was performed by measuring the
Euclidean distance of samples and metabolites in the PCA in every principal component. The
resulting hierarchical clusters of samples and metabolites was depicted in a heat map, for which
concentrations changes were normalized by log transformation. Concentration differences (nonnormalized) for each metabolite were then evaluated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and,
Tukey’s post-hoc honest significance test (HSD) to determine the pair-wise significance of pvalues adjusted by the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Finally, metabolite pathways were inferred
from observed metabolite concentrations by assigning functional ontology after cross
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referencing metabolites to the KEGG database. Metabolic pathway analysis and visualization
was performed by using the R packages “omu311” and “KEGGREST312.”

5.4
5.4.1

Results
Growth Response of Bifidobacteria and Bacteroides spp.

Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides spp. are known utilizers of human oligosaccharides101,313,
therefore several strains of Bacteroides and Bifidobacterium species were assessed for their
ability to metabolize pooled and synthetic HMO mixtures. Growth response was evaluated
based on: initial population size, lag phase, growth rate, and maximal growth. However, all
supplement conditions had the same initial population, and no changes in the lag phase was
observed for any of the strains tested. Therefore, area under the curve (AUC) was used to
screen for overall response, and growth patterns were compared based on growth rate and
maximum growth capacity. All strains of Bifidobacterium spp. and Bacteroides spp. proliferated
in the presence of HMOs, where overall growth (AUC) in pHMO increased by a range of 1.2-37fold (p < 0.001) more than baseline. On the other hand, utilization of HMOmix was less
consistent, where Bacteroides fragilis Bfr_T1D, Bact. vulgatus Bvu_T1D, Bifidobacterium
longum Blo_T1D showed increased growth by 8.5-19-fold (p < 0.5) more than baseline, while
Bact. ovatus Bov_T1D, Bif. bifidum Bbi_T1D, and Bif. longum Blo_NC grew similarly well, or
slightly worse in HMOmix than the baseline (p = 0.99) (Figure 27). Strains were varied in which
substrate was preferred. Bac. ovatus Bov_T1D, Bif. bifidum Bb1_T1D, Bif. longum Blo_NC and
Blo_T1D all strongly preferred pHMO or HMOmix as a substrate. Lastly, Bact. fragilis Bfr_T1D
and Bact. vulgatus Bcu_58, were the only strains that exhibited improved growth on lactose as
compared to glucose, but minimal growth in pHMOs. Interestingly Bac. vulgatus Bvu_58
responded to HMOmix, indicating the strains’ mechanism for HMO utilization is selective.
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Figure 27. Growth response of Bifidobacteria and Bacteroides spp. strains in four media supplementation conditions. Pooled HMO
promoted growth in most strains of Bifidobacterium while only Bacteroides ovatus Bov_T1D was able to utilize pooled HMOs. Each
supplementation condition was conducted in biological triplicate, as shown points extending from the same condition along the x-axis. AUC = area
under the curve, k = carrying capacity, r = growth rate. Statistical significance of each growth feature evaluated by ANOVA and displayed in the
upper left corner of each panel. Kruskal-Wallis test for pair-wise significance shown with *, where *** ≤ 0.001, ** ≤ 0.01, * ≤0.05
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5.4.2

Growth Response of Strains Associated with Preterm Gut Microbiome

In total, 22 strains isolated from stool of preterm infants were evaluated for their ability to
utilize HMOs. Initial population sizes for each strain were consistent across all growth conditions
and within biological triplicates. AUC was used to screen for differential responses to
supplementation conditions and revealed that 14 of the 22 strains responded to either one of the
HMO conditions (HMOmix or pHMO). Further examination of the growth responses showed that
strains for which pHMOs improved growth over the baseline condition reached a higher
maximum absorbance reading, indicating that the carrying capacity of pHMO-supplemented
media was greater than non-supplemented media. At the same time, pHMO-supplementation
reduced growth rate of those strains. This pattern of increased carrying capacity and decreased
growth rate was observed in nine strains (Figure 28), and partially observed in another five
strains (Figure 29).
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Figure 28. Strains with promoted growth in response HMO supplementation, as the expense of
slower growth rate. Each supplementation condition was conducted in biological triplicate, as shown
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points extending from the same condition along the x-axis. Significance for each strain, as determined by
ANOVA, shown in upper left of each panel. Pair-wise significance testing by Tukey’s HSD with BenjaminiHochberg adjustment procedure shown by asterisk. *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05
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Figure 29 Strains with promoted growth in response HMO supplementation, as measured by
decreased growth rate (A-B) or increased AUC or carrying capacity (C-F). Each supplementation
condition was conducted in biological triplicate, as shown points extending from the same condition along
the x-axis. Significance for each strain, as determined by ANOVA, shown in upper left of each panel. Pairwise significance testing by Tukey’s HSD with Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment procedure shown by
asterisk. *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05
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The only strains that were positively affected by pHMO in terms of growth rate, carrying capacity
and AUC were Enterococcus faecalis Efa_U, Streptococcus lutetiensis Slu_U and Strep.
tigurinus Sti_U (Figure 30). Furthermore, three strains exhibited changes to their lag phase
under different supplementation conditions. Staph. epidermidis Sep_T and Paenibacillus faecis
Pfa_U had longer lag phases in the pHMO condition than all other conditions (~20% and 100%
more, respectively), while Staph. hominis Sho_U experienced a lag phase in both HMO
conditions (pHMO and HMOmix). Strep. lutetiensis Slu_U only underwent a lag phase in the
presence of lactose and pHMOs. Lastly, some strains responded negatively to HMO
supplementation, such that growth was inhibited. Veillonella dispar Vdi_U, V. parvula Vpa_U,
and V. tobetsuensis Vto_U exhibited reduced growth in response to pHMO as compared the
baseline condition. All three strains of Veillonella grew towards a reduced carrying capacity, but
their specific growth rates were increased when supplemented with pHMOs. Growth of
Clostridium bifermentans Cbi_U with HMOmix supplementation was found to be superior to all
other conditions, as measured by AUC, carrying capacity and specific growth rate, though the
effects of pHMOs could not be drawn as the lag phase of the strain approached 70 h ( Figure
31). Cutibacterium acnes Cac_U was also slightly inhibited by pHMO; growth in pHMO was
~30% less than all other conditions, including HMOmix.
Lactose supplementation did not promote growth beyond other media supplements for
any of the strains except for two. Klebsiella pneumoniae Kpn_U and K. varicola Kva_U had
greater AUC, increased growth capacity and decreased specific growth rate in lactose than
baseline or either of the two HMO conditions (Figure 28H, Figure 28I).
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Figure 30. pHMOs promote growth by increasing carrying capacity and growth rate. Significance for each strain, as determined by
ANOVA, shown in upper left of each panel. Each supplementation condition was conducted in biological triplicate, as shown points extending
from the same condition along the x-axis. Pair-wise significance testing by Tukey’s HSD with Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment procedure shown by
asterisk. *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05
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Figure 31. Strains with inhibited growth in response HMO supplementation. Each supplementation
condition was conducted in biological triplicate, as shown points extending from the same condition along
the x-axis. Significance for each strain, as determined by ANOVA, shown in upper left of each panel. Pairwise significance testing by Tukey’s HSD with Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment procedure shown by
asterisk. *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05
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Metabolomic analysis of HMO Supplementation
Growth promotion was prominent in quite a few species (Figure 28, Figure 29) and was
corroborated with metabolite analysis (Figure 32). E. faecalis Efa_U and B. pseudomycodes
Bps_U were similar in that pHMO supplementation resulted in depletion of carbohydrates
(trehalose and glucose), accompanied with consumption of amino acids (glutamate,
phenylalanine) and SCFAs (propionate, isobutyrate, butyrate). At the same time, accumulation
of formate, lactate, and 5-aminopentanote was observed. On the other hand, B.
paralichenformis Bpa_U and S. tigurinsis Sti_U exhibited similar metabolisms, in which most
metabolites measured were produced in the presence of pHMO but were consumed in the other
supplementation conditions. Notably, amino acids like tyrosine, glutamate, and phenylalanine
were produced in pHMO (p < 0.05). Glucose was the only substrate consumed by S. tiguinsis
Sti_U in pHMO, while B. paralichenformis Bpa_U consumed trehelose and acetate in addition to
glucose. However, these patterns of consumption were not unique to the pHMO condition for
either strains.
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Figure 32. Cluster analysis based on PCA of changes in metabolite concentration in strains where
pHMO promoted growth. (A) Enterococcus faecalis Efa_U (B) Bacillus pseudomycoides Bps_U (C)
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Bacillus paralichenformis Bpa_U (D) Streptococcus tigurinsis Sti_U. In all cases, pHMO clustered
separately from all other conditions, while HMOmix clustered with lactose and ddH2O conditions.
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Supplementation of pHMO reduced the AUC and maximal growth but increased the
specific growth rate of V. dispar Vdi_U, V. parvula Vpa_U, and V. tobetsuensis Vto_U, indicating
that those strains favoured a different metabolic pathway when in the presence of pHMOs .
Changes in metabolite levels during a 48-h incubation period confirmed that in the presence of
pHMOs, the Veillonella spp. degraded trehalose into its glucose monomers, but accumulation of
glucose indicated that neither trehalose nor glucose were metabolized as substrates. Similarly,
minimal changes in lactose were observed, another indication that the simple oligosaccharides
were not the preferred substrate in the HMO-containing conditions. On the other hand, organic
acids such as acetate, propionate were produced, while succinate and lactate were produced.
These trends in SCFAs and organic acids were comparable across glucose, lactose, and
HMOmix supplementation conditions, but pHMO elicited the strongest response (p < 0.05).
These organic acids are key metabolites involved in carbohydrate metabolism, indicating that
the preferred substrate was not measured, though was more abundantly available in pHMO
than other conditions.
5.4.3

Strain-Level Heterogeneity in HMO Metabolism

Strains sourced from microbial ecosystems other than the preterm infant gut microbiome were
also assessed for HMO utilization. Our study of 22 strains, spanning eight different species,
demonstrated that there was high degree of strain-level heterogeneity in HMO metabolism as
measured by growth responses. The species that demonstrated the most consistency were the
two strains of Bif. longum (Blo_NC and Blo_T1D), which both exhibited similar growth patterns
in the presence of HMOs (increased carrying capacity, and specific growth rate) Figure 33B). C.
bifermentans Cbi_U and V. parvula Vpa_U were strains which had inhibited growth in when
supplemented with pHMO. However, this response was not observed in other strains of each
respective species. In fact, the other two strains of C. bifermentans, Cbi_A and Cbi_T1D,
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showed growth promotion, as evidenced by elevated carrying capacities and overall growth
(Figure 33A, Figure 33D). Similarly, growth of C. butyricum Cbu_T1D and Cbu_F was inhibited
by HMOs, yet the strain isolated from the preterm infant, C. butyricum Cbu_U showed the
opposite response (Figure 33C). The three strains of C. acnes (Cac_BM, Cac_T and Cac_U)
displayed different responses to HMO supplementation, where strain Cac_T proliferated, while
strains Cac_U and Cac_BM responded similarly as for the baseline condition (Figure 33E). All
strains of the species Staph. hominis and Staph. aureus also displayed highly divergent
responses, where all strains isolated from the untreated preterm infant (Sho_U, Sau_U) grew to
higher density and reduced specific growth rate, while corresponding strains from other sources
responded similarly to when cultured under the baseline condition (Figure 33F, Figure 33G). All
three strains of Staph. epidermidis, Sep_BM, Sep_T, and Sep_U responded to pHMOs
differently: Sep_BM was inhibited by pHMO (but with increased specific growth rate); Sep_T
had no difference in AUC, but did display an increased lag phase; and Sep_U showed growth
promotion, and decreased specific growth rate in pHMO, as compared to all other
supplementation conditions (Figure 33H).
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Figure 33. Intra-species heterogeneity in growth response to different carbohydrate
supplementation. (B) Bif. longum was the only species that exhibited consistent growth responses to
each supplementation condition. (A) Species of Clos. butyricum, (C) Clost. bifermentans and (D) V.
parvula displayed variable responses, where growth is inhibited by pHMO for certain strains (Clos.
bifermentans Cbi_U, V. parvula Vpa_U and Clos. butyricum Cbu_F) but was promoted for others of them
same species. Each supplementation condition was conducted in biological triplicate, as shown points
extending from the same condition along the x-axis. Significance for each strain, as determined by
ANOVA, shown in upper left of each panel. Pair-wise significance testing by Tukey’s HSD with BenjaminiHochberg adjustment procedure shown by asterisk. *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05. Figure 9
continued on the next page.
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Figure 32 continued. Intra-species heterogeneity in growth response to different carbohydrate
supplementation. Growth promotion effects of pHMO were strain specific for (E) C. acnes (F) Staph.
hominis (G) Staph. epidermidis and (H) Staph aureus, such that pHMO and HMOmix did not appreciably
affect growth in some strains, but not others. Each supplementation condition was conducted in biological
triplicate, as shown points extending from the same condition along the x-axis.
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5.5
5.5.1

Discussion
Growth Response of Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides spp.

Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides strains isolated from infant (age 6 month – 1 year) stool were
assessed for HMO utilization. As expected, all strains of Bifidobacterium spp. tested thrived
when supplemented with pooled HMO. Among the early colonizers of the infant gut
environment, bifidobacteria, particularly Bif. longum, have extensive and conserved adaptations
for HMO utilization306,314. However, it is of interest that three of the four Bifidobacterium strains
tested (Bif. bifidum Bbi_T1D, Bif. infantis Bif_F, and Bif. longum Blo_NC) responded to HMOmix
similarly to when grown in non-supplemented media. This was surprising given that extensive
genome annotation of Bif. longum subsp. infantis ATCC 15697 indicated that the species
contains a complete sialic acid metabolic pathway that is conserved across strains314.
Therefore, it is likely that the Bif. longum Blo_NC and Bif. infantis Bif_F are more efficient at
utilizing other HMOs, which were found in the pHMO supplementation, but not in the HMOmix.
Conversely, Bif. longum Blo_T1D exhibited similar increases in growth in response to either
pHMO or HMOmix, indicating that preferential HMO utilization likely varies at the strain level.
However, it must be acknowledged that genomic annotation and subspecies classification would
provide the necessary context for how the four Bifidobacterium strains presented here compare
to previous observations reported in literature. For example, Bif. longum subsp. Infantis is a
prolific consumer of HMOs and an early colonizer of the infant gut that is associated with
health126.
HMO supplementation promoted growth significantly in Bac. ovatus Bov_T1D and Bact.
fragilis Bfr_T1D, while Bac. vulgatus Bvu_58 responded to a lesser extent. This was consistent
with current knowledge on the metabolic capabilities of Bact. fragilis ATCC25285, Bac. ovatus
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ATCC8483, and Bac. vulgatus ATCC8482, which have homologs of the HMO-utilization genes
susC/susD found in the mucus-utilization pathways of Bac. thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482, VPI3731, and VPI-7730101,315. Based on in silico annotation, these three strains of Bacteroides spp.
harbor acquisition and catabolism mechanisms specific to sialic acid. These homologous
pathways lack sequence conservation, indicating that the metabolic capabilities evolved
convergently and independently101. In practice, Bac. fragilis NCTC9343, Bac. fragilis
ATCC25285, and Bact. vulgatus ATCC8482, were found to grow abundantly in the presence of
HMOs, but Bact. ovatus ATCC8483 grew poorly315. This discrepancy in the literature could be
attributed to the sialic acid content of the HMOs used in the experiments. Despite being
genetically equipped with HMO-utilization capabilities, the efficacy and efficiency of metabolizing
HMO substrates is likely different across species (and perhaps even across strains).
5.5.2

Growth Response of Strains Associated with Preterm Gut Microbiome

Importantly, the current study demonstrated HMO metabolism by several gut-related species
that were previously shown to be non-HMO utilizers. Marcobal et al.308 and Yu et al.294
examined representative strains of genera commonly associated with HMO consumption, and
found that only Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides spp. were proficient utilizers of HMOs, while
other gut bacteria such as Clostridium, Enterococcus, Staphylococcus, Lactobacillus,
Enterobacter, Veillonella, and Escherichia spp. completely lacked the ability to use HMOs as the
sole carbon source. The findings presented here were incongruous with these reports in the
literature (Figure 28) as 17 of 21 strains derived from the stool of preterm infants grew more
effectively on pHMOs than on other substrates, such as lactose, and glucose. The diversity of
species and strains that exhibited strong responses to HMO supplementation demonstrate the
wide range of effects HMOs have on the neonatal gut microbiome, which are not just restricted
to Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides spp.. For example, staphylococci and streptococci are
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native to the breast milk microbiome29 and are usually one of the first members of the early gut
microbiome. Other early colonizers include E. faecalis, A. haliotis, C. acnes, Clos. butyricum,
and Veillonella spp27,29,236,271,316. As such the growth promoting or inhibiting effects of pHMOs, as
compared to other carbohydrates, such as lactose, is relevant for understanding how to facilitate
healthy development of the neonatal gut microbiome. On the other hand, Enterobacter spp. and
Klebsiella spp. are often associated with neonatal microbiomes in diseased states, such as
necrotizing enterocolitis54,66,125,261. The study presented here showed that HMOs interact with a
wide diversity of neonatal microbes, not just those expected to be beneficial to health and its
effect on a given bacteria was undiscriminating of health of the human host.
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Table 13. Comparing growth outcomes of gut-related strains in supplementation with pooled
HMO. Growth results from Table 2 of Marcobal et al. are summarized as the percent difference between
maximum OD of HMO-supplemented media and non-supplemented media (no carbon source). HMO
utilization results from Table 1 of Yu et al. reflect percent of HMO utilization. Growth results from this
study are summarized as the percent difference between max OD of HMO-supplemented media and nonsupplemented media. Strains that were not assayed are denoted as N/A. Results from multiple strains
separated by “;” Only genera that were assessed in at least two studies are shown.
Results for Yen et al. and Marcobal et al. denoted as
++ difference between HMO and baseline was ≥ 100%
+ difference between HMO and baseline was between 50 - 99%.
± difference between HMO and baseline was between 10% - 49%
- difference between HMO and baseline was < 10%
Results for Yu et al. denoted as
+ observed > 40% consumption of HMO after 48 h incubation
± observed between 10 – 40% consumption of HMOs
- observed <10% consumption of HMOs
Yen et al.,
Marcobal et al.,
Yu et al.,
Genus
Species
2019
2012308
2013294
Enterococcus
faecalis
++
±;±
±;thermophilus
N/A
±;+
Streptococcus
lutetiensis
++
N/A
N/A
tigurinus
++
N/A
N/A
Escherichia
coli
±;±
+ (x4) ;
infantis
+
++
-;Bifidobacterium
longum
++ ; +
N/A
+;±;±
bifidum
++
N/A
N/A
fragilis
+
++
+
Bacteroides
vulgatus
±
++
+
ovatus
++
N/A
N/A
+ (inhibition) ;
parvula
+ (inhibition) ;
N/A
Veillonella
dispar
+ (inhibition)
N/A
N/A
tobetsuensis
++ (inhibition)
N/A
N/A
perfringens
+
++ ; ±
leptum
N/A
N/A
±;
bifermentans
N/A
N/A
Clostridium
++ (inhibition)
+++ ;
butyricum
+ (inhibition) ;
N/A
N/A
++ (inhibition)
cloacae
N/A
tabaci
±
N/A
N/A
Enterobacter
ludwigii
N/A
N/A
aerogenes
N/A
N/A
++ ; ± ;
epidermidis
N/A
-;+ (inhibition)
Staphylococcus
aureus
+;N/A
N/A
hominis
N/A
N/A
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5.5.3

Non-Catabolic Interaction of Bacteria with HMOs

The growth promotion effects of HMOs on staphylococci were also observed here, with strains
isolated from preterm infant stool, because baseline conditions contained low amounts of
glucose (2.5-1.25 g/L). Hunt et al observed that strains of Staph. aureus and Staph. epidermidis
isolated from breast milk did not catabolize HMOs but interacted with HMOs such that strains
achieved greater maximum growth and growth rates in the presence of HMOs317. Hunt et al.
demonstrated that presence of both glucose and HMOs was necessary for growth promotion by
HMOs to occur, and substituting lactose for glucose, or omission of HMOs did not cause any
growth enhancement. Oligosaccharide profiling of culture supernatants would directly comment
on the extent of HMO catabolism which occurred in each in vitro growth assay. However,
depletion of glucose and amino acids such as glutamate, phenylalanine, tryptophan and
tyrosine in pHMO conditions indicated that glucose and amino acid were still the main
substrates used by Staph. aureus Sau_U and Staph hominis Sho_U during pHMO
supplementation (Figure S10).
While the mechanism of interaction between staphylococci and HMOs remains
unknown, it is likely that HMOs affect other bacteria in similar ways, without involving HMO
catabolism. Non-catabolic interactions between HMOs and bacteria could be one possible
reasoning for the dramatic growth increases in strains that have not previously been observed
to utilize HMOs. For example, E. faecalis, Strep. lutetiensis, Strep. tigurinus, P. faecis, E. tabaci,
Bacillus pseudomycoides, Clos. butyricum, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and K. varicola all presented
similar growth and metabolic patterns to Staph. aureus Sau_U, Staph. hominis Sho_U and
Staph. epidermidis Sep_U in terms of increased growth catabolism of glucose and amino acids.
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Growth inhibition in response to HMO supplementation supported the anti-microbial
biofunction of HMOs that has been previously observed in in vitro and animal model studies.
Much like growth promotion, growth inhibition could be attributed to direct interaction of the
oligosaccharides to glycan-binding proteins on bacterial cell surfaces. One such example of
such inhibitory interactions was described by Zeng et al. in which synthetic sialylated lactuloses
inhibited the growth of Staph. aureus by means of interfering with nucleic acid synthesis and
damaging cell membranes139. Even though extension of such interactions to other strains of
Staph. aureus, or its application to Veillonella spp., C. acnes and Clos. bifermentans would be
currently speculative, it provides a precedence for HMOs’ potential inhibitory mechanisms of
actions.
Lastly, impact of HMOs on the bacteria’s maximum cell density and specific growth rate
was notable. Most strains that reached elevated maximum cell densities with HMO
supplementation, did so at a much slower rate compared to all other supplementation
conditions. This indicated that HMOs likely facilitated substrate metabolism that was more
energetically productive, enabling greater cell density, but was also energetically taxing, so the
specific growth rate was lower. Interestingly, there were very few instances in which HMO
supplementation affected lag phase of growth, indicating that initiation of exponential growth in
the presence of HMOs was not energetically costlier than without. The trade-off of maximum cell
density for greater specific growth rate could provide a competitive advantage in vivo. Since
HMOs have many biological effectors, both human and microbial, being able to easily utilize the
substrate quickly, would give the strain access to the HMOs, while it is still available.
Furthermore, a greater specific growth rate would allow a strain to establish a high cell density
locally, in a short amount of time, thus establishing a niche environment where more
energetically productive substrates may become available.
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Other than strain-level differences, one potential explanation for the discrepancies seen
is the source of HMOs used for each study. Marcobal et al. extracted HMOs from pooled breast
milk, like this study, but they also added purified glycosidases to the oligosaccharide extract to
break down glyosidic bonds in large HMO structures. This would have resulted in a breakdown
of the larger, complex carbohydrates, to yield smaller, more simplified carbohydrate structures.
As discussed previously, the structural integrity of HMOs is critical to their bioactivity, where
their metabolic specificity or promiscuity is dictated by the conformation of their glycosylation
patterns. Therefore, the additional enzymatic cleavage of pooled HMOs as carried out in the
Marcobal et al. study could have dampened potential growth benefits in comparison to our
findings with unmodified pHMOs. On the other hand, Yu et al. examined utilization of individual
HMOs, including 2‘-FL and 3‘-SL, like the work described herein using the HMOmix, with similar
results294,308.
5.5.4

Lactose Utilization

While HMO utilization furthers understanding on how infant gut microbes behave when infants
are breast-fed, it is equally important to characterize their metabolism when these bioactive
carbohydrates are replaced by those found in formula milk, which is predominantly lactose.
Growth of K. pneumoniae Kpn_U, K. varicola Kva_U and Bac. Fragilis Bfr_T1D showed that
these strains preferentially metabolized lactose over HMOs. K. pneumoniae is commonly found
in the preterm infant gut microbiome and has been observed to predominate in microbiome of
NEC patients53. The propensity of K. pneumoniae to acquire antibiotic resistance genes and its
association with NEC outbreaks makes it an organism of concern in the NICU. K. pneumoniae’s
metabolic preference for lactose could be one of the factors that contribute to increased risk of
NEC development in formula-fed infants over breast-fed infants, since formula milk lacks HMOs
and thus any ability to modulate K. pneumoniae growth through growth retardant action. On the
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other hand, Staph. aureus Sau_U, Staph. epidermidis Sep_U, Staph. hominis Sho_U, Strep.
tigurinus Sti_U, and Strep. lutetiensis Slu_U grew poorly in the presence of lactose. Some
streptococci, such as Strep. lactis 7962 lack the β-galactosidase necessary to carry out lactose
fermentation318,319. Even though staphylococci are capable of lactose fermentation, it requires
oxygen for hydrolytic activity by β-galactosidase320. Therefore, the anaerobic conditions of the
HMO assays, which were set to mimic the anaerobic environment of the infant gut, were not
conducive for lactose fermentation by Staph. aureus. Following this logic, HMO fermentation by
Staph. aureus must therefore follow an oxygen-independent pathway.
5.5.5

Microbial Metabolism of HMOs

Exposure to pooled HMOs enhanced the overall growth of E. faecalis Efa_U, B.
pseudomycodes Bps_U, B. paralichenformis Bpa_U, and S. tigurinis Sti_U. Based on
metabolite analysis, the metabolisms engaged by E. faecalis Efa_U and B. pseudomycoides
Bps_U were similar. In both strains, glucose was heavily consumed in all conditions, but lactose
and trehalose consumption only occurred in the pHMO and lactose supplementation conditions.
This suggests that these two strains engage in carbon metabolite repression, in which certain
saccharolytic enzymes are repressed to optimize utilization of preferred carbohydrate
substrates321. Supplementation of pHMO introduced a wide variety of carbohydrate substrates,
which likely initiated diverse expression of saccharolytic enzymes, allowing for quick and
abundant growth, characterized by degradation of aromatic amino acids for protein synthesis
and consumption of SCFA. Furthermore, evidence of the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP)
pathway of glycolysis was observed in both E. faecalis Efa_U and B. pseudomycoides Bps_U in
all supplement conditions. Anaerobic glycolysis via the EMP pathway involves converting
glucose to pyruvate, which subsequently is reduced to produce acetate, lactate, and formate322–
324

. E. faecalis, a lactic acid bacterium, employs the EMP pathway to produce lactate, formate
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and acetate325,326; all of which were observed in its metabolomic profile (Figure S11). S.
tigurinsis Sti_U and B. paralichenformis Bpa_U seem to engage degradation of glucose and
trehelose as the main metabolic reaction in the presence of pHMO, as indicated by the
accumulation of SCFAs. Furthermore, accumulation of aromatic amino acids, and organic acids
paired with the growth observations indicated that the cells underwent a fervor of protein
synthesis and cell division with pHMO supplementation. On the other hand, HMOmix, lactose
and un-supplemented media supported the growth of S. tigurinsis Sti_U and B. paralichenformis
Bpa_U, but not as efficiently, causing them to rely on amino acid degradation for sustenance327.
Within the context of the developing gut environment of the preterm infant, it is likely that the
metabolic activities of S. tigurinsis Sti_U and B. paralichenformis Bpa_U are complementary to
that of E. faecalis Efa_U and B. pseudomycoides Bps_U. In the presence of diverse HMOs, the
former two strains produce amino acids and SCFA as end products that are substrates for
efficient metabolic growth of the latter two strains.
Metabolite analysis of V. dispar Vdi_U, V. parvula Vpa_U, and V. tobetsuensis Vto_U
suggested that those Veillonella spp. engaged in heightened metabolic activity when supplied
with pHMOs. Notably, trehalose is heavily depleted in the pHMO supplemented culture while
glucose accumulated, both of which were patterns not observed in other supplemented
conditions. Given that trehalose is a glucose dimer, it is likely that pHMO activated saccharolytic
enzymes that have the propensity to degrade trehalose to glucose. Since glucose and lactose
were not utilized, glucose accumulated in the pHMO condition. On average, glucose increased
by 1.7 times for every decrease of trehalose. Since trehalose is made of two glucose
monomers, this ratio changes observed in glucose:trehalose supports the hypothesis that
cleavage of trehalose to glucose was not the primary catabolic activity. Since glucose was not
the targeted end-product, cleavage of trehalose suggested pHMO induced enzymatic responses
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to catabolize large oligosaccharides into smaller moieties. Furthermore, increased levels of
acetate and propionate, end-products of carbohydrate metabolism, suggested that the three
Veillonella strains were able to utilize the HMOs in the pHMO condition. Integrating this with the
growth responses, it suggested that these strains readily utilized HMOs, though it was
energetically costly, as the cultures reached a lower maximal cell density. This trade-off
between growth-rate and maximum density has the potential to be advantageous in vivo, during
the highly tumultuous and competitive process of colonization. In fact, the affinity for HMO
utilization over glucose and lactose likely fosters commensal relationships with other microbes
by cross-feeding with microbes that readily utilize simple sugars. This interaction has been
previously observed between V. parvula M4 and Strep. salivarious 25975, in which co-culture of
the two strains increased the rate of glucose and lactate metabolism, while increasing
production of acetate and formate31. HMO utilization by Veillonella spp. observed in this study
was also observed by Marcobal et al. where V. parvula ATCC10790 reached a lower maximum
cell density in the presence of HMOs, than in minimal media, or minimal media with glucose308.
However, they authors did not observe any changes in specific growth rate, indicating that
members of this genus could harbor strain-wide variations in their interactions with HMOs.
5.5.6

Strain-Level Heterogeneity

The high degree of intra-species heterogeneity in growth response to HMO supplementation
was repeatedly observed. Notably, the evaluated strains of the species Clos. bifermentans,
Clos. butyricum, C. acnes, Staph. epidermidis, and V. parvula all had at least one strain that
was inhibited by pHMO supplementation, and another that was promoted by the same
condition. Genomic annotation has shown that all these species have a diverse and open pangenomes. Examining pan-genome of a species, which is the genomic annotation and cross
comparison of all strains in that taxonomy, provides insight into the extent of strain-level
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genomic diversity, and the likelihood of finding novel metabolic capabilities in a strain (closed
verses open pan-genomes). For example, C. acnes has a small, yet open pan-genome, in
which strains only vary in 22% of their genomes, and genomic expansion occur in this species
at a very slow rate. This means that strains that harbor different metabolic interactions with
HMOs likely come from different populations, such as different individuals or body sites, and
strains with similar phenotypes likely arose from the same ancestral clonal lineage328. Staph.
aureus and Staph. epidermidis are well recognized for their strain-level variation, particularly
with respects to their virulence genes. Multiple strains of staphylococci can co-exist within one
population and participate in various degrees of pathogenic or commensal metabolic activities.
Veillonella spp. also contain a high degree of genomic and metabolic capabilities because many
strains contain natural competence mechanisms that facilitate horizontal gene transfer329,330. In
examining HMO growth responses of multiple strains isolated from various sources (various
individuals and body sites) highlighted that strain-level variation in substrate utilization is likely a
prevalent characteristic amongst members of the developing gut microbiome. As such, the
heterogenous interactions between members of the neonatal gut microbiome and HMOs must
be considered when using HMOs in therapeutic applications, such as fortifying formula milk, or
developing prebiotic or probiotic products.

5.6

Conclusion

HMO metabolism by selected bacterial species isolated from the preterm infant gut microbiota
were assessed by their growth response and net metabolic activity in response to carbohydrate
metabolism. The growth responses observed in 43 strains of gut-associated bacteria, isolated
from stool of preterm infants, toddlers and adults, as well as from breast milk, demonstrated that
HMOs affect growth, even when they are not directly used as a substrate. Species that are
known to catabolize HMOs, such as Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides responded to HMO
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supplementation by increasing specific growth rate and reaching greater maximal growth.
Furthermore, other species in the genera Staphylocccus, Clostridium, Klebsiella, Enterobacter,
Veillonella, and Enterococcus also responded to HMO supplementation with either increased
specific growth and decreased specific growth rate or decreased AUC and increased specific
growth rate. Metabolic description of strains in the different supplementation conditions
indicated that strains, such as B. paralichenformis Bpa_U and S. tigurinsis Sti_U engaged in a
state of metabolic growth (i.e. protein synthesis, SCFA production) when exposed to diverse
HMOs, like pHMO. While other strains, like E. faecalis Efa_U and B. pseudomycoides Bps_U
engaged more metabolic pathways when exposed to pHMOs; taking advantage of the abundant
substrate via diverse metabolic activities. Characterization of oligosaccharide profiles during the
HMO exposure would provide further evidence on whether the strains were interacting with
HMOs directly, by catabolism, or indirectly, due to secondary reactions that promote growth.
Even though the strains were grown independent of one another, the insights gained on their
metabolic activity in response to HMOs provided hypothesis for potential interactions in vivo.
Strain-wide variability in these responses was prevalent, which could be why the findings
presented here were incongruous with some previous literature reports. Finally, the
mechanisms pertinent to the bioactivity of HMOs were likely structure-specific as the growth
responses to pHMO and HMOmix differed for most strains. Integrating oligosaccharide
characterization with metabolite profiles will be important for understanding the strain-specific
interactions to HMOs. From this study, it was evident that despite the relatively low species
diversity of the early microbiome, the functional variability of these developing communities is
quite large, adding complexity to further understanding the multifaceted bioactivity of HMOs.
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6 Conclusion
The research presented in this thesis was motivated by the supposition that microbial
relationships within the preterm gut microbiome govern functional stability of the early gut
ecosystem, a relevant topic given that necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) is an idiopathic disease
that has been linked to the early gut microbiome. Compositional associations that correlate with
NEC have indicated that the microbial composition of the neonatal gut microbiome changes
prior to disease onset, suggesting that interruptions in the progression of gut microbiome
development plays a role in pathogenesis. While there are many factors that contribute to early
gut colonization, antibiotic treatment, which is a known risk factor for NEC, disrupts microbiome
development. In order to tease out the potential relationships between NEC etiology, gut
microbiome development, and antibiotic therapies in preterm infants, a more in-depth
understanding of the microbial relationships, and their dynamics during antibiotic treatment is
required. As such, this thesis was driven by the hypothesis that parenteral antibiotic treatment
disrupts the preterm gut microbiome such that the microbial ecosystem is less resilient to
downstream perturbation. To test this hypothesis, four main objectives were set for developing
the bioinformatic and microbiological methods required for culturing and characterizing preterm
gut microbiota in vitro and to test the effects of antibiotic perturbation in the preterm microbiome
using these tools.

6.1
6.1.1

Summary of Research Findings
Antibiotic Detection in Stool Using a Microbiological Assay
First, the amount of antibiotics reaching the preterm distal gut environment was

assessed by measuring antimicrobial activity in neonatal stool. Current understanding of the
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pharmacokinetics of antibiotics such as ampicillin and gentamicin dictate that parenterally
delivered antibiotics should be eliminated via the renal system, with negligible amounts
accumulating in the gastrointestinal tract. However, consistent reports of reduced microbial
diversity and compositional disruptions in preterm infants following parenteral antibiotic
treatment suggests that there could be measurable amounts of these drugs in infant stool. A
microbiological test for gentamicin and ampicillin activity was developed and applied to cell-free
fecal extracts (fecal water) from neonatal stool. This pilot study revealed that the amount of
ampicillin and gentamicin found in neonatal stool is variable and was not dictated by postconceptional age or total amounts of antibiotics delivered (Table 9). This assay had several
limitations regarding assay sensitivity and selectivity. First, the lower limit of quantification of the
MIC-based assay used was quite high, especially when compared to the MIC of those
antibiotics against some gut associated microbes. The assay was largely limited by the amount
of stool (on average less than 0.5 g) available to prepare the fecal water for analysis, where all
fecal water extracts were prepared at the same wet weight-to-volume ratios to maintain
consistency. Consequently, diluting small amounts of antibiotics reduced the sensitivity of the
developed test. Another limitation was the selectivity of the antibiotics assay; since infants were
treated with a combination of antibiotics, the test strain of E. coli used in the assay must be
sensitive to the antibiotic of interest, but resistant to any other antibiotics present. Therefore, the
developed assay was limited to infants treated with only ampicillin/gentamicin. This experiment
would be improved with a more sensitive and selective detection method, such as HPLC,
although unlike the direct MIC assay reported here, this approach may not be able to easily
distinguish antibiotics that remain biologically active. Despite these challenges, this study
provided some groundwork for observing the physiologically relevant levels of ampicillin
reaching the preterm distal gut.
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6.1.2

A Bioinformatic Workflow for 16S rRNA Gene Profiling

Current methods of bioinformatic tools for processing and analyzing high-throughput sequences
for the 16S rRNA gene over-estimate microbial diversity because of the phylogenetic limitations
of the 16S rRNA gene sequence. Low-biodiversity communities such as the preterm gut
microbiome inherently have a low signal-to-noise ratio, meaning that inaccurate clustering of
sequences would easily mask real, biologically-relevant observations. To address this issue, a
novel sequence clustering protocol, termed ASV clustering, was developed and incorporated
into a new bioinformatic workflow, called seqpipeR. The objective of this chapter was to exhibit
the resulting R package as a recommended workflow using gut microbial ecosystems of either
low or high microbial diversity. It was demonstrated that overly-rigorous bioinformatic methods
created biologically redundant ASVs, resulting in an inflation of α-diversity while concurrently
under-estimating β-diversity effects. Furthermore, biologically relevant microbial relationships
were obscured because redundant ASVs introduced more noise. In contrast, application of
ASV-clustering via seqpipeR ameliorated these confounding bioinformatic effects, and provided
more accurate inferences of the ecological relationships, particularly in low-biodiversity
communities. This bioinformatic workflow was aimed at microbiome studies, particularly relevant
to low-diversity ecosystems, and was applied throughout this thesis.
6.1.3

In Vitro Assessment of Microbiome Resilience to Antibiotic Perturbation
In vitro continuous culture of gut microbiome confers experimental opportunities to study

the microbial dynamics under controllable conditions, over a long period of time. Such a system
for propagating the adult gut microbiome was adapted in this work for the continuous culture of
preterm fecal microbiota. Two fecal microbial communities derived from preterm infants (one
who received prior antibiotic treatment, and one who did not) were the subject of this study, with
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the aim of evaluating the robustness of the microbial ecosystems given differences in their
antibiotic exposure. First, the members of each in vitro community were assessed by highthroughput sequencing and by isolating community strains as pure cultures. This revealed that
the Infant 1 community (antibiotic-naïve) was less diverse than the Infant 2 community (exposed
to antibiotic treatment prior to sample collection). Given that the infants differed in postconceptional age at the time of sample collection (Infant 1 was 33 weeks, 8 days; Infant 2 was
27 weeks, 2 days), this was surprising, as microbial diversity typically increases with age, as the
gut ecosystem develops. The relative abundance found in both in vitro communities were
severely skewed, with only 2-3 genera comprising over 80% of the relative community
abundance. Both communities also exhibited similar primary processes, as the metabonomes
contained similar compounds in that the most abundant chemical classes of metabolites were
SCFAs > alcohols > amino acids > amines (Figure 17). However, the two communities clearly
engaged in different secondary metabolic processes as they each had distinct metabonomes.
For example, in the infant 1 community Veillonella spp. converted succinate produced by
Enterococcus sp. and Staphylococcus spp. into lactate and acetate. This metabolic crossfeeding was absent in the Infant 2 community, as there was an accumulation of succinate for
this community, while lactate and acetate levels remained low.
The importance of these trophic relationships was found to be intrinsically linked to the
community’s robustness, a characteristic that was evaluated by pulse-delivering carbenicillin
and gentamicin to the in vitro communities and monitoring the community recovery (Figure 25).
It was observed that the Infant 1 community was more robust in maintaining its ecological and
metabolic integrity as the community’s microbial state was restored during recovery after in vitro
antibiotic treatment. In contrast, the Infant 2 community did not exhibit the same resilience, as
the community composition and profile of low-abundance metabolites was dramatically different
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following in vitro antibiotic treatment. Furthermore, primary metabolism, as measured by the
most abundant metabolites, was unaltered by in vitro antibiotic treatment, potentially because
antibiotic resistance had been selected for in this community during the infant’s antibiotic
treatment prior to sample collection. The findings from this work demonstrated that microbial
relationships were imperative in maintaining ecological cohesiveness, and in vivo antibiotic
treatment may have the potential to interrupt microbial cooperation, which ultimately leaves the
community vulnerable to disruption by downstream challenges. The use of chemostat
bioreactors in this pilot study allowed for the study of the microbial dynamics of the preterm gut
microbiome independent of host factors. Having characterized these microbial relationships,
there are now potential opportunities to explore methods for manipulating and remediating the
early gut microbiome based on microbial functionality.
6.1.4

Impact of HMOs on Microbes Associated with the Preterm Gut Microbiome

Human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs) may be therapeutically supplemented to preterm infants
at risk of developing necrotizing enterocolitis. Current research surrounding the metabolism of
HMOs by gut bacteria has focused largely on Bifidobacterium and Bacteroides spp. as these
are known to directly metabolize the bioactive oligosaccharides and are early members of the
developing gut microbiome. However, preterm infants can be colonized by many other families
of bacteria, such as Enterobacteriaceae, Staphylococcaceae, Clostridiaceae, Veillonellaceae,
and Propionibacteriaceae. Therefore, it is important that a more complete picture of HMO
utilization is developed by screening and characterizing the interactions of HMOs with other taxa
relevant to the preterm infant gut microbiota. Using strains isolated from the in vitro
communities, pure cultures were exposed to HMOs, glucose or lactose as a supplement and
cell growth and metabonomic response was measured. It was found that several strains that
were previously documented as non-utilizers of HMOs exhibited growth promotion as a
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response (Figure 28, Figure 29, Figure 30 Figure 31) while select strains exhibited growth
inhibition (Figure 31). Furthermore, these responses were strain-specific, such that strains of the
same species were variable in their responses to HMOs. Specifically, when HMOs improved the
maximum growth (biomass) of a given strain over other supplementation conditions, they did so
at the cost of a reduced growth rate. Remarkably, based on the metabolic responses seen in
bacterial strains that were stimulated by HMOs, the presence of the HMOs resulted in an
expansion of the potential carbohydrate substrates that could be utilized. Fore example, lactose
and trehalose were only used in the presence of pHMOs, while glucose was consistently
consumed in all substrate conditions. Trehalose and lactose appeared to be more energetically
productive substrates than glucose, allowing for greater cell capacity, but at the cost of being
energetically expensive to initiate (as shown by the reduced growth rate).
On the other hand, inhibitory effects of HMOs were observed for certain strains of
Veillonella spp. (V. dispar Vdi_U, V. parvula Vpa_U, and V. tobetsuensis Vto_U) as inferred by
measurements of maximal growth however an increased growth rate during HMO
supplementation was also seen for these strains. Based on metabolomic analysis, these strains
underwent a flurry of metabolic activity in the presence of HMOs but did not utilize glucose as a
carbon source (Figure 34). As such, it was postulated that that the tested strains of Veillonella
metabolized HMOs, a substrate that is easily accessible to them, but were not as energetically
productive as glucose or lactose alone. Direct observations of oligosaccharide profiles in the
spent media will continue to shape these hypotheses, but the observations made in this study
demonstrated that gut-associated bacterial strains likely engage with HMOs via different
mechanisms, which are strain-specific. Furthering current understanding of the metabolic
repertoire of the early gut microbiota is important for developing HMOs for therapeutic purposes.
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Figure 34. Change in Metabolite Concentrations over 48 h incubation period (time 2 – time 1)
suggests that Veillonella spp. engages in high metabolic activity in the presence of pHMO. The
strains depicted are V. dispar Vdi_U, V. parvula Vpa_U, and V. tobetsuensis Vto_U.

6.2

Future Directions

The findings in this thesis present several opportunities to further current understanding of the
early gut microbiome dynamics. Cryopreservation of community isolates can be used to
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reassemble the preterm gut ecosystems as defined communities. This method of propagating
gut microbiota as a defined consortium has been previously applied to conduct reproducible
studies on adult gut microbiome in health and in disease states177,262,331. Therefore, further
studies on the defined variation of the in vitro communities presented here are possible. Given
the differences in the robustness of the Infant 2 community, methods of remediation can be
assessed. For example, introduction of probiotic strains is often proposed as a potential
therapeutic. The experimental design applied in this research would facilitate investigation of the
changes in microbial dynamics given the introduction of probiotic strains. Similarly, the media
used to culture the preterm microbiome in vitro was based on a formula milk recipe, but there
are many ways in which the medium composition can be optimized for the early gut microbiome.
Addition of HMOs as prebiotics is an attractive means of augmenting formula milk, and its hostindependent interactions with bacterial consortia could be evaluated longitudinally. The study of
HMO interaction with individual strains suggested that there are multiple mechanisms by which
microbes interact with HMOs. Therefore, it would be of interest to perform co-culture tests in the
presence of HMOs, to assess if the effects of HMOs are compounded when cross-feeding
relationships are at play. These in vitro HMO studies would also be improved with direct
assessment of oligosaccharide profiles using mass spectrometry99,302. Finally, complementing in
vitro culture of the microbiota with host factors relevant to the infant gastrointestinal system
would introduce a better way of understanding host-microbial relationships in the preterm gut.
The various treatments assessed in this research on the preterm gut microbiota, such as
antibiotic treatment or HMO supplementation, produced distinctive metabonomic profiles. Since
these excreted metabolites would be in direct contact with the host, examining the interactions
between host and microbes will provide further context for the in vitro relationships observed.
For example, tissue culture using infant gut epithelial cells, such as FHS-74 (which are nonmalignant human fetal small intestine cells332,333) could be subjected to the spent media from a
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given in vitro infant gut microbiota to examine interaction between microbial metabolites and
host cell phenotype.

6.3

Final Remarks

This thesis was conducted under the over-arching theme of characterizing microbial
relationships within the preterm gut microbiome and assessing the state of the ecosystem
based of its compositional and metabonomic signatures. The bioinformatic workflow developed
in Chapter 2 facilitated biologically accurate assessment of low-diversity communities, such as
the ones examined throughout this body of work. Next, the knowledge gap regarding the
amount of parenterally-administered ampicillin and gentamicin reaching the fecal microbiota in
vivo was addressed in Chapter 3. The amount of ampicillin and gentamicin in stool from 13
infants revealed that variable amount of ampicillin but no gentamicin was observed. This pilot
study determined the biologically-relevant concentration of ampicillin and gentamicin to be used
in in vitro antibiotic perturbations of community cultures of preterm fecal microbiota, which were
the subjects of focus in Chapter 4. A continuous culture system was adapted to propagate
preterm infant microbiota by adjusting bioreactor flow rate to reflect the whole gut transit time in
a preterm infant and developing a complex media that mimicked the carbohydrate and protein
content of infant formula. Subsequently, this system was used to culture stool from two preterm
infant to create their respective in vitro community cultures. This approach to enabled
longitudinal, multi-omic characterization of the preterm fecal microbiota, and assess the
microbial relationships within the context of the infants’ health status (and corresponding
medical history). The findings summarized here determined that even as low-diversity
communities, infant gut microbial ecosystems form important microbial relationships early in the
colonization process. Furthermore, these relationships were imperative for maintaining the
community state, as demonstrated via in vitro administration of antibiotics to each in vitro
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community. This research concluded that perinatal antibiotic therapy has the potential to disrupt
the preterm gut microbiome such that the community is not able to withstand further
perturbations. Finally, Chapter 5 evaluated the capacity of microbial strains derived from
preterm infant stool to interact with or utilize human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs). It was
determined that the extent to which microbes interacted with the oligosaccharides was deeply
individualized. Microbial metabolism of HMOs varied on an intra-species basis. Several different
types of microbe-HMO interactions were observed, including quick, but inefficient consumption
of HMOs, non-catabolic growth promotion in response to HMOs, and no response to HMO
supplementation. This drew the conclusion that there were several different mechanisms by
which gut microbiota interact with HMOs, and these pathways were highly heterogenous across
strains of the same species. Overall, findings from this body of work support the current dogma
that preterm gut microbiome is susceptible to change, leaving the developmental process
vulnerable to disruption. At the same time, the plasticity of the early gut microbiome provides
opportunity for the preterm gut ecosystem to be engineered towards health, given further
understanding of microbial dynamics occurring during early gut development.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
Table S1. Analyses included in the SeqpipeR workflow.

Pipeline
Data visualization/exploration

α-Diversity

β-Diversity

ASV-ASV relationships

Predictive Metagenomic
Analysis

Analyses
PCA
PCoA, and PERMANOVA for significance testing
Hierarchical clustering of samples and ASVs
Heatmap of relative abundances
Stacked bar plot of relative abundances
Diversity metric (Shannon and Simpson) by sample size
Diversity metric (Shannon and Simpson) by sample coverage
Richness diversity by sample size
Richness diversity by sample coverage
Sample coverage vs sample size
Dot plot/boxplot of diversity/richness of samples
Significance testing of richness/diversity per group by pairwise
Welch’s/Wilcoxon t-test, Kruskal-Wallis, effect size
measurements
All analysis performed for both observed and estimated
richness/diversity metrics
Kruskal-Wallis significance testing across groups based on
sequence relative abundance
Ad hoc pairwise significance testing of sample groups, with
adjusted p-values
Effect size of pairwise differences between sample groups
Effect plot for pairwise group comparisons
Strip chart for between group differences as measured by
effect size
Proportionality metric (rho, ρ, or phi, φ) of pairwise ASVs
Heatmap of proportionality metric for ASV-pairs
Cluster analysis of ASV-pairs and corresponding
proportionality metrics
Evaluation of the equilibrium of ASV-pairs, given the variability
of each ASV in that pair using a prism plot
Differential abundance analysis – evaluation of the degree to
which each feature pair differentiates experimental groups
given the proportionality of ASV pair using a bucket plot
Kruskal-Wallis significance testing across groups based on
relative abundance of predicted gene orthologue
Pairwise comparison of groups using significance testing
(Welch’s T-test and Wilcoxon Rank test.
Effect size evaluation and plot of pairs of groups based on
predictive metagenomic profile
Global map of metabolic pathways inferred by PMP
PMP-inferred metabolic pathways exported as file compatible
with iPath3 web tool.
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Table S2. Species composition of the defined microbial communities. Species composition of the
defined microbial communities. Closest species matches were determined from NCBI BLAST searches of
the 16S rRNA gene, with matches < 97% identity denoted by the genus and < 95% identity denoted by
the family (**). The higher taxonomic levels were obtained from GTDB. If a species was unavailable in
GTDB, the closest relative was instead utilized as a proxy (*).
Phylum - GTDB

Family - GTDB
Atopobiaceae

Genus - GTDB
Atopobium

Bifidobacteriaceae

Bifidobacterium

Coriobacteriaceae
Corynebacteriaceae

Collinsella
Corynebacterium
Adlercreutzia
Eggerthella
Microbacterium*

Actinobacteriota

Eggerthellaceae
Actinobacteriota*

Microbacteriaceae*

Bacteroidaceae

Bacteroidota

Bacteroidota*

Marinifilaceae

Bacteroides_B
Odoribacter

Rikenellaceae

Alistipes

Tannerellaceae

Parabacteroides

Bacteroidaceae*
Bacillaceae_A

Bacteroides*
Bacillus_AC
Catenibacterium
Dielma
Erysipelatoclostridium
Eubacterium_D
Holdemanella
Holdemania
Lactobacillus_B
Lactobacillus_C

Erysipelotrichaceae
Firmicutes
Lactobacillaceae

Firmicutes**
Firmicutes_A

Bacteroides

Staphylococcaceae

Staphylococcus

Streptococcaceae

Streptococcus

Erysipelotrichaceae**
Staphylococcaceae**
Christensenellaceae

Erysipelotrichaceae**
Staphylococcus**
Catabacter
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Species - NCBI
Atopobium minutum
Bifidobacterium longum
Bifidobacterium
pseudocatenulatum
Bifidobacterium stercoris
Collinsella aerofaciens
Corynebacterium aurimucosum
Adlercreutzia equolifaciens
Eggerthella lenta
Microbacterium saccharophilum
Bacteroides caccae
Bacteroides cellulosilyticus
Bacteroides eggerthii
Bacteroides fragilis
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron
Bacteroides uniformis
Bacteroides vulgatus
Odoribacter splanchnicus
Alistipes finegoldii
Alistipes onderdonkii
Alistipes putredinis
Alistipes shahii
Parabacteroides distasonis
Parabacteroides gordonii
Parabacteroides merdae
Bacteroides kribbi
Bacillus circulans
Catenibacterium mitsuokai
Dielma fastidiosa
Erysipelatoclostridium ramosum
[Clostridium] innocuum
Holdemanella biformis
Holdemania massiliensis
Lactobacillus ruminis
Lactobacillus paracasei
Staphylococcus caprae
Staphylococcus epidermidis
Streptococcus oralis
Streptococcus salivarius
Erysipelotrichaceae**
Staphylococcus**
Catabacter hongkongensis

D1 D2
N Y
Y Y
N

Y

N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N

Clostridiaceae
DTU089
DTU090
Eubacteriaceae

Clostridium
Neglecta
Ruminococcus_E
Eubacterium
Agathobacter
Agathobacter
Anaerostipes
Blautia
Blautia_A
Clostridium_M
Clostridium_Q
Coprococcus
Coprococcus_A
Coprococcus_B

Lachnospiraceae
Dorea
Eubacterium_E
Eubacterium_G
Hungatella
Lachnospira
Lactonifactor
Roseburia
Roseburia
Ruminococcus_B
Oscillospiraceae
Ruminococcaceae
Ruminococcaceae
Butyricicoccaceae*

Flavonifractor
Faecalibacterium
Subdoligranulum
Agathobaculum*
Blautia*

Lachnospiraceae*

Firmicutes_A*

Anaerotignaceae**

Lachnospiraceae**

Oscillospiraceae**

Clostridium_M*
Eisenbergiella*
Hungatella*
Ruminococcus_B*
Anaerotignum**
Blautia**
Dorea**
Eisenbergiella**
Lachnospira**
Lachnospiraceae**
Oscillibacter**
Oscillospiraceae**
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Clostridium saudiense
Neglecta timonensis
Ruminococcus bromii
Eubacterium callanderi
[Eubacterium] rectale
Roseburia faecis
Anaerostipes hadrus
Blautia producta
Blautia hydrogenotrophica
[Clostridium] bolteae
[Clostridium] citroniae
[Clostridium] lavalense
[Clostridium] symbiosum
Coprococcus eutactus
Coprococcus catus
Coprococcus comes
[Clostridium] hylemonae
[Clostridium] scindens
Dorea formicigenerans
Dorea longicatena
[Eubacterium] hallii
Eubacterium ventriosum
Hungatella hathewayi
[Eubacterium] eligens
Lactonifactor longoviformis
Roseburia hominis
Roseburia intestinalis
[Ruminococcus] gnavus
Faecalicatena contorta
Ruminococcus faecis
Flavonifractor plautii
Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
Gemmiger formicilis
Agathobaculum butyriciproducens
Blautia luti
Blautia stercoris
[Clostridium] aldenense
Eisenbergiella massiliensis
Hungatella effluvii
Faecalicatena orotica
Anaerotignum**
Blautia**
Dorea**
Eisenbergiella**
Lachnospira**
Lachnospiraceae**
Oscillibacter**
Oscillospiraceae**

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N

Acidaminococcus

Acidaminococcus intestini
Phascolarctobacterium
Phascolarctobacterium
succinatutens
Firmicutes_C
Dialisteraceae
Dialister
Dialister invisus
Veillonellaceae
Veillonella
Veillonella dispar
Burkholderiaceae
Parasutterella
Parasutterella excrementihominis
Proteobacteria
Escherichia
Escherichia coli
Enterobacteriaceae
`
Klebsiella_B
Klebsiella aerogenes
Proteobacteria*
Burkholderiaceae*
Sutterella*
Sutterella stercoricanis
Synergistota* Dethiosulfovibrionaceae* Pyramidobacter*
Rarimicrobium hominis
Verrucomicrobiota
Akkermansiaceae
Akkermansia
Akkermansia muciniphila
Acidaminococcaceae
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N

Y

Y

N

N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Table S3. Number of ASVs and status of taxonomic classifications obtained after processing Illumina MiSeq 16S rRNA sequencing data.
The first 4 columns refer to the taxonomic classification as identified by seqpipeR. The reference database used to assign that classification is
listed beside the taxonomic lebel. The “# of ASVs” column refers to the number of biologically redundant ASVs that classified to a given taxon,
based on “S” for seqpipeR or “B” for Bioconductor methods.The “Known species” column refers to whether the ASV classification could be
traced back to either D1 or D2. The “D1 or D2” column summarizes if the classified taxon was included in the defined community inocula, and if
so, which one. When an ASV could not be attributed to either defined community, “Uk” for “Unknown” was listed. The “Matching community
species” column refers to which defined community species was each ASV attributed to. When the ASV was be attributed to neither D1 nor D2,
“Uk” for “Unknown” was listed. The last three columns refer to the final status of each observed ASV, identifying the most potential source of that
ASV. If the taxonomic classification matched a known bacterial strain in one of the defined microbial communities, the status was set to “T” for
“TRUE” (or “F” for “FALSE” if it was not). For the taxonomic classifications that were not matched, the defined and fecal communities were crossreferenced to determine a status of “NI” for “Not isolated,” “MS” for “Miscalled species,” “MC” for “Miscalled unclassified”, “XC” for “Crosscontaminant,” “SU” for “Source unknown,” or “NP” for “Not present.” “Not isolated” status was assigned if the taxonomic classification was
exclusive to fecal samples. A criteria of > 0.01% abundance in at least two sample replicates was used to confirm the presence of a taxa. For the
remaining taxonomic classifications, if the genus was equivalent to a known bacterial strain, the status was set to “Miscalled species” (incorrect
species assignment) or “Miscalled unclassified” (incorrect unclassified assignment), and if unrelated, the status was set to “Source unknown.”
A status of “Cross-contaminant” was set for species known to be present in one defined microbial community yet were also found in the other,
referring to cross-well contamination in the sequencing platform. For those taxonomic classifications that were unclassified at the family level, the
status was set to “Unclassified”, as not enough information was available to make a conclusion.
# of
ASVs
S B
1 2

D1
No

D1
Known
Matching community Status Status Overall
or
species
species
D1/FD1 D2/FD2 Status
D2?
D2 F1 F2 D1+D2 F1+F2
Yes No Yes Yes Yes
T
D2 [Clostridium] citroniae NP
T
T

1

3

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D1 [Clostridium] bolteae

1

2

Yes

Yes No Yes Yes

Yes

T

D1

1

1

No

No Yes Yes

No

Yes

T

1

1

Yes

Yes Yes No

Yes

Yes

T

[Clostridium] symbiosum

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

[Eubacterium] eligens
[Eubacterium] rectale
[Eubacterium] siraeum
[Ruminococcus] torques

1
1
1
1

3
2
1
1

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes Yes
Yes Yes
No No
No No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

T
T
F
F

Acidaminococcus intestini 1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

2
1
2

Yes
No
Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes
No Yes No No
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes
No
Yes

T
F
T

Phylum - GTDB

Family - GTDB

Genus - GTDB

Species - NCBI

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Clostridium_M

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Clostridium_M

[Clostridium] citroniae
[Clostridium]
clostridioforme/bolteae

Firmicutes

Erysipelotrichaceae

Eubacterium_D

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Clostridium_M

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Dorea

[Clostridium]
lavalense/asparagiforme
[Clostridium] scindens

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Clostridium_Q

Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae
Lachnospiraceae
Ruminococcaceae
Lachnospiraceae

Lachnospira
Agathobacter
Ruminiclostridium_E
Ruminococcus_B

Firmicutes_C

Acidaminococcaceae

Acidaminococcus

Bacteroidota
Bacteroidota
Bacteroidota

Rikenellaceae
Rikenellaceae
Rikenellaceae

Alistipes
Alistipes
Alistipes

[Clostridium] innocuum

Alistipes finegoldii
Alistipes obesi
Alistipes onderdonkii

1
1
1
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Was ASV found in:

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

T

XC

T

T

XC

T

D1 [Clostridium] lavalense

T

XC

T

Both [Clostridium] scindens
[Clostridium]
D1
symbiosum
Both [Eubacterium] eligens
Both [Eubacterium] rectale
Uk
NA
Uk
NA
Acidaminococcus
D2
intestini
D2
Alistipes finegoldii
Uk
NA
D1 Alistipes onderdonkii

T

T

T

T

XC

T

T
T
NI
SU

T
T
NP
SU

T
T
NI
SU

XC

T

T

XC
NI
T

T
NP
XC

T
NI
T

[Clostridium]
innocuum

Bacteroidota

Rikenellaceae

Alistipes

Firmicutes_A

Anaerotignaceae

Anaerotignum

Actinobacteriota

Atopobiaceae

Atopobium

Bacteroidota
Bacteroidota
Bacteroidota

Bacteroidaceae
Bacteroidaceae
Bacteroidaceae

Bacteroides
Bacteroides
Bacteroides

Bacteroidota

Bacteroidaceae

Bacteroides

Bacteroidota

Bacteroidaceae

Bacteroides

Bacteroidota

Bacteroidaceae

Bacteroides

Bacteroidota

Bacteroidaceae

Bacteroides

Bacteroidota
Bacteroidota
Bacteroidota
Firmicutes_A

Bacteroidaceae
Bacteroidaceae
Bacteroidaceae
Lachnospiraceae

Bacteroides
Bacteroides_B
Bacteroides
Blautia_A

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Firmicutes_A

Alistipes senegalensis
/timonensis
Anaerotignum
lactatifermentans
Atopobium
minutum/fossor
Bacteroides caccae
Bacteroides eggerthii
Bacteroides fragilis
Bacteroides
kribbi/koreensis
Bacteroides ovatus
Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron/
faecichinchillae/faecis
Bacteroides
timonensis/cellulosilyticus
Bacteroides uniformis
Bacteroides vulgatus
Bacteroides xylanisolvens
Blautia faecis

1

2

No

No Yes No

No

Yes

F

Uk

NA

NI

NP

NI

1

1

No

Yes No Yes Yes

Yes

F

D2

Anaerotignum**

NP

MS

MS

1

1

No

Yes No Yes Yes

Yes

T

D2

Atopobium minutum

NP

T

T

1
1
1

2
2
2

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

T
T
T

D2 Bacteroides caccae
D1 Bacteroides eggerthii
D2 Bacteroides fragilis

XC
T
XC

T
XC
T

T
T
T

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

Both

Bacteroides kribbi

T

T

T

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

F

Both

Bacteroides spp.

MS

MS

MS

D1

Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron

T

XC

T

T

XC

T

T
T
MS
NP

XC
T
MS
NI

T
T
MS
NI

T

NP

T

T

T

T

T

NP

T

NI
NP
T
XC
XC
NP
NP
NP

NP
SU
T
T
T
T
T
T

NI
SU
T
T
T
T
T
T

T

XC

T

MS

XC

MS

T

NP

T

T

T

T

NP

T

T

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

1
1
1
1

4
2
1
1

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

T
T
F
F

Blautia_A

Blautia hydrogenotrophica 1

1

Yes

No No No

Yes

No

T

Lachnospiraceae

Blautia

Blautia producta/coccoides 1

3

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

Firmicutes_A

Christensenellaceae

Catabacter

Catabacter hongkongensis 1

1

Yes

No No No

Yes

No

T

Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_C
Firmicutes
Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A
Actinobacteriota

Christensenellaceae
Lachnospiraceae
Lachnospiraceae
Dialisteraceae
Erysipelotrichaceae
Lachnospiraceae
Lachnospiraceae
Eggerthellaceae

Christensenella
Coprococcus_A
Coprococcus_B
Dialister
Dielma
Dorea
Dorea
Eggerthella

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Eisenbergiella

Eisenbergiella massiliensis 1

1

Yes

No Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Eisenbergiella

Firmicutes

Erysipelatoclostridiaceae Erysipelatoclostridium

Firmicutes_A

Eubacteriaceae

Eubacterium

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Eubacterium_G

Christensenella minuta
Coprococcus catus
Coprococcus comes
Dialister invisus
Dielma fastidiosa
Dorea formicigenerans
Dorea longicatena
Eggerthella lenta

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Bacteroides
cellulosilyticus
D1 Bacteroides uniformis
Both Bacteroides vulgatus
Both
Bacteroides spp.
Uk
NA
Blautia
D1
hydrogenotrophica
Both
Blautia producta
Catabacter
D1
hongkongensis
Uk
NA
D1 Coprococcus catus
Both Coprococcus comes
D2
Dialister invisus
D2
Dielma fastidiosa
Both Dorea formicigenerans
D2
Dorea longicatena
D2
Eggerthella lenta
Eisenbergiella
D1
massiliensis
D1
Eisenbergiella**
Erysipelatoclostridium
D1
ramosum
D1

Eisenbergiella tayi
Erysipelatoclostridium
ramosum
Eubacterium
limosum/callanderi

1

3

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

F

1

1

Yes

No No No

No

No

T

1

1

Yes

Yes No Yes

No

No

T

Both Eubacterium callanderi

Eubacterium ventriosum

1

1

No

No No Yes

No

Yes

T

Both
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Eubacterium
ventriosum

Firmicutes_A

Ruminococcaceae

Faecalibacterium

Faecalibacterium prausnitzii 1

Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A
Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae
Oscillospiraceae
Oscillospiraceae
Ruminococcaceae

Ruminococcus_B
Flavonifractor
Clostridium_AJ
Subdoligranulum

Faecalicatena contorta
Flavonifractor plautii
Flintibacter butyricus
Gemmiger formicilis

Firmicutes

Erysipelotrichaceae

Holdemania

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Hungatella

Firmicutes_A

Oscillospiraceae

Intestinimonas

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Lactonifactor

Faecalibacterium
prausnitzii
Both Faecalicatena contorta
Both Flavonifractor plautii
Uk
NA
D1 Gemmiger formicilis
Holdemania
D1
massiliensis
D2
Hungatella effluvii

5

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

1
1
1
1

1
3
1
1

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

T
T
F
T

Holdemania massiliensis

1

1

Yes

No Yes No

Yes

Yes

T

Hungatella effluvii
Intestinimonas
butyriciproducens

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

1

2

No

No Yes No

No

Yes

F

Uk

Lactonifactor longoviformis 1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D2

Methanobacteriaceae Methanobrevibacter_A Methanobrevibacter smithii 1

1

No

No Yes No

No

Yes

F

Uk

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No Yes
Yes Yes
No Yes
Yes No

D2

NA

Bacteroidota

Marinifilaceae

Odoribacter

Odoribacter splanchnicus

1

1

No

No Yes No

Yes

Yes

T

D1

Firmicutes_A

Oscillospiraceae

Oscillibacter

Oscillibacter ruminantium 1

1

No

No Yes No

No

Yes

F

Uk

Bacteroidota

Tannerellaceae

Parabacteroides

Parabacteroides distasonis 1

3

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D2

Bacteroidota

Tannerellaceae

Parabacteroides

Parabacteroides gordonii

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D1

Bacteroidota

Tannerellaceae

Parabacteroides

Parabacteroides merdae

1

1

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D1

Proteobacteria

Burkholderiaceae

1

3

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D1

Firmicutes_A

Peptoniphilaceae

1

1

No

No No Yes

No

No

F

Uk

Firmicutes_C

Acidaminococcaceae

1

1

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D1

Firmicutes_A

DTU089

1

3

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D1

Lactonifactor
longoviformis
NA
Odoribacter
splanchnicus
NA
Parabacteroides
distasonis
Parabacteroides
gordonii
Parabacteroides
merdae
Parasutterella
excrementihominis
NA
Phascolarctobacterium
succinatutens
Ruminococcus bromii

Firmicutes_A

Ruminococcaceae

1

2

Yes

No Yes Yes Yes

Yes

F

Uk

NA

Proteobacteria

Burkholderiaceae

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D2 Sutterella stercoricanis

Euryarchaeota

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Parasutterella
excrementihominis
Peptoniphilus_C
Peptoniphilus ivorii
Phascolarctobacterium
Phascolarctobacterium
succinatutens
Ruminococcus_E
Ruminococcus bromii
Ruthenibacterium
Ruthenibacterium
lactatiformans
Sutterella
Sutterella
massiliensis/stercoricanis
Parasutterella

Unknown
Lachnospiraceae

Firmicutes_A

Anaerotignaceae

Firmicutes

UnknownBacilli

Unknown
Anaerotignaceae
UnknownBacilli

Unknown
Bacteria

Unknown Bacteria

Unknown Bacteria

Unknown [Clostridium]

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

D2

Yes

Yes No Yes Yes

Yes

F

D2

4

[Clostridium]
aldenense
[Clostridium]
aldenense

XC

T

T

T
T
SU
T

T
T
SU
XC

T
T
SU
T

T

NP

T

XC

T

T

NI

NP

NI

XC

T

T

NI

NP

NI

T

NP

T

NI

NP

NI

XC

T

T

T

XC

T

T

XC

T

T

XC

T

NP

NI

NI

T

XC

T

T

XC

T

SU

XC

SU

XC

T

T

XC

T

T

XC

MU

MU

Unknown Anaerotignum

1

2

Yes

Yes No Yes Yes

Yes

T

D2

Anaerotignum**

XC

T

T

Unknown Bacilli

1

1

5

8

Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Uk

Unknown Bacteria

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk

NA
NA
NA
NA

U
U
U
U

U
NP
NP
U

U
U
U
U
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Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No Yes
No No
No No
Yes Yes

Uk

D1

Barnesiella
Bilophila

Unknown Barnesiella
Unknown Bilophila

1
1

1
1

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Blautia_A

Unknown Blautia A

1

1

Yes

No Yes No

No

Yes

F

Proteobacteria

Burkholderiaceae

Unknown Burkholderia

1

1

No

No No Yes

No

No

F

Firmicutes_A
Proteobacteria

Lachnospiraceae
CAG-239

Unknown
Burkholderiaceae
CAG-45
CAG-495

Unknown CAG-45
Unknown CAG-495

1
2

2
2

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

CAG-65

Unknown CAG-65

2

3

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

CAG-81

Unknown CAG-81

2

3

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Firmicutes_A

Christensenellaceae

Unknown Christensenella

1

1

No

No Yes No

No

Yes

F

Proteobacteria

Enterobacteriaceae

Unknown
Citrobacter/Raoultella

1

1

No

No Yes Yes

No

Yes

F

No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
Yes
No

No Yes
No No
Yes No
No No
Yes Yes
Yes No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Unknown Clostridia

Unknown Clostridia

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Clostridium_M
Unknown
Enterobacteriaceae
ER4

Unknown Clostridia

Unknown Clostridium M
Unknown Enterobacter/
Proteobacteria
Enterobacteriaceae
Klebsiella/Salmonella
Firmicutes_A
Oscillospiraceae
Unknown ER4
Unknown
Firmicutes
Erysipelatoclostridiaceae Erysipelatoclostridium
Erysipelatoclostridium
Unknown
Unknown
Proteobacteria
Enterobacteriaceae
Escherichia/Shigella/
Enterobacteriaceae
Brenneria/Pseudescherichia
Firmicutes_A
Eubacteriaceae
Eubacterium
Unknown Eubacterium
Firmicutes_A
DTU089
Eubacterium_R
Unknown Eubacterium R
Unknown
Firmicutes_A
Lachnospiraceae
Unknown Faecalicatena
Lachnospiraceae
Firmicutes_A
Lachnospiraceae
GCA-900066755
Unknown GCA-900066755
Unknown
Firmicutes_A
Lachnospiraceae
Unknown Hungatella
Lachnospiraceae
Unknown
Firmicutes_A
Lachnospiraceae
Unknown Kineothrix
Lachnospiraceae

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
No No

F
F

Barnesiellaceae
Desulfovibrionaceae

Firmicutes_A

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk

Bacteroidota
Desulfobacterota

Unknown
Christensenellaceae
Unknown
Enterobacteriaceae

No
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

U
U
SU
NP

U
U
SU
NI

MU

NP

MU

NA

NP

NI

NI

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

SU
SU
NI
SU
SU
NP
NI

SU
SU
NP
SU
SU
SU
NI

SU
SU
NI
SU
SU
SU
NI

NA

NI

NP

NI

NA

NI

NI

NI

Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

U
U
U
U
U
NP

NP
NP
U
NP
U
NI

U
U
U
U
U
NI

NA

NP

NI

NI

Uk
Uk

NA

SU

SU

SU

NA

NP

SU

SU

Escherichia coli

T

T

T

MU
NP

MU
SU

Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk

5

7

1

1

1

1

No

No No Yes

No

Yes

F

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes No

Yes

Yes

F

1

1

No

Yes No No

No

No

F

1

1

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

T

Both

1
1

1
2

Yes
Yes

Yes No Yes Yes
No Yes No Yes

Yes
Yes

F
F

Both Eubacterium callanderi MU
Uk
NA
SU

1

1

No

Yes No No

No

No

T

D2 Faecalicatena orotica

NP

T

T

1

1

No

No Yes No

No

Yes

F

Uk

NA

NI

NP

NI

1

4

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

F

Both

Hungatella spp.

MU

MU

MU

NA

SU

SU

SU

1

2
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Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

Uk

U
U
NP
NI

Uk

NA
NA
NA
NA
Blautia
hydrogenotrophica

F

F

Uk

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Unknown
Lachnospiraceae

Proteobacteria

Enterobacteriaceae

Unknown
Enterobacteriaceae

Firmicutes_A

Lachnospiraceae

Unknown
Lachnospiraceae

Firmicutes_A

Oscillospiraceae

Oscillibacter

Firmicutes_A

Oscillospiraceae

Unknown
Oscillospiraceae

Firmicutes_A

Unknown Oscillospirales

Unknown Root

Unknown Root

Firmicutes_A

Ruminococcaceae

Bacteroidota
Firmicutes_C

Bacteroidaceae
Veillonellaceae

Unknown
Oscillospirales
Unknown Root

Unknown
Kineothrix/[Clostridium]
Unknown
Klebsiella/Enterobacter/
Leclercia/Kluyvera/
Erwinia/Pantoea/
Siccibacter/Buttiauxella/
Lelliottia

1

2

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

F

1

1

Yes

Yes No No

Yes

No

T

Unknown Lachnospiraceae 3

4

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No No
No No
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
No No
No No
No No
No No
Yes No
Yes No
No No
Yes No
No No
Yes No
No No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

F
F
T
T
F
T
F

Unknown Oscillibacter

1

2

Unknown Oscillospiraceae 3

4

Unknown Oscillospirales

2

1

Unknown Root

0

9

Unknown
Ruminococcaceae

Unknown
Ruminococcaceae

4

7

UBA6382
Veillonella

Unknown UBA6382
Veillonella dispar

1
1

1
1
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Uk
Uk
F
F
F
F
F
T

Uk

NA

SU

SU

SU

D2

Klebsiella aerogenes

XC

T

T

Uk
Uk
D1
D2
Uk
D1
D1
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
Uk
D2

NA
NA
Lachnospiraceae**
Oscillibacter**
NA
Oscillospiraceae**
Oscillospiraceae**
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Veillonella dispar

NI
NI
T
XC
NI
T
MU
U
U
U
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NP

NP
NP
XC
T
NP
XC
XC
NP
U
U
NP
NI
NP
NI
NP
T

NI
NI
T
T
NI
T
MU
U
U
U
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
T

Table S4. Pairwise ASV interactions that were characteristically distinct in F1, F2 and F1+F2. The
41 pairs of ASVs listed here, comprised for 20 genera, were strongly associated in all three fecal
communities, and were discriminant of each fecal community from the rest.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

ASV Pair
Bacteroides caccae
Bacteroides ovatus
Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron/faecichinchillae/faecis
Bacteroides kribbi/koreensis
Bacteroides vulgatus
Bacteroides fragilis
Bacteroides caccae
Parabacteroides merdae
Bacteroides kribbi/koreensis
Bacteroides ovatus
Bacteroides kribbi/koreensis
Bacteroides ovatus
Eisenbergiella massiliensis
[Eubacterium] eligens
Lactonifactor longoviformis
unclassified Hungatella
unclassified CAG-65
Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
Ruminococcus bromii
unclassified CAG-65
[Clostridium] lavalense/asparagiforme
[Eubacterium] eligens
Lactonifactor longoviformis
Lactonifactor longoviformis
unclassified Hungatella
unclassified Oscillibacter
unclassified Oscillibacter
[Clostridium] clostridioforme/bolteae
Eisenbergiella tayi
Acidaminococcus intestini
Phascolarctobacterium succinatutens

ASV Partner
Bacteroides uniformis
Bacteroides kribbi/koreensis
Bacteroides fragilis
Parabacteroides distasonis
unclassified Hungatella
Flavonifractor plautii
Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
Hungatella effluvii
Acidaminococcus intestini
Acidaminococcus intestini
unclassified Bacteria
unclassified Bacteria
Bacteroides timonensis/cellulosilyticus
Bacteroides fragilis
Bacteroides uniformis
Bacteroides fragilis
Parabacteroides distasonis
Bacteroides uniformis
unclassified CAG-45
unclassified CAG-45
[Clostridium] clostridioforme/bolteae
unclassified Hungatella
unclassified Hungatella
Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
[Eubacterium] eligens
unclassified Hungatella
Acidaminococcus intestini
Acidaminococcus intestini
Bacteroides fragilis
Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron/faecichinchillae/faecis
Parabacteroides distasonis
[Clostridium] clostridioforme/bolteae
Eisenbergiella tayi
[Eubacterium] eligens

Acidaminococcus intestini
Phascolarctobacterium succinatutens
Phascolarctobacterium succinatutens
Phascolarctobacterium succinatutens
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36
37
38
39
40
41

Phascolarctobacterium succinatutens
Phascolarctobacterium succinatutens
Phascolarctobacterium succinatutens
Parasutterella excrementihominis
unclassified Bacteria
unclassified Bacteria

Flavonifractor plautii
Ruthenibacterium lactatiformans
unclassified Bacteria
unclassified CAG-65
Bacteroides fragilis
unclassified CAG-65
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Table S5. Dosage and administration regimen for ampicillin in Kingston General Hospital NICU

Postnatal
Age (days)
All ages
0-7
≥8

Weight (kg)
< 1.2
1.2-2
>2
1–2
>2

Clinical
Sepsis
(mg/kg/dose,
interval)
50, 12 h
50, 12 h
50, 8 h
50, 8 h
50, 6 h

Other
infections
(mg/kg/dose,
interval)
25, 12 h
25, 8 h
25, 8 h
25, 8 h
25, 6 h
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UTI
Prophylaxis
(mg/kg/dose,
interval)

25, 12 h

Table S6 Dosage and administration regimen of gentamicin in Kingston General Hospital.

Gestational age
(weeks)
< 29
30 – 34
≥ 35

Postnatal age
(days)
0–7
8 – 28
> 28
0–7
>7
All

Dose (mg/kg/dose)

Interval (h)

5
4
4
4.5
4
4

48
36
24
36
24
24
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Table S7. Summary of MIC assay for detection of gentamicin and ampicillin in stool. Each antibiotic
assay contained four sections, each of which served the purpose of verifying the validity of the MIC stool
observed.

Detection of
gentamicin

Detection of
ampicillin

Strain

Samples

Range
(μg/mL)

Purpose

E. coli
ATCC25922 +
pUC19 (AmpR)

2-fold dilution series
of ampicillin

1.56 – 800

2-fold dilution series
of gentamicin

0.39 – 20

2-fold dilution series
of fecal water

unknown

growth control

No antibiotic

Confirm test strain
is resistant to
ampicillin
Plate standard to
determine
gentamicin MIC
against strain
Compare fecal MIC
with gentamicin
MIC to estimate
antibiotic contents
of stool
Reference for
100% growth

2-fold dilution series
of gentamicin

0.016 – 88

2-fold dilution series
of carbenicillin (a
stable analogue of
ampicillin)
2-fold dilution series
of fecal water

0.188 – 100

growth control

No antibiotic

E. coli DB3.1 +
pEN_Tmcs
(GentR)
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unknown

Confirm test strain
is resistant to
gentamicin
Plate standard to
determine
carbenicillin MIC
against strain
Compare fecal MIC
with carbenicillin
MIC to estimate
antibiotic contents
of stool
Reference for
100% growth

Table S8. Details of calculations used to determine carbohydrate and protein contents of the
medium, based on the formula recipe of Similac Special Care 24 High Protein, Abbot Nutrition.
Adapted from Table 1 of Cinquin et al.248

Class compound

Ingredients

81 g/L
carbohydrates

Corn syrup
solids
lactose

26.8 g/L protein

Digestibility
index

Undigested
ingredient

50%

100%

0

50%

98%

0.81 g/L

Concentration in
medium

24.8%

3.72 g/L

Total carbohydrates:

3.72 g/L

Casein

60%

98%

0.32 g/L

9.8%

1.5 g/L

Whey
protein
hydrolysate

40%

80%

2.14 g/L

65.4%

9.8 g/L

Total protein:
Final concentration (w/v):
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11.3 g/L
15 g/L

Table S9. Media used to isolate pure cultures of microorganisms from in vitro fecal cultures.

2
3

Media
Fastidious Anaerobic Agar + 5%
sheep’s blood (FAA)
Fastidious Anaerobic Agar (FAA-NB)
FAA + Ethanol shock

4

FAA + 0.5% amylopectin

Acumedia, SigmaAldrich

5

Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA)

BBL

6

TSA + 0.5 g/L Vitamin B12

BBL, Sigma-Aldrich

7

MacConkey

Difco

8

FAA + 10 mg/L colistin, 15 mg/L
nalidixic acid (CNA)

Acumedia, Alfa
Aersar, VWR

9

Kanamycin Esculin Azide Agar (20
mg/L)

In-house

1

10 Deoxycholate
11

Stenotrophomonas Selective Agar
(SSA)

12 MRS

Supplier

Notes

Acumedia

Non-selective, anaerobes

Acumedia
Acumedia

Non-selective, anaerobes
Selection, spores
Enrichment, promotes
gram-positive obligate
anaerobes (Firmicutes)
Non-selective
Enrichment, help cope with
oxidative stress
Selective,
Gram negative enteric
bacilli

In-house
HIMEDIA
BD

Selective, clostridia
Selective, differential
(enterococci turn media
black)
Selective and differential
(Gram-negative enteric
microbes), Klebsiella
Enrichment,
Stenotrophomonas spp.
Selective, Streptococcus,
lactic acid bacteria

Schaedler’s agar + 50 mg/L
Oxoid, Fisher
13 Kanamycin, 7.5 mg/L vancomycin + 5%
Scientific, Biobasic
defibrinated sheep’s blood

Selective for gram-negative
organisms

14 Bacteroides Bile Esculin agar (BBE)

In-house

Selective for anaerobic
bacilli. Bacteroides spp.
Except for B. uniformis)

In-house

Clostridioides difficile

BD
Sigma-Aldrich

Enrichment of Actinomyces
For cultivation of yeast
A differential medium on
which swarming of Proteus
species is suppressed

Cycloserine-Cefoxitin Fructose Agar
(CCFA)
16 Actinomyces Enrichment Agar
17 Yeast Peptone Dextrose Agar (YPD)
15

18 Mannose Salt Agar (MSA)

BD
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Table S10. Summary of bacteria identified in Infant 1 and Infant 2 in vitro fecal communities according to sequencing and culture
techniques. Organisms shared by both infants are in bold. Organisms identified only using the described sequencing method (i.e. NI/cultured
denoted with *.
Phylum

Family

Genus

Species

Actinomycetaceae

Actinomyces

Actinomyces haliotis

Arthrobacter

Arthrobacter siccitolerans

Kocuria

Kocuria salsicia

Infant 1
Sequenced

Micrococcaceae

Propionibacteriaceae

Cutibacterium

Cutibacterium acnes

✓

Bacillaceae

Bacillus
Clostridium sensu stricto
1

Bacillus haynesii

Lactobacillaceae
Paenibacillaceae

Staphyloccaceae

Streptococcaceae

✓

✓

Brevibacillus

Brevibacillus agri

✓

Paenibacillus

Paenibacillus faecis

✓

Streptococcus
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✓
✓

Lactobacillus

Staphylococcus

✓

✓

Clostridium butyricum

Staphylococcus aureus
Staphylococcus
epidermidis
Staphylococcus
hominis
Staphylococcus
lugdunensis
Streptococcus salivarius

✓

✓

Enterococcus faecalis
Enterococcus
saigonensis
unclassified
Enterococcus
Lactobacillus helveticus

Enterococcus

✓

✓

Rothia

Enterococcaceae

Cultured

✓
✓

Micrococcus

Sequenced

✓

Micrococcus luteus
Micrococcus
yunnanensis
Rothia dentocariosa

Clostridiaceae 1

Firmicutes

Culture
✓

Micrococcus aloeverae
Actinobacteria

Infant 2

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

Streptococcus
thermophilus
Streptococcus tigurinus
unclassified_Bacilli

Veillonellaceae

Fusobacteria

unclassified_Bacilli

Veillonella

Veillonella denticariosi

✓

Veillonella dispar

✓

✓

Veillonella parvula

✓

✓

Acetobacteraceae

Roseomonas

Burkholderiaceae

Ralstonia

Ralstonia pickettii*

Enterobacter/Klebsiella
Escherichia
Verrucomicrobia

✓

Fusobacterium

Enterobacteriaceae

Akkermansiaceae

Akkermansia

✓

Veillonella atypica

Fusobacteriaceae

Enterobacter

✓

unclassified Bacilli

Veillonella tobetsuensis
Fusobacterium
nucleatum*
Roseomonas mucosa

Proteobacteria

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Enterobacter cloacae

✓

Enterobacter ludwigii

✓

Enterobacter tabaci
Enterobacter
xiangfangensis
unclassified
Enterobacter/Klebsiella
Escherichia coli
Akkermansia*
muciniphila
Method total

✓

Total Membership
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✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
12

17
29

8

17
25

Table S11. Antibiotic dosing regimen applied at Comer Children’s Hospital, Chicago, IL, USA.
These serve as guidelines for physicians and were subject to change given individual patients’ needs and
overall health status.

Gentamicin

Ampicillin
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Post-conceptional age (weeks)
< 29
30-34
> 35
Age
Weight (kg)
All ages
< 1.2
1.2 – 2
0-7 days
>2
1.2 – 2
> 8 days
>2

Dose (mg/kg/dose)
4-5
4-4.5
4
Dose
50
50
50
50
50

Interval (h)
48
36
24
Interval (h)
12
12
8
8
6

Table S12. Strains assayed for HMO utilization.
Genus and Species

Strain

Source

Bacillus
paralicheniformis
Bacillus
pseudomycoides
Bacteroides fragilis
Bifidobacterium bifidum
Bifidobacterium longum

Bpa_U

Bfr_D
Bbi_D
Blo_T136

Bifidobacterium infantis
Clostridium bifermentans

Blo_D
Bin_A
Cbi_U

Clostridium butyricum

Cbi_F
Cbi_A
Cbu_U

Clostridium perfringens

Cbu_F
Cpe_U

Enterococcus faecalis

Efa_U

Escherichia coli

Eco_U

Finegoldia magna

Fma_U

Klebsiella pneumoniae

Kpn_U

Klebsiella variicola

Kva_U

Paenibacillus faecis

Pfa_U

Cutibacterium acnes

Pac_U

Staphylococcus aureus

Pac_T16
Pac_BM
Sae_U

Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Infant > 1 y
Infant > 1 y
Preterm, treated,
DOL136
Infant > 1 y
Infant > 3 y
Preterm,
untreated
Infant, >6 mo
Infant, 3 y
Preterm,
untreated
Infant, >6 mo
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm, treated
Breast milk
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Breast milk

Staphylococcus
epidermidis

Bps_U

Sep_U
Sep_BM

Staphylococcus hominis

Sho_U

Streptococcus lutetiensis

Sho_T16
Slu_U

Streptococcus tigurinus

Sti_U

Veillonella dispar

Vdi_U
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Preterm,
untreated
Preterm, treated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm,
untreated

Seed
culture (h)
24

mPYG
dilution (%)
25

Metabolite
analysis

24

25

✓

24
48
48

25
50
50

48
48
24

50
50
25

24

25

24

25

24
24

25
25

24

25

24

25

48

50

24

25

24

25

24

25

24

25

24
24
24

50
25
25

24

25

24

25

✓

24

50

✓

24
24

25
25

24

25

✓

48

50

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Veillonella parvula

Vpa_U
Vpa_UC1
Vpa_CC

Veillonella tobetsuensis

Vto_U

Enterobacter cloacae
Enterobacter tabaci
Enterobacter ludwigii
Actinomyces haliotis

Ecl_T16
Eta_T16
Elu_T16
Aha_T16
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Preterm,
untreated
Adult, ulcerative
colitis patient
Adult, colorectal
patient
Preterm,
untreated
Preterm, treated
Preterm, treated
Preterm, treated
Preterm, treated

48

50

48

25

48

50

48

50

24
24
24
24

50
25
25
25

✓

✓

Table S13. Summary of regression models used to estimate growth rates.

Regression model to
Estimate Growth Rate
Logistic regression
Log-linear regression of
exponential phase
Linear regression of
exponential phase
No fit
No growth
Total
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Number of Growth
Curves Fitted
479
106
20
8
47
660

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure S1. Semi-automated pipeline to implement DADA2 for processing raw reads to generate
ASV clusters. The function process_seq( ) requires four parameters (indicated by *) and has five optional
arguments with defaults. Other parameters required are prompted from the user throughout the pipeline.
This pipeline produces quality controlled, trimmed and filtered sequences and infers ASV clusters that are
ready for classification. This pipeline follows DADA2 tutorial, which can be referred to for further detail
(http://benjjneb.github.io/dada2/tutorial.html)
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Figure S2. Automated pipeline to classify ASV using IDTAXA. The function classify_seq( ) requires
two parameters (indicated by *) and has three optional arguments with defaults. This pipeline queries
ASV sequences against a reference database (must be trained by IDTAXA reference database training
algorithm) to assign taxonomic classification to the genus level.
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Figure S3. ASV-ASV relationships maintained or developed when individual fecal, F1 or F2,
communities were combined to form F1+F2. (A) The ASV-ASV relationships in F1 that were preserved
in F1+F2. (B) The ASV-ASV relationships that distinguished F1 from F1+F2. (C) The ASV-ASV
relationships in F2 that were preserved in F1+F2. (D) The ASV-ASV relationships that distinguished F2
from F1+F2. Each point on the bubble plot represents an ASV pair that were identified as important
relationships (i.e. preserved or formed, and were strongly proportional, ρ ≥ 0.6 or ρ ≤ -0.6) when (A, B)
comparing F1 vs F1+F2 and when (C, D) comparing F2 vs. F1+F2. The position of a given point along the
x-axis reflected the proportionality score of that ASV pair in the F1 community alone. The position of a
given point along the y-axis reflected the proportionality score of that ASV pair in the F2 community alone.
The size of a given point reflected the proportionality score of that ASV pair in the F1+F2 community
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alone. The colour of the point reflected the directionality of the ASV pair I the F1+F2 community (blue for
ρ > 0, red for ρ < 0). The limits of proportionality significance (±0.6) were demarked by grey lines. The
region where ASV pairs that were strongly proportional in all three communities is highlighted by green
rectangles. Therefore, ASVs that were strongly proportional in all three communities were represented by
large circles in the green boxes. ASV pairs that were identified as important in the cross-community
comparison but were not observed in F1 or F2 were assigned a ρ = 0.
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Figure S4. Plasmids transformed into test strain of E. coli for detection of gentamicin. Plasmid map
of pUC19. Used to confer ampicillin resistance to E. coli ATCC 25922 in antibiotic detection MIC assays
for the detection of gentamicin.
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Figure S5. Plasmids transformed into test strain of E. coli for detection of ampicillin. Plasmid map
of pEN_Tmcs. Used to confer gentamicin resistance in E. coli DB3.1 in antibiotic detection MIC assay for
the detection of ampicillin.
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Figure S6. Example of experimental determination of MIC of carbenicillin against a test strain of E.
coli. A 2-fold serial dilution ranging from 0.195-100 μg/mL was tested against E. coli + pEN_Tmcs. (A)
Growth curve of E. coli + pEN_Tmcs when challenged with difference concentrations of carbenicillin. (B)
Viability Curve of E. coli + pEN_Tmcs at 6.5 h of incubation. Growth control wells, not challenged with
antibiotics, were used as reference of 100% viability.
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Figure S7. Spiking Community Culture Spent Media with Gentamicin. Spiking 1 mL of filter-sterilized
chemostat media to 5 μg/mL gentamicin and measuring antibiotic concentration with MIC assay. (A)
Viability curve for spiked chemostat sample and (B) corresponding standard curve of the E. coli + pUC19
against 2-fold dilution series of gentamicin ranging from 0.0781-40 μg/mL.
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Figure S8. Spiking Fecal Water with Gentamicin. Validating MIC assay for antibiotic detection using
(A) fecal water from 0.0-31 mg/mL adult stool and (B) spiked to 80 μg/mL gentamicin. MICAbx of 0.625
μg/mL was experimentally determined from a standard curve of E. coli+pUC19 treated with gentamicin
ranging from 0.039-20 μg/mL (shown in Equation 4)
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Figure S9. Metabolic pathways represented within metabolite pairs that are strongly proportional in the ecosystem derived from Infant 1.
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Figure S10. Metabolite profiles of Staphylococcus spp. Enhanced depletion of glucose in the
presence of pooled HMOs shows that HMOs can promote growth even without HMO catabolic activity.
The growth promotion effect was not observed in neither the lactose nor HMOmix condition. The strains
depicted are S. aureus Sau_U, S. hominis Sho_U, and S. epidermidis Sep_U.
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Figure S11. Change in metabolites (48h – 0 h) for E. faecalis Efa_U and B. pseudomycoides
Bps_U. Depletion of carbohydrates for the production of organic acids is indicative of the EmbdenMeyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway of glycolysis in most anaerobic bacteria, including E. faecalis and B.
pseudomycoides.
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SUPPLEMENTARY EQUATIONS
(1)

𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑥 = 𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿) × 𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑏𝑥

𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 =

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝑔)
× 𝐷𝐹𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐵𝑆 (𝑚𝐿)

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 =

𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑥 (𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿)
𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿)

= 𝑢𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠⁄𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙
Equation 1. Calculation of amount of antibiotics observed in stool sample based on MIC assay for
antibiotic detection. 𝑨𝒃𝒙𝑴𝒂𝒙 refers to the maximum antibiotic used in the dilution series in the standard
curve. 𝑫𝑭𝑨𝒃𝒙 refers to the dilution factor at which the MIC of antibiotic was observed in the standard
curve. 𝑫𝑭𝑺𝒕𝒐𝒐𝒍 refers to the dilution factor at which the MIC of fecal water was observed in the dilution
series.
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𝑑(𝑆1) −𝐹 × 𝑆1
=
𝑑𝑡
𝑉
Equation 2. Dilution of an antibiotic in a continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR), under the
assumption of no bacterial or chemical degradation of the antibiotic. Rate of change of antibiotic in
𝒅(𝑺 )
the bioreactor, 𝟏 , initial antibiotic concentration 𝑺𝟏 , flow rate of CSTR 𝑭, and volume of bioreactor
𝒅𝒕
vessel 𝑽.

𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑺𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 = −𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝒑𝟏 × 𝒑𝟐 )
Equation 3. Discrimination score for a given ASV pair to describe the degree to which a pair of
ASVs distinguish two groups. 𝒑 is the p-value of the Kruskal-Wallis test for evaluation of significance
levels across groups for a given ASV. The p-value was calculated for each ASV in the ASV pair being
evaluated.
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(1)

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =

𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑏𝑥 (𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿)
𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝑚𝐿)

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿) × 𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑏𝑥
𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

5 𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿 =

40 𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿 × 2−6
𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝑚𝐿)

𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =

0.625 𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿
5 𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿

𝑀𝐼𝐶𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 0.125 = 2−3
Equation 4. Calculation for estimating the gentamicin concentration that was spiked into media.
Expected MIC of sample given known amount of antibiotics added to 1 mL of filter-sterilized spent media
from culturing infant fecal microbiota. Corresponding MIC assay results shown in Figure S6.

(1)

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿) × 𝐷𝐹𝐴𝑏𝑥
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝑔)
× 𝐷𝐹𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐵𝑆 (𝑚𝐿)

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =

20 𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿 × 2−5
0.6263 𝑔
−5
2.4928 𝑚𝐿 × 2

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =

0.625 𝜇𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿
0.0078 𝑔/𝑚𝐿

𝐴𝑏𝑥𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 80.12 𝑢𝑔 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛/𝑔
Equation 5. Calculation for spiked gentamicin to validate antibiotic quantification from MIC assay
of spiked fecal water shown in Figure S7. Standard curve of gentamicin sensitivity from corresponding
MIC assay results shown in Figure S6 and Equation 4. The calculated concentration of 80 μg/m
gentamicin in the spiked fecal water, based on the MIC assay results, confirmed that assay and
calculation method is accurate and reliable.
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𝑁𝑡 =

𝐾
𝐾− 𝑁
1 + ( 𝑁 0 ) 𝑒 −𝑟𝑡
0

Equation 6. Logistic equation to fit bacterial growth curve. Equation gives the number of cells, 𝑵𝒕 , at
𝒕 time. 𝑵𝟎 refers to the initial population size, 𝑲 is the carrying capacity of the environment for the
bacterial population, 𝒓 is the growth rate of that population.

𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑑𝑜 𝑅 2 = 1 −

∑𝑁
̂𝑖 )2
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦
∑𝑁
̅)2
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦

Equation 7. Pseudo-𝑹𝟐 for assessing goodness of fit in logistic regression. This metric is analogous
to the sum of squared residuals used in linear regression in that it is the numerator represents the sum of
squared differences between observed values and values predicted by the model, while the denominator
reflects the sum of squared differences of observed values and respective mean values.𝑵 refers to the
number of observations in the model. The independent variable is presented by 𝒚, and its mean is
̅. Predicted model values are depicted by ̂𝒚.
represented by 𝒚

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 x =

x − 𝑥̅
𝜎

Equation 8. Normalize values that span multiple orders of magnitudes so they can be compared in
̅), and dividing
the same scale. Unit variance scaling performed by subtracting values (𝒙) by the mean (𝒙
by the standard deviation of 𝒙, denoted by 𝝈.
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